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CHAPTER I 
INTRODUCTIOO 
The 1968 New Orleans Conference on Research and Instructional 
DeveloJX11ent sponsored by the Speech Association or Amerio& and the United 
States Office of Education resulted in a number of recommendations for 
speech-communication scholars. Two that are of significance read as follows: 
The conference partioipants encourage speech-communication scholars 
to design and execute research dealing with the speeoh-communioation 
dimensions of current social problems. 
• • • • • 
• • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • 
The confereea encourage apeeoh-ocamunication scholars to make every 
effort to apply the findings of their reaearfh to the solution of contemporary individual and sooi&l probl•s. 
The tbruat ot these two reoommendationa encourages scholars to pursue 
research outside the academic oontines ot the uniwraity or college. It 
was decided to ill1plement these recommendations by turning to the area or 
field research and, more apecitioally, to the "natural experiment" for this 
study. A natural experiment is det1Md u 
a study in which the researcher speoifiee 1n advance the variables 
he wishes to observe, states hypotheses concerning the relationships 
among these variables, and, witho�t manipulation, measures their interaction in a natural setting. 
Th• Hzyothesia 
In this study the variables being considered are th• methods of 
1Robert J. Kibler and Larry L. Barnr, eds., Conceptual Frontier• in 
S ommunication: Re rt of the New Orleans Conterenoe on Research 
and Instructional Deve oeent New York: The Speech Assoc ation ot America, 
19i9), P• 25. 
2Keith R. Sanders and Thomas J. Pace, "The 'Natural Experiaent• ae a 
Research Methodology tor th• Study ot Speeoh..C-.mun1cation," in Proceedings 
of the Speech Association ot Aaerica Summer Conference V ed. by James 
Roever, Minneapolis, Minnesota.. (Mimeographed.) p. 80. 
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audience adaptation •ployed by two lit• insurance aalesaen. The general 
l(ypothesis or the study is that succeesf'ul .!!!!. inaUl"&noe aaleeen demon­
atJ"&te ! higher degr .. !!!_ adaptation !?!. traditional perauaeive technigu•e 
!! ,!:h! listener� ooca11on � !!!.! auooeeaf'ul .!!!! in1urance sal•p•n. 
The study took place in a natural .. tting but with varioue controls vhioh 
will be described. 
In addition to the recommendations ot the SAA Conf•Hnee, it was 
decided that a study ot lite insurance agents would best be done in a field 
setting in order to maintain, as much as possible, a natural persuasive 
t1tuat1on. 
Field ot Inv.etigation 
The Business of Lite Insurance 
Lite insurance is a aulti-billion dollar a year business in th• 
United States. Figures released by three of the country's largest insurance 
tirma support this conoluaion. As of December )1, 1968, the John Hancock 
I 
Insurance Company had asMta that totalled more than nine billion dollars 
and insurance in f oroe totaling more than fifty-two billion. The Equitable 
Lite Assurance Society of the United States had insurance in force in excess 
ot sixty-five billion dollars on that .mne date. Both of these companies 
were dwarf9d by the largest ot all United Stat.ea ineurance companies, the 
Prudential. With more than tMenty-six billion dollars in assets and $1J7 
billion of insurance in force, th• Prudential Insurance Company represents 
a major economic tactor in t.h• lite !neuranoe business and in business in 
genera_i .• J 
The success or these insurance companies and hundreds or smaller ones 
J.rhe Insuranoe Almanac (S?th ed. i Nev Yorks The Weekly Underwriter, 
1969), PP• ?47, 695 and 844 respectively. 
can probably be attribut.d to th• two f aotora that generally spell success 
in any business venture: (1) a product desired by comaumers, (2) a sales 
force capable of selling the produot. The product sold by the 11f e insur-
anoe companies is, in eff eot , a plan to guarantee funds for the financial 
security of the average man.4 In functional terms this means, for many 
people, guaranteeing funds for death and burial •XJ>enaes, providing funds 
to pay off a mortgage on a house, or guaranteeing the availability of aoney 
needed for retirement purposes. In order to sell this product to the 
consumer, the insurance companies train aalesaen in the principles of lit• 
in8'\ll"ance � in the principles of persuasion. 
The SaleSI!1..a.n' s Task: Persuasion 
For the purposes of this study, persuasion will be defined as the 
conscious effort £! � individual � control symbols .!,n order � manipulate 
men • s attitudes � motiv es � achieve preconceived changes .!!! J::.h! beliefs, 
feelings, � conduct Et. individuals.5 Thia definition assumes that persua­
sion is not a haphazard or chance process but that it is a carefUlly 
c�ntrolled attempt to manipulate individuals. The assumption is also made 
that persuasion is aocornplished by controlling verbal and non-verbal symbols 
in such a way that the bases of a persuad.ee•s behavior become the bases for 
change. In other words, the persuadee holds the means the persuader must 
use to effect changes in the beliefs, feelings or oonduot of men. It is 
4.rbe Prudential Insurance Company ot America, The Miracle of Life 
Insurance, The Prudential Training Program (Nev York: 1966), p. 2, 
5'rh1s definit�on is supported in whole or 1n part by Robert Oliver, 
The Pmhologx ot�er1Sua1ive Speech (2nd ed.: New York: The David McKay 
Company, Ina., 19 ), pp. 7-9; Winston L. Brembeck ard William s. Hovell, 
Persuasion; A Means of Social Control (Englewood Cliffs, N. J.: Prent.ioe­
Hall, Inc., {952), pp. t<>-24r Irwin P. Bettingbaua, Per!'1jsive Communication 
(New Yorki Holt, Rinehart and Winston, Ino., 1968), pp. J-l?s Gary 
Cronkhite, Persuasion: Smch and Behavioral Chanee (New Y�rk: The Bobbs­
Merr11J. Company. Inc., 19 9 , pp. 3-15. 
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also asSUIYted that the desired change in the persuadee ie predetermined by 
th• persuader at sOMe point before the pei-suasiTe act takes place. There­
fore, persuasion is a goal directed 11.ctivity with the means to that end 
residing in the persuadee. It is the persuader's task to discover those 
means and to manipulate them to his errls. The persuadee, then, holds the 
attitudes ard motives that the salesman must utilize in his selling. 
Some close parallels are fourd between the definition offered above 
and the definition of persuasion found in the training materials of the 
life insurance company used in this study. The Prudential Training Program 
defines the salesroan1s task as one of not me�ly selling a product but 
selling in t.6rms or how that produot will satisfy "one or more basic hum11.n 
" 
wants." In order to accomplish this objective, the training m.ateria.11 
point out that the agent must show th• prospective buyer the relationship 
between insurance arrl "the satisfaction or bis (th• buyer's) human wants." 
This is accomplished, according to the training materials, by the effective 
use of words that make the prospect aware "that insurance can satisfy his 
human wants.116 
It should be noted that the training materials base their approach on 
basic human wants or, as noted in the first definition, men's attitudes .!!!5! 
motives. When the agent is urged to show th• relationship between insurance 
and motives he is being urged to manipulate the prospect's motives and 
insurance so the two are compatible. The means of that manipulation is the 
use or words or symbols. 
Based on this analysis of a definition of persuasion and what the 
training m&terials say about the salesman's job, the conclusion is that the 
6.rhe Prudential Insuranoe Company of Amerioa, Motivation and 
Salesmanship, The Prudential Training Program (New York: 1966), p. J. 
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salesman's task is persuasion. In accomplishing that task the agent muet 
discover the attitudes and motives of his client. 
The Factor of Audience Adaptation 
While successful persuasion depends on a number of factors. such as 
persuader effort, the persuader's COllllland of the symbols useful in manipu­
lating persuadees, and a preconceived persuasive goal. the key factor seems 
to be the pereuader's ability to diaoove� and utilise the attitudes and 
motives ot the persuade•. In other words, th• persuader must have the 
ability to adapt hie persuasive intent to the persuad .. '• true of reference. 
That is what ie meant when the training materials suggested that the agent 
show the prospect the relationship between 'insurance and human wants, 
specifically. the human wants of the prospect. 
This last point needs to be stressed. Life insurance agents generally 
sell their product to a wide variety of individuals, seldom do they sell to 
groups of people. Each individual prospect, it would seem, would have to be 
approached as a person with a particular set of attitudes and motives or 
human wants that the agent must utilize in persuadi�g the prospect to buy 
insurance. While roost people would probably be interested in guaranteeing 
their future financial security, eaoh individual probably has particular, 
individual needs that the agent must C01"'!�1.der. For example, a man with ten 
children may have different needs than a �an with two children when it coMes 
time to help eaoh child finance an education. Or a man familiar with the 
high costs of funerals will have a dlfferent attitude than a �an unfamiliar 
with funeral cost• when it comes time to decide how much money is nf!loe�dary 
to provide tor burial expenses through life insurance. And men probably 
differ on the question of how much income a wife should be expected to 
provide before they have children and afterwards. It would seem that a 
6 
auecesstul lite tn.urano• agent would demonstrate th• ability to adapt to 
each or hie individual proapeots. Con'f9rael7, the less auccesstul agent 
would shov less adaptation to th• prospect during the sales pNeent&tion. 
Review of the Literature 
Field Researot. 
The conclusion reached by the...._SAA • e 1969 Sumner Con.terence on 
Research and Action was that there is an il'Rediate need to implement field 
re•arch studies in order to arriye at a methodology suitable to speech­
communioation -research.7 In other words, there is a dearth ot information 
relative to tield research ot the nature undertaken in this study. 
Research in Persuasive Adaptation 
Although there has been a good deal of resea�h dea.ling with audience 
analysis, there is a d�arth or research relative to apecU'ic adaptation 
techniques in a persuasive situation. Two sources ot information that deal 
with audience analysis and speaker adaptation are Rollingworth's 1h! 
Paygholog;v ot the Audiences and Clevinger's Audience Analytis.9 Tb• f'Ol'"Mer 
is a review or experimental rea�aroh o.n audience behavior conducted prior 
to 193.5. The latter text is devoted to audiences and how lmowledge ot 
audience attributes can be adapted to the persuader's communication. 
Ot most value to this study was Holtsman's book The P1ychologr of 
?Thoaae Pace, "Report of Workshop F--P'ield Studies" In Proceedings 
ot the Speech Association or America Summer Conterenoe V ed. by James E. 
Roever, Minneapolis, Minnesota. (Mi.Jleographed.) p. :n. 
8garry L. Hollingworth, The Pmhology of the Audience (New York: 
American Book Co., 1935). 
9Theodore Clevenger, Jr., Audience An!l.;rsis (New York: The Bobbs­
Mel"'!'ill Co • •  1966). 
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Speakers' Au4iences.10 Although it does not deal specifically with adapta-
tion in· persuasive speaking. the general prinoiplsa outlined there were 
easily applied to the persuasive sales presentations. He provided a concise 
and cogent explanation or audience induction and the need tor a eol'IJlllon 
premise between persuader and persuadee. 
Persuasion Research in Sales 
Speech-com:m.u�ication scholars have not produced any wealth of 
research relative to the kind of persuasion that takes place in a selling 
situation. A review of the speech-conimuni..e&tion journel s failed to produce 
a single articl� dealing with per su&sion in sales. It was found tha.t two 
theses and one dissertation have been written about sales work. The first 
thesis reviewed was titled "Some Major Contributions of Speech and Dramatic 
Art to Selling."11 This thesi� proved to be of little prnctical val�e to 
" 
this study. It dealt with cataloging the value of courses in speech and 
dramatic arts to sales personnel. The major conclusion of the study was 
that speech eour�s ranked high in the preferences of salesmen. 
The second thesis was "A Critical Incident Study of Communication 
Factors Which Make for Success or Failure in Personal Selling.1112 This 
thesis dealt with broad comnunication factors and did not reveal any 
releTa.nt information concerning the !lpecitio pereuasive situations that 
would be encountered in this study. 
The dissertation was titled "An Analysia of Selected Oral C0111nuni-
10paul D. Holtzman, The P ayoholog:x of Speakers' Audienoes (Glenview. 
Illinois: Scott, ForeS1n&n and Company, 1976). 
11Ronald v. Stone. "Some Major Contributions of Speech and DrUl&tic 
.Art to Selling" (unpublished MA thesis. Brigham Young Universit.v, 1960). 
12warren A. Wandling, "A Critical Incident Study ot Collllllunication 
Factors Which Make tor Success or Failure 1n Personal Selling" (unpublished 
MA thesis, University ot K ansas , 1960). 
8 
cation Attributes ot Direct-Selling Representatives as Related to Their 
Sales Etteotiwness.1113 This study dealt with sales representatiwe i.n 
the field and was oonduoted through the uae ot written questionnaires. 
Thie study concluded• 1n part, that euoceaatul and leas successful repre­
sentatives uaed several ot the techniques illustrat.d in the caapany•s 
literature. The implication was that sales t.ohniques can be ooneoiously 
used by the salesman but that their uae does not guarantee that the sales 
representative will be more succeeatul. Evidently there are other, less 
tangible factors 1nvol'f9d. One ot those tactora may be the degree of 
adaptaUon of sales techniques to the proapeoti.,. buyer. 
A review of the available literature indicated that there was no 
research directly related to the propoeed study. It vaa determined that 
audience analysis and audienoe adaptation had been the subject of a0t'll9 
research but that specific application of peraua•i'" techniques to a 
particular persuadee had not been considered. 
The Specific Methodology 
Preli.mi.nary Steps 
Once the decision was ma.de to study the persuasive adaptation of two 
life insurance salesmen, the next step was to secure the assistance of an 
insurance company. Because the writer had had experience with the Pruden-
tial Insurance Company as a polioy-holder, he contacted their Midwest 
office and received a reply fram the local district manager. The district 
manager offered to provide any assistance with the study that vaa required. 
He requested, however, that any uterials used in th• study be returned to 
the Prudential and that the names or the salesmen would not be revealed. 
1�alph Wayne Pace, "An Analysis of Select.cl Oral Communication 
Attributes ot Direct..Selling Representatifta as Related to Their Sales 
Effectiveness" (unpublished Ph.D. dissertation, Purdue University, 1960). 
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Th• writer agreed to those requests. 
Th• Prudential wa1 selected u the cor11pany to work with because it 
has a wide reputation as a responsible insurance tirm. In addition, it was 
known that the Prudential had a large sales staff in the immediate vicinity 
of the writer. Last of all, it was known that the Prudential had an 
extensin training program that each of its 1aleamen completed. This 
would aslUre that the salesmen selected tor the study would have essen­
tially the same training in the principles of life insurance and in the 
campany1s sales techniques. 
Having received the assistance of the Prudential, the next step in 
th• study vas an analysis of tour �rauasion texts to determine tho•• 
persuaaiw techniques and devices adyocated (and prescribed) by speeoh­
communication writers. The tour texts selected tor th• study ver• Oliver's 
The Psycholog,v ot Persuasive Speech, Brembeck and Howell's Persuasion: A 
Means ot Social Control, Bettinghaua• Perauapive ComaunicaUon, and 
Cronkhite'• Persuaeioni SP'ech and Behavioral Chans•.14 Thie analysis 
rewlted in the deter11ination of eight different persuaeiM factors that 
were felt to � illportant: (1) the factor of attention, (2) the factor of 
suggestion, (3) the factor of identification, (4) the factor or evidence, 
(5) th• tactor of .. otion, (6) the factor of language, (7) th• factor or 
deliftry, and (8) th• faotor ot organisation. 
Once theH eight persua•1ve taotore were determined a study vaa made 
of the training materi&ls ot the Prudential to find the degree of correla­
tion between the perauaaive t.chniqu•• and dnioe• adYOOai.d by the 
per•uaaion texta and the Prudential. Th• OOl'!'elation vaa found to be 
significant enough to val'!'a.nt uaing all eight of the pereuaaift 
14see supra, p. )1 n, s. 
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factors.15 
With the completion of this preliminary study, the next step was to 
select the salesmen. It was decided that two salesmen would be used for the 
study since this would allow ror an in-depth analysis of their sales presen­
tations. While it was recognized that this limited sample would necessarily 
restrict the reliability of any conclusions drawn from the study, it was 
determined that the sales situation could be more easily oontrolled than if 
a larger sample was used. In this way, both men could be studied a.t 
approximately the same time with the same prospective buyer in identical 
sales situations. 
In consultation with the Prudential's district manager, tvo successful 
salesmen were selected. Success was determined by three criteria. First, 
both men had been with the Prudential approximately the same length ot 
time, one for five years and the other tor three. Secondly, both had 
exhibited the ability to sell life insurance. The first was the top 
salesman in the district and the second had been promoted to a atatr 
manager's position because ot his •uccess. Thirdly, the district manager 
judged both agents to be suooesatul in their jobs. His expert, subjective 
evaluation aa manager was uaed in determining which of the two would be 
classed more suoceestul. In his opinion, Salesman A was the more auccesstul 
ot the two.16 This ia th• aaleaman who had been vith the company three 
years and was the top aalemu.n in th• district. 
1.5rhe re&ults of this study are reported in Richard Shoen, "A Compar­
ative Study of the Persuasive Techniques Found in Four Persuasion Texts and 
the Lif'e Insurance Training MatAriala ot the Prudential Inaurance Coapany" 
(unpubliahed independent study, Eaetem Illinois University, 1970). 
16:rn compliance with the district manager•e request. both salesmen 
will be given letter deaignatione to maintain theil" anorpity. Saleaan A 
is deaignated the more auccesatul or the two. Salesman B was judged by the 
district manager to be 11ucoeaatul, but to a leaser degree than A. 
11 
Median Steps 
Both salesmen were then contacted by the district manager and asked 
to contact th• writer, vho would act as the client. This step vas taken 
in order to further insure that the client variable• vould be controlled. 
The salesmen called the client and established appointments with him 
to present The Prudential Dollar Guide.17 Thia ia a aalee presentation 
which serves as the basis !or Prudential lite insurance sales. It begins 
by discussing the insurance needs or most men in terms of various fund.a. 
The first is a last expense fund for burial expenses. The second is called 
a guaranteed monthly income designed to provide the deoeased1s wi.fe and 
children with money to live on. The third is an emergency fund to meet 
financial crises resulting from needed home repairs, automobile repairs, 
prolonged illnesses, etc. A mortgage or rent fund is th• fourth and is 
established to cover the need for a house to live in if th• husband and/or 
father should die. An education fund is to cover the educational expenses 
once children enter college or other training. The sixth fund exists to 
provide money for retirement. Then The Dollar Guide oloaes with a discussion 
or the need for disability inco.e in case ot prolonged sickness or injury to 
the breadwinner of the family. 
Having diacuased these needs in general, the agent then diaouaaea the 
particular need.a or his client. Haying established these, he then proposes 
a plan or insurance that will 11 .. t those needs. Ee•ntially, that ia the 
manner in which the agents approach the client using Th• Prudential Dollar 
17The Prudential Insurance Company of A•rioa, The Dollar Guide, 
Th• Prudential Training Program (New York: 1966). Th• reader should note 
the distinction between the training material for the Dollar Guide presen­
tation, th• Dollar Guide preaentation book and the Dolla"."." Guide torm of 
sales presentation. This note refers to the training material for the 
Dollar Guide presentation. The Dollar Guide pre�entation book contains 
visual aid material. The Dollar Guide presentation is a standard format 
used by Prudential agents. 
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Guide. 
Salesman A presented his sales presentation on Monday, F•bruary 2, 
1970. Salesman B presented his sales presentation on Wedne9day, February 
11, 1970. Penidasion had been received from the district manager to record 
both presentations on a hidden tape recorder. From these recordings, 
transcripts were prepared which served as the fol'lll for analysis, 
Final Step 
Each of the transcripts was analysed to determine whether or not 
the salesmen demonstrated each ot th• eight persuasive factors discovered 
in the persuasion texts and in the training materials, Then they were 
analysed again to detel"llline whether or not each of the aalenen adapted 
to the listener and occasion. Frotll this last analysis the aajor conclu­
sions or this study were drawn. 
Overview of Study 
Chapter II consists of a summary or the eight persuasive factors 
as found in the persuasion texts, the life insurance training materials, 
and the sales presentations. Chapter III consists ot a discussion of 
audience adaptation, distinctions to be drawn between one-to-one and 
one-to-111any persuasive situations, various methods of audience analysis, 
and a detailed description or th• persuasive situation including the 
agents, the client, and the setting. Chapter IV presents the analysis of 
the sales presantationa to determine th• degree ot audience adaptation 
demonstrated by each of the agents. Chapter V consists ot a summary of 
the study, th• oonclusione arrived at ae a result ot th• study, and 
illplications tor further study. 
CHAPTER II 
EIGHT PERSUASION FACTORS 
In Chapter I persuasion was considered to be a process of controlling 
symbols in order to manipulate a man's attitudes and motives to achieve 
some preconceived change. It was further recognized that persuasion takes 
place within the persuadee as a result or that manipulation. Tb• means 
used by the persuader revolved around the uae of the word "symbols." In 
the context of this study, those symbols are interpreted as th• various 
techniques and devices available to the persuader. Although it is possible 
to list numerous techniques that a persuader might use, it will be more 
profitable to consider them in homogeneous groups. Each of these groups 
will be referred to as persuasive factors and the eight factors were 
enumerated in Chapter I. 
In this chapter, each of those persuasin factors will be considered 
in more detail and their use in the life insurance training materials and 
in the sales presentations will be noted. This is not intended to be an 
exhaustive analysis of each of the eight factors but, rather, an overview 
interned to suggest the extent to which each of the factors 1• employed by 
life insurance agents. 
The Factor of Attention 
Oliver recognized. the factor or attention as it affects persuasion. 
Before persuasion can take plaoe the audience must attend to the proposi­
tions being communicated by the speaker. And it ie "the chief task of the 
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persuasive speaker to serve as a 'selector• of his audience's attention."1 
Brembeck and Howell emphasized the need tor attention when they stated 
that without it "persuasion is impossible, tor attention is the first step 
in the persuasion process."2 
This factor of attention was also recognized by the lite insurance 
training materials. The firet step in the sales interview is to "set the 
stage and take control.") The prospect expects the insurance agent to 
talk about insurance so his attention is already primed. Most emphasis 
in the training ma teria.ls is with respect to eliminating t"actors which may 
inhibit or distract the attention of the client. 
Another aspect of attention which the training materials mention is 
the attentiveness of the salesman. This is the reverse situation of that 
mentioned above and has to do with creating a good impre•sion of the sales-
man 1n the mind of the client. The important factors here are that the 
salesman takes c&J"e not to injure the prospect's ego by failing to listen 
and, also, giving the prospect a chance to express himself in order tor 
the agent to determine what motivates him.4 Thus attention on the part 
of the agent can aid effective persuasion. 
Both agents demonstrated the u• of various techniques to get and 
maintain the client's attention during the sales presentations. For 
example, both used concrete terms and words to clearly delineate ideas. 
When talking about the need to establish a last expense fund, both salesmen 
spelled out exactly what kind or expenses one could expect in oase of a 
1o11ver, Persuasive Speech, P• 117. 
2.Brembeok and Howell, Per8U&•ion. P• 26). 
3rhe Prudential, The Dollar Guide, p. 11. 
4 The Prudential, Motivation and Salesmanship, p. 7. 
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death. They mentioned expenses for a casket, the funeral home and vault 
aa part of their presentation. They were also prepared with a apeoU'ic, 
concrete figure that would be needed for last expenses. (A-8, B-4)5 
Another technique designed. to attract the attention of th• client 
was the use of the vital, that is, that whiob is cloee to the pereuadee. 
Each ot the agents talked or suob vital matters as the client's health and 
well-being, his family, his wife, and his plans for a secure financial 
future. 
At the outset of each sales presentation, the agents used what might 
be termed a. "book talk." This consisted of a presentation book with text 
and pictures that outlined the various insurance needs of most men. The 
agents' procedure in using this book was to read the text to the client 
while the client followed along or looked at the pictures. During this 
portion of the sales presentation, attention was maintained by the use of 
the visual photographs. 
The technique of repetition was also used by the saleS11en to keep the 
client's attention. Consider the following example from Salesman B ' s 
presentation. 
Most men want to provide a last expense furrl. • • • And most men 
like to provide an emergency fund. • • • And most men like to 
provide a mortgage or rent turrl. • • • Then most men like to pro­
vide an education fund. • • • And 11ost •n like to provide a 
retirement fund. • • • And most men like to provide a disability 
fund .  (B-J) 
Other attention-getting techniques employed by the agenta vere vocal 
and visual variety, the use of oonfiict, and the use ot proximity. Visual 
5-rhe letter-number combinations following the references to the 
sales presentations reter to the transcripts ot the sales presentations 
found in the Appendix. The letter indicates which salesman it is, the 
number represents the section of the transcript in which the reterence 
will be round. 
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variety was a key fac tor in the "book talk" which was illu strated with 
full-color pictures of family scenes. Conflict between future fin ancial 
hardship an:i financial security for the client was evident throughout the 
sales representations. Proximity implies the use or 111Aterial familiar to 
the client. During both presentations the agents talked of the client's 
experiences, his financial status, and his family. 
The Factor of Identific ation 
The process of identification refers to what has long been c alled 
establishing "common-ground" 'between persuader a.nd persuadee. Kenneth 
Burke in A Rhetoric of Motives, quoted by Oliver, notes: "You persuade 
a man o nly in so far as you can talk his l anguage by speech, gesture, 
tonality, order, image, attitude, idea, identifying you r ways with his.116 
(Italics Oliver's). Identification consists of finding and m aking clea r 
nthe commonality, the similarity, the overlapping, the basic union of the 
point of view" of the persuader and the persuadee.7 To do this, differences 
existing between the persuader and his auditor must be minimized and areas 
of agreement emphasized. "Genuine common bonds based sincerely on common 
interests, emotions or beliefs, are strong and would appear to be ethical 
means or persuasion.118 
The identification of common interests, emotions, and beliefs would 
seem to be the key to the emplo,...ent ot this taotor in persuasion. Identi-
tication becomes the art of careful audience an alysi s coupled with the 
ability to incorporate into the persuasive presentation those interests, 
emotions, and beliefs which will impress the auditor with the tact that the 
persuader is "•Y kind of man." The life insurance training materials 
6o11ver, Persuasive Speech, pp.167-168. 
8i>rembeck and Howell, Persuasion, p. 176. 
7rb1d., P• 180. 
-
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recognize this tactor but do not tell the agent about th• principle of 
identification. Rather, the training materials 1.Jlllply their recognition 
ot this principle through various illustrations and examples. 
Recall, tor instance, the repetitive device used by Salesaan B. 
Saying that "aoat men" believe in the need tor these various funds the 
sal••an ie capable or identifying COJlllOn interests and beliets on the 
part or his client and other men who have purchased insurance, including 
the agent. 
Both agents established COlmlon interests with the client. Both, for 
example, talked about th• weather outaide. Each vaa interested in the 
client• s original boll8 and aade reference to th• area. Saleaan A talad 
about relatift• near th• client's home. Salesman B talked about a friend 
who had aoved close to the client's ho11e and or travelling through the 
area on a yacation. (A-1, B-1) Salesman A also identified hilleelt as a 
graduate or th• school attended by th• client. (A-2) In addition, 
Salesman A proved to b&..,. had experience ae a teacher, again identifying 
with the client, who was also a teacher. (A-J) 
Common emotions v•r• also evidenced throughout the sales presentations. 
Love ot family was one that appeared constantly. Fear of an uncertain 
future and th• need to provide security against that tear vaa another. 
The Factor of Suggestion 
The process ot suggestion is a abort-cut to a desired conclusion. 
By using suggestion, the persuader circumvents logical analysis and 
inhibits critical restraint. Brembeck and Howell quote Leonard Doob 
tor a definition or suggestion. "• • •  Suggestion," says Doob, "results 
from the manipulation ot stimulus-•ituationa in eucb a vay that, through 
the consequent arousal ot pre-existing, related attitudes there occurs 
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within the mental f'ield a new integration which would not have occurred 
under dif'terent stimulus 1situations.119 And Oliver, quoting McDougall, adds 
another dimension to the meaning of suggestion when he notea it is "a pro-
cess or communication resulting in the acceptance with conviction ot the 
OOl9Jlunioated proposition indeperdently of' the subject's appreciation ot any 
logically adequate ground tor its aooeptanoe.n10 Sugge•tion means acoeJ>-
tanoe without analysis--not judgment--but 1-llediate acceptance. 
Neither Cronkhite nor Bettinghaus treat the factor ot sugg•et1on in 
their texts. The lite insurance training materials did not diecues 
suggestion explicitly but did illustrate various methods or suggestion. 
A form ot ideometer suggestion 11luatratAd in the training materials 
and used by the agents is f'ound in the phrase "The future belongs to those 
who prepare for it." (A-5, B-2)11 Psychologically, the acceptance of this 
idea prepares the prospective bu,yer to follow along with the rest or the 
presentation. It is the way to get prepared tor the future. In fact, this 
idea is the basis on which th9 insurance agent must sell his product. Lite 
insurance is future oriented. Life insurance exists 1n the event s011•thing 
will happen. To be prepared tor death (and other emergencies) becomes 
preparing for the future. With this idea firmly planted in the mind of the 
client, the agent can proceed to plan his client's future insurance needs. 
A eeoond form of auggestion, prestige suggestion. was used by 
Salesman A when he noted that he (1) represented the largest insurance firm 
in th• country and ( 2) was the top aaleeman in hi• district th• preceding 
year. (A-.5) Salesman B mad• no specific att.mpt to u" this tom ot 
suggestion during his sales presentation. 
9Ibid., P• 166. 
-
10oliver, Persuasive Speech, p. 141. 
11Tbe Prudential, The Dollar Guide, p. 12. 
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Auto-suggestion is a matter of helping th• individual persuadee 
direct his own thought and action and is the third type of suggestion 
illustrated by the training materials and used by the agents. It is thia 
form or suggestion that is at the heart of the approach used by both agents. 
The life insurance training materials point out th.at th• agent's approach 
must be "designed to help the prospect sell hiluelf. People balk at being 
•sold' but readily buy what they have decided they really need and want." 
It is the agent's job to lead "people to adlait to insurance neect. and wants 
and to try to meet them." 12 
This form of suggestion pervades the transcripts or th• sales preaen-
tatione of both agents. In each instance the client ia asked how much 
money he !eels he will need to cover such things as last expenses. a 
guaranteed monthly income. an emergency tund. etc. The client admits the 
need for some or all of these funds and then submits (with the agent's 
assistance) a figure he !eels will meet the need. On the surface all that 
t.he agent does is determine the sum total ot all the funds ard then suggest 
a solution to the problem in the form of a life insurance plan. In short, 
the sales program is made to appear as a oooperative rather than a 
competitive venture. 
The persuasion texts emphas1zed the importance of suggestion in a 
persuasive situation. In tact, at one point it was noted that "much, it 
not most, persuasion employs forms and methods which operate according to 
the laws of suggestion."13 The training J.Uteriale and the transcripts of 
the sales presentations indicate that the insurance company feels this 
ractor is also important. 
12 4 �·• P• • 1.Jsr••beok and Howell, Perauaeion, p. 165. 
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The Factor of Evidence 
Broadly speaking, evidence is found in persuasive presentations to 
provide a basis for "truth" or rational justitication.14 While there are 
various ways of defining this term. Oliver 's definition will suffice. 
Evidence, says Oliver, "aay be defined aa all facts, that, in the opinion 
of the audience have rel eyance in affecting judgme�t on the topic under 
consideration.n15 The key vord in this definition ie the term "fact. . "  
Facts. again following Oliver, may be statistics. testimony, personal 
experience and/or negative evidence, the lack of facts. 16 
The life insurance training materials point out the value of personal 
experience and make extensive use of this technique. The training materials 
urge the agent to tell the client a story of vhat "life insurance can do or 
has done for saneone else." 
The story may be frore yrur actual eXp&rience or from stories based 
on some other Agent' s  experience 
• • • •  
The good human-interest 
story you tell should tie in as closely as possible with the 
prospect's situation.17 
Both Salesman A and Saleeman B made ua• of P!rsonal experience during 
their sales presentations. Saleaaan A,  for example, related his exp1rienoe� 
with his v11'e and children when talking about the need tor an emergency 
fund. 
Once you get chil.c:ll'en you ha.,. emergencies • • • •  I ' ve  got 
three and I know. They're certain to arise, take my word 
tor it. (A-6) 
A more vivid personal experience was related to the client by 
Salesman B. This involv.d an incident with a young girl who wanted to buy 
14oliver, Persuasive Speech, pp. 202-204. 
15J:b1d. ,  P• 208. 16rb1d. • PP• 209-217 .. 
17Th• Pr\Xl•pti&l Inauranoe Company of A11erioa, The Sales Process, 
The Prudential Training Program (New York: 1966), p.9. 
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insurance but the girl ' s  mother was not in ravor. Th• girl and the agent 
convinced the mother that insurance would be a good idea and they initiated 
a contract. The next morning the girl ' s  mother called the agent to tell 
him that her daughter had been killed the previous night in an autoaobile 
accident and would not need the insurance. The agent told the woman that 
the contract had been signed and that she would receive the benefits from. 
the policy regardless or hov long it had been in force. ( B-14) This 
personal experience waa related to the client' •  decision to wait a tew days 
before making a commitment to the insuranoe program outlined tor hill by the 
agent. 
In addition to the use of personal experience. both agents made use 
of statistics. This mode of evidence was used to determine the amount of 
insurance needed by the client. the cost or ·the insurance. and the value or 
the insurance to the client when he reached age sixty-five. (A-8, 9 , 1 0 , 1 1 , 21 :  
h-4, .5 . 1 3 )  
The Factor o f  Emotion 
Emotion has always been considered an essential aspect of persuasion. 
Rhetoricians from Aristotle and Cicero to the present have felt the need to 
devote at least part of their efforts to describing, prescribing and pre­
dicting the effects appeals to •Motions or affective states will have on 
persuasion. Because psychologists have yet to unlock the mysteries of the 
way man ' s  mind operates ,  a definitive discussion of the role of emotion in 
persuasion is not yet available. In fact. Cronkhite reports in his text 
that little attention has been paid by the researchers to the appeals that 
persuaders can make in a. persuasive presentation. 18 This has resulted in 
18cronkhite. Persua.�ion. p. 185. 
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a dearth or infonnation regarding the relative effectiveness of various 
emotional appeals. 
Defining the term "emotion" is no easy task. Various authors see 
emotion as various things. Oliver presents this definition of emotion. 
Emotion is the affective or 'feeling ' response we make to any 
situation. Our minds say. 'It means such and such. ' Our 
&100tions say, 'It means such and suoh to us. ' The operation 
or th• mind is discriminative. but an uotional response 1e 
total; it involves the whole body • • • •  Emotion may be defined 
objectively as .! •t&te £!. bodily tension accomptnied ,2I .!!! 
1,.,tellectual concept 21. � .!:h! tension means . 9 
Emotion becomes a personal thing with the persuade• . It is hi• 
internal affective state that is of ocmeern to the persuader. And the 
easiest way to approach an analysis of emotion is through the nine 
different affective states psychologists ha� identified: freedOll , 
helpfulness, new G:"Cperienoe, power and influence, l"ftoognition, response. 
security, and workmanship.20 
The appeal to freedom is implicit in the training materials and in 
the sales presentations when the olient •a "freedom" from future financial 
worry is provided thro�gh insurance. This is espeoially true in the 
discussions about retirement income provided through life insurance. 
Salesman B sa.ys, for exanple, nwe think ot retire1r1ent as a time to do. It 
you are going (to ha-v-e the f'r,�om) to travel or do anything after you 
retire, it will cost you more than what it would (while working and 
earning). 0  (B-6) 
The appeal to helpfu1nesa depends on the salesman ' s  ability to show 
the olient that he is working for the welfare of others. As might be 
expected, this appeal is built in to much of the sales talk giYen by each 
of the agents. In fact. in the "book talk" preffnted by each salemun, 
19o11ver, Persuasive Speech, p. 2.51. 20xb1d., pp. 254-255· 
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they said, "• • •  The present and future well-being ot (your) family 
depends on income dollars" provided by the "?Un of the family. "  (A-6, B-J) 
It is clear from the outset of the sales presentation� that the welfare of 
the client' s  family is central to the neP.d for life insurance. 
Snlesman A appealed to the cli•nt's need for n!! experience• when 
he told the client of a. "new" type of insurance policy that had just 
recently been inaugurated by the company. (A-20) 
There is a strong suggestion of the appea.l to the need for response 
from others in the a�enta' attempts to suggest that the client' s  vite and 
. 
future childrer.: will think l.--ell of him for estatlishing life insurance to 
cover their needs sho�ld the client die. Both salesmen mad6 frequent 
mention of the client ' s feelings for hia family and that tl1ose feelings 
would be reciprocated were hie famil.,v well-cared for. (A-6. B-2 ) 
The appeal to security is evident in the insurance sales presentations 
when ·the agents talk of various guarantees that life insurance provides. 
For example, lite insurance will "guarantee them ( the client' s  family) the 
necessities of life." (A-6. B-2 ) Or the client c&.n provide a gu.arantoad 
"monthly inoome11 for his vife and children through life insurance. (A-6. 
E-3) And life insurance policies guarantee that the o1ient will receive a 
certain ainount of money when he reaches ago sirty-tive. (B-13) 
The life insurance agents made use of the factor ot el'!otion during 
their ealoa presentations. The tactors used most often by the agents were 
appeals to response from faznily and security. 
The Factor of Language 
In th• definition or persuasion in Chapter I, the phrase lb! oonseious 
effort .!:2 control s.y;mbols pointed to the pernader 1 s t&•k ot finding th• 
means to effect tho persuadee1s attitudes and beliefs. Perhaps the moat 
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easily reoognued but most dif'ficult to enluate in terms ot etteotiveness 
are the symbols called language. Language itself can be an effective 
persuasive device. Olinr, for exa11ple, cited Church1111s u .. ot th9 vorda 
"blood, toil, tears ard .,.at" as having a "persuasive effect aillpl7 
through the language u.aed. o21 The question ia, vhat is it that ukea 
language persuasivel 
Cronkhite, reporting th• research that baa been conducted in this area, 
suggests that language intenaity has ao..tb1ng to do with pernaaion. Lan­
guage intensity i• defined aa ntbe quality ot language which indicates the 
degr.e to vhioh ta. speaar•a attitude toward a coaoept derl&tea from 
neutrality. ,.22 Th• studies which haft been conducted to teat vhet�P or 
not language inteneity baa an etteot on per8'MM!eee � to indicate that 
language or lov intensity has more J>CN9rtul persuasive etf'eot than language 
ot high intenaity.2) Perhaps this ia analogous to th• high pressure (high 
intensity) sales talka that used to be popular but have nov fallen into 
disuse, replaced by the low preasure (lov intensity) sales pre•ntations 
ot today. 
Bettinghaua approached the subject or language by noting that "one 
ot the probl-a facing the persuaa1Ye apeakar • • • is the extent to which 
he ought to UM vorda that may elicit highly atteotiw re•pona•• trom his 
audienoe."24 Be continued by pointing out that the technique used most 
frequently to stir inten.. N&otion OR the part ot the audience vas highly 
connotative language. Metaphor ia the mode he ottered as being the most 
useful tor auob purpoaea.25 
21Ib1d. ,  p. 266. 
23zbid. ,  P• 209. 
2.5Jb1d . ,  P• 140. 
22cronkhi te, Persuasion, p. 208. 
24sett.inghaua, Persuaaa.,ve Comunication, P• 1)9. 
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Bl" .. beok and Howell took a siailar approach to the queation ot 
language but expanded on the modes &Y&ilable to th• persuader. They pointed 
to slanted vords and figures ot speech aa the souroe• ot oonnotative, 
eaotive language. Slanting oonsista ot "Mleoting deacriptiw methods 
to enoourage acceptance or rejeotion.n26 Suoh language is usually obuac-
terised by a large nUJ1ber of adjeotiw•. The tiguna ot apeeoh they suggested 
as being etteotiw were personification, aWle, hyperbole, and understate-
ment. The per�der oan &111<> eTino• atteotiw NSJ>On•• trca perauadees 
by using eupheaias which are more "socially acceptable than their 
synonyma.n27 Using, tor example, "pass ..,ayn rather than die. 
It is apparent from this diacuaaion ot what the persuaaion texts say 
about language that there is need tor more NH&l"Oh in this area. Yet it 
SMIBS clear that what ia norm&l.ly called connotative language is agre.d to 
be the persuader'•  mainstay. 
An analysis ot the lite inaurance training material• did not meal 
that agents are given instruotion in the kind or language to uae dUJ"ing a 
salea presentation. The only advice given by the training material was a 
warning to the agent to avoid being "achoolteacherish." 
In tel"llla ot lmowledge, you are 111uoh MON 1nt0l"lfted on insurance 
than are your prospects. It's easy to fall into the aelt-made 
trap ot lecturing and educating. or oreating a reaction by your 
prospect that you're a boring know-it-all who's 'talking down' 
to him. Instead you should alwaya bend owr b&okwards to be 
straightforward, to cover all important points aa simply as 
poasible, and avoid ginng the appearance or ahowing ott your 
superior knowledge. Doing l8 will be a tremendou• plus-factor 
in your eales preeentation. 
As tar as the emotiw content of th• aalea pNsentation, th• lit• 
insurance training materials gave very little evidence as to exactly 
26srem.beck and Howell, Persuasion, p. 1.52. 27Ibid. • PP• 155-157. 
28rhe Prudential, Motivat1Qn and Sale nship. p. 8. 
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what 1• to be said by the agent. Most ot the preaentation is left up to 
him. 
Perhaps the moat "intense" language used in the sales presentations 
is to be round in that portion ot the interTiew called the "book talk." 
Both agents used the tolloving: 
The present and future well-being ot his family depends on 
income dollars. • • • But ineOMe can be stopped by death, 
� a'e or disability. Mone7 probl•M• should not be added 
to a amilyf s personal sorrow 
• • • •  
One ot the greatest 
giftt a father oan leave his tud.1  i• an income that will 
take care or everyday living expensea • • • •  A family always 
need.a a plaoe they can call home. (A-6, B-3) 
While it is very difficult to judge the connotative value of such 
words al'Xi phrases as are underlined above, a tentative judgment would be 
that the client could well be mot1T&ted emotionally by such thoughts. 
Family well-being, tor example, can mean a great many things to ditterent 
people but it would be generally agreed that it is a significant factor 
in the lives of most men. The phraM that indicates that a father can 
leave his family a great gift when he dies has emotional, connotative 
value . 
Aside from the book talk. neither agent demonstrated the use of 
highly "intense" language. For the most part. the language used by them 
would be called of low "intensity." Neither made use of much figurative 
language although Salesman A did ny at one point that be didn 't want to 
paint a "real black picture" of the client ' s  financial future. (A-17) 
Salesman B uaed the metaphor ot backing nthe hearse up to the door" to 
describe what many people felt l�• insurance agents tried to do during 
sales presentations. (B-7) 
Both agents also demonstrated the use of euphemisms at various 
times dUl"ing the salee preeentaUcm•. Generally, they uncl aynOJ11lll8 tor 
words like "death" and "burial" when they oould. Salesman A talked ot 
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the wite • a  responsibility to "put your husband avay" or or "something" 
happening to the client. (A-8. 9) 
The use of connotative language ae•ed to be limited to the beginning 
of the sales presentation. After the agents had established the client'• 
need for insurance they seemed. at least to the writer, to concentrate on 
selling the cost of inaurance rather than th• need tor it. The language 
used toward the end or th• preeentations seemed atra1ghtto:rvard and dealt 
with oonorete thin£s like face valuea of variou• policies. premium aaounta 
and other f1gurea. 
The Factor ot Delivery 
Delivery. as it atteots persuaaion, is discussed by three of the 
four persuasion texts but none or the authors give "Yery explicit direction 
to the persuader. 
Brembeok and Howell suggest that the persuader would do well to 
consider vocal and bodily ele1tents of delivery. Vocally. the persuader 
should aim tor intelligibility through precise articulation and vocal 
quality pleasing to th• listener. The persuader should also try to achieve 
vocal flexibility in tel"lls or loudness, pitch, rate and quality.29 Beyord 
this g�neral advice, apparently intended for th• public speaker, the 
individual persuader is on his own. 
Bodily' action should be animated and coordinated but natural. Their 
final bit of advice is that "there 14 no correot pattern for bodily 
action.nJO So again the persuader is left with suggestions which are not 
very specific . 
Oliver says that the moat important thing a persuader can do is to 
29srembeok atd Howell. Persuaaion, pp. 381-)82. 3°!�Je. • pp. 382-JBJ. 
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"reflect a carefully predetermined relationship between himself and the 
audience .n31 Tb.at relationship is to be determined by the persuader. Then 
Oliver repeats much of what Brembeck and Howell said with as little praoti­
cn.l advice to the speaker. 
Cronkhite suggests that the speaker is "well-advised to be sincere 
or avoid a personal appearance" before the persuad.ee. 32  Th• available 
research which he · sum.mari-zes seems to indicate that the audience can detect 
thl"ough racial and vocal cues whether or not the speaker is really being 
sincere in his persuasive efforts. So the only advice to the persuader 
from this source is to avoid being insincere in any persuasive situation. 
That means, perhaps, that sincerity will lead to the kind of delivery one 
�ught to assume in a persuasive presentation. 
The life insura.nce training materials are a little more specific than 
the persuasion texts when it comes to giving advice to the agent. The 
agent is instructed to speak ple&sa.ntly, to speak loud enough to be heard, 
and to be understood without sounding superior or indifferent. Moreover, 
the agent is advised to look the p?'Ospect straight in the eyes to roster a 
feeling of friend.ship and honesty. Last of all, the agent is told that it 
he is to be 1.ccepted , he must be a.cceptable.'.33 
During the sales presentations it was observed that both salesmen 
seemed to be relaxed and that their bodily movement seemed natural. No 
distracting gestures on their part were noted. It was determined that both 
men sounded conversational and exhibited vocal variety. Finally, the 
client concluded at the close of each sales presentation that both salesmen 
seemed to be sincere in their efforts to plan an insurance program that 
31011ver, Persuasi't'9 Speech, p. 374. '2cronkhite, Persuasion, p. 210. 
3)rhe Prudential, Motivation ard Sa.leamanship, pp. .5-9. 
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would fit his needs. 
The Factor of Organization 
Bettinghaus maintains in bis text that organization is essential in 
a persuasive presentation. The other authors would be in agreemont with 
him on this point. But none or the authors &rfl inclined to suggest any 
one method or organization or even to suggest the reason tor this apparent 
need for organization. So the assumption ia accepted that persuasive 
presentations should be organized. 
Bettinghaua proposes one principle on which the persuader might rely 
when organizing a persuasive presentation. That principle is familiarity. 
As Bettinghaus explains it, "receivers expect sources to use certain 
relatively familiar patterns of organisation."34 He then notes seven 
different patterns that he reels moat people would recognize, at least 
subconsciously. The patterns he mentions are space order, time order, 
deductive order, inductive order, psychological order based on Monroe ' s  
Motivated Sequence, problem-solution order, and causal order. Each or these 
patterns is briefiy explained and then Bettinghaus concludes with this: 
"However, there is no in:f'omation about the relative effectiveness of one 
arrangement over another. In the absence of such data, it muet be assumed 
that any or these patterns will be familiar enough to an audience so that 
expectations will not be disturbed."35 
Brembeok and Howell concentrate on outlining six different patterns 
for persuasive presentations but conclude by noting that adaptation based 
on analysis of the persuadee. the occaeion, the topic arxl the persuader is 
the best guide as to the type of organization pattern to use.36 
34-r:>ettinghaus, Persuasive Communication. P• 148. 
36Ert!nbeok and Howell. Persuasion. p. 359. 
J5rbid. ,  p. 151 . 
)0 
Cronkhite does not dwell on epecitio patterns tor parauasive presen­
tations but rather sumarizes what he bas learned t!"Ol'll reviewing the 
available research dealing with the effects of Msaage organization. His 
conclusion is that "moat audiences respond moat favorably to a message in 
which the persuader does not state his purpose in the introduction, but 
rather uses that introduction to eaphaaize areas ot agreement between 
himself and his audience-and then uaea the conclusion to make an appeal 
for specific action."37 Ol1"9r echoes much this same thing when he writes 
that the first principle in organising a persuasift message is to start 
where the auditors &ff and then lead them to where the persuader wants them 
to be.38 
One concludes trom this that persuasi'V'9 presentations should be 
organized in a pattern tuiliar to th• audience. Secondly, the persuasive 
message should be so organized so as to start where the audience is by 
establishing co1non-ground and then proceeding to the conoluaion and the 
acceptance or the persuader 's proposition. 
What do the life insurance training materials suggest? The pattern 
recomaended by the training •teriala "begins by discussing the probleu. 
not of the prospect. but of 'most• people. Then it fixes the problem 
specifically on the prospect. Next, it deaonstrates that insurance ia the 
best solution tor the problem and proceeds to mot.iTate the prospect to 
bu;y."39 
The training materials recognise the need tor an organizational 
pattern of acne kind. Th• pattern rec�ended begins by talking about the 
37cronkhite, Persuasion, p. 195. 
J8o11ver, Perauapin Sp!!Ch, p. J,7. 
39-rhe Pl'Udential. The Dollar Guide, p. 4. 
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needs of 11ost people and working deductiwly to the individual proepeot. 
So the pattern starts where th• textbook authors recommend, with establish-
1ng the auditor ' s  position. The deductive pattern . according to Bettingbaue, 
is tamiliar to aost people. 
Once the problem is eetabliahed tor the client, th• prospective buyer 
must then be shown how inslll"&nce can solTe his difficulties. Here a shift 
is seen in the type of organisation pattern, from deduotive to problem-
solution. This is another pattern suggested by Bettinghaue. 
Next, the training uterials suggest that the agent motivate the 
client to buy insura.noe. This is th• action step or the final step in the 
persuasive process as suggested by Cronkhite and OliTer. 
It seems fairly clear that th• lit• insurance training materials 
demonstrate the prinoipl•• or organisation described by the persuasion 
texts. In tact, at various stages of the sales process, most or the 
organizational patterns recommended by the persuasion texts are used e-ither 
in part or in whole. 
An analysis of the sales presentations indicates that each of the 
agents follows the same pattern as that reoOIUlended by the training materi­
als. Overall, the agents seemed to employ the five •tep Monroe's Motivated 
Sequence: attention, need, satisfaction, visualization, and aotion.40 
Neither salesman had difficulty gaining the client ' s  attAntion 
because or the one-to-one situation. Then both presented the nMd atAp in 
which the insurance needs of most !llen and then or the client were discussed. 
The satisfaction step consisted or presenting the client with an insurance 
plan that would meet his needs. The visualization step of both agents was 
40Alan B .  Monroe, Principles and �s of Speech . ( .5th ed . ; Chicago: 
Scott, Foresman and Company, i962j, p. ?. 
weak in that neither attempted to "picture" for the client the advantages 
of buying a particular insurance plan. Both saleemen did mention that th• 
insurance would be worth so much at age sixty-five but the benefits of the 
program were never clearly spelled out. (A-22, B-13) In each instance 
the action step consisted of an attempt to get the client to initi&te an 
insurance policy. 
Two conclusions are apparent from the discussions or organization in 
the persuasion texts . They are that ( 1 )  organaation patterns that oan be 
recognized by the perauadee are necessary and (2)  th.at persuasive presenta­
tions should be organised to lead the persuadee from where he is to where 
the persuader would like hilll to be. The insuranc• training uterials 
reflect agreement with these two principles and the agents demonstrated 
both principles in the sales presentations. 
1 Conclusion 
Thie a.nalysia ot the eight persuasive factors indicates that the 
persuasion texts and the training materials agree as to what makes for 
successful persuasion. It was also determined that those factors not 
explicitly discussed by the training materials were illustrated there or 
were employed by the two salesmen during their sales prea•ntations. 
Having established the tact that the insurance agents ueed the eight 
persuasive factors outlined above, it is necessary to discuss audience 
adaptation and deteraine to what extent each of the persuasive factors was 
adapted to the client and the persuasive situation. 
CHAPTER III 
AUDIENCE ADAPTATIOO 
Having determined that both agents demonstrated the use of the eight 
persuasive factors, it now remains to discover to what extent each adapted 
those factors to a particular client and persuasive setting. This chapter 
is concerned with defining what is meant by audience adaptation. This vill 
include a discussion or the distinctions made between an audience of many 
listeners, as 1n most public speaking, and an audience of one listener, as 
in the sales presentations. Then the modes of audience analysis available 
to the persuader will be discussed followed by a description or the sales 
setting, including the agents, the client and the physical setting. Using 
the information contain.a. in this chapter, Chapter IV presents an analysis 
or the adaptation demonstrated by each of the agents. 
Audience Adaptation Defined 
Audience adaptation i• th• proceaa of utiluing th• persuader • •  
discoveries of the persuadM 1 s  •XJ>$riences, knowledge and beliefs to 
answer the question "How do I induce the listener to alter his perceptions 
so that he will under•tand, !eel. believe, am aot aa I have become 
convinced he should because, thereby. _8! or !!!. will benetit. "1 (Italics 
in the original) .  
Audience adaptation first requires that th� persuader discover all 
be oan about th• persuad .. • a ezperienoee, knowledge and beliefs. This can 
be accomplished by two primary means. By careful observation ot non-verbal 
1Boltsman. Speakers' Audiences, P• 14. 
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messages the persuader oan learn about the persuade.. Moet obviously. a 
great deal can be learned about an auditor by noting what he says. that is. 
his verbal behavior. Both of these modes of analysis will be diecussed more 
tully later on in this chapter. 
Once the persuader has discovered what he can about the persuadee. it 
becomes incumbent upon him to l!l&ke UM of those di.cowries in the persuasive 
communication. And it is in the process ot using tho" discoveries that 
audience adaptation finally talc.ea place. 
Nov consider more fully what is meant by the auditor'• experiences , 
knowledge and beliefs arxi bow a persuader can adapt to th•.2 Experience 
refers to the sense iapreaaiona reconled by the listener ot internal and 
external events in bis world. Eaoh individual has had experiences of one 
sort or anotbera they are occurring constantly. The essential factor in 
audieno• adaptation is that the persuader must use those experiences both 
he and the persuadee have in ocnmon to suggeat favorable nev experiences, 
knowledge or beliefs. What is also ill'lportant to reoall is that no two 
people draw frm the same experiential b&okground. Th• oft cited instance 
ot five versions ot the same accident trom ti'f'9 "eY9-11itnes1es" serves to 
illustrate the point. Or consider that a participant in a riot will 
experience ditf erent sense impl'essiona than would soaeone standing on the 
sidewalk watching. Neither ot then experiences would match th• """ 
impressions ot someone watching a Tideo tape replay of th• e&M riot trom 
his living room a thousand miles from the ecene ot the incident. What is 
important to the persuader is that each ot these people has experienced 
the riot, but 1n di!terent ways. The intormation the persuader ahould 
2For a unified approach to these definitions. the discussion 
presented by Holtsman, Speaker•' Auditnna. pp. 83-92 will •rTe as the 
primary source. 
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attempt to get is how th• individual experienced a given situation . 
To relate this more directly to the sales presentations of th• life 
insurance agents, one would surmise that the prospective olient who had 
experienoed the recent loss ot a cloee relatift or friend would haw 
different impressions of death than s0111eone who had not. Or one who Md 
been disabled by sickness or injury would have experienoed different 
financial Ol"ises than one who had not. And .. n with ohildren are probably 
more experienced in knowing the typea or emergenoi•e that children prcmpt 
than is a man who has had little or nothing to do with children. Therefore, 
the agent would be expected to adapt bi• presentation ot the need for a 
last expense fund, a guaranteed inoome furxi or an emerg$ncy fund to the 
oiromstaneea and experiences of the individual client. 
"Knowledge" to use Boltzman• s  tel"llls, "is what we learn from experi­
enoe, including what we learn from others or, more accurately, what we 
learn from our experiences or others • experiences." In other words. what 
we "know," regardless ot the truth of the aatter, ie our body or knowledge. 
And much or what we learn is the result of others • learning or experiences. 
Thia learning of others is oOD111unicated to listeners and becomes the frame­
work for new lmowledge. 
The process of adapting to listener knowledge is SUlllll&rized i."l th• 
fuiliar advice or "begin whel"e the Marer is." It a persuader is to uk• 
the attempt to introduce new knowledge to the persuadee, the persuader 
must use what is already known as a "springboard" to lead to what is new. 
Recall that this was one of the aspects ot persuasive organization 
discsuseed in Chapter II. The key idea is th& t listeners want to hear or 
new concepts as they relate to what is already understood. 
One example or the way this methOd could be uaed in the life insurance 
sales presentations would be to explain the operation ot a term insurance 
policy as analogous to oar insurance. Perhaps the client drive!! a oar and 
has dealt with automobile insurance to cover possible accidents. He knows 
that he pays a pr8lllium onoe every six months and in exchange for that 
premiu.� he gets insuranoe coverage. He also knows unless he has an accident 
he will not get a return on his premium pa,.ents: they do not aooumulate nor 
do they draw interest while in the hams of the oompany. Term insurance 
works much the same way. Premiums are paid at regular intervals. In 
return, the insurance company guarantees that if the client dies, a certain 
amount or money will be &"l&il&ble. As with the automobile insurance. the 
client' s  premiums do not accumulate and he does not get a return on his 
investment unl9ss he dies. Although this is a rather simplified illustra­
tion, it does show how an insurance agent could adapt new knowledge to the 
client ' s  existing knowledge. 
Belief is also defined as concepts or in:f erenees held to be true by 
the listener. The possessor ot a l:411et is prepared to defend those 
concepts as true whether thAy are or not. In other words, the person is 
c�itted to the " truth" ot a particular bit of data. Holtzman pel"ceives 
the relationship between experienoes, knowledge and beliefs as follows: 
0Experiences lead through learning to knowledge or understanding; and, in 
turn, knowledge leads. when challenged. to eetabliahment of beliefs . "  
For example, the federal Constitution gives the Preaident the power 
of Commander-in-Chief of the toroea of the Onited States. Thia knowledge 
may lead one to the belief that the Pre•ident can then order the troops 
at his discretion. When a Presidential order is challenged, one is 
prompted to def end the knowl.edp that the Preaident baa sole ool!IU!Kl ot the 
armed f oroes and the belief becomes solidified regardless of the contrary 
argwaents. The belief may undergo sOllle modification to the extent that the 
President is limited in some waya by other elements of the Constitution, 
nuely, that Congress has th• reserved right to declare war. Then, perhaps, 
the knowledge that the United States is gowrned b7 a Coll8titution beooMs 
the rocue of the beliet and it something is tound or detel"llined to be 
un-conatitutional it oannot be beli•Y9d or entoroed. It ia not always easy 
to s•• the relationship or the clear-cut boundaries between knowledge and 
belier. Tb• tirat seans to blend into the aeaond and tbe •oond ... ma to 
be moditied 1n eome c .... s b7 additional knowledge. 
The eaeential relationship ..... to be betwMn the nluee held by the 
listener and the belief's that are aupported by those val••· It the 
listener values rule by document (Con1t1tut1on) 'rather than rule by force 
{ perhaps a dictatorship) ,  then he will probably find belief' in tho• things 
constitutional easier than otherwise. In other words, the !l!Otintional base 
!or belief a is probably more important than the knowledge that led to 
specific belief a. Therefore, the basic values held by men or a particular 
race, region or religion are those things that the persuader should diacover 
because it is through those �alues that the persuadee silts the per11U&der • s  
message to determine wheth•r or not it will be ot benefit. Value must be 
offered the persuadee 1n a persuasive transaction or the persuadee will not 
change. 3  
The life insurance agent must determine thoM basic valu•s which his 
client holds and the beli•ts that are baaed on those values. Perhaps many 
men value security for themselves and their tuiliea. The belief that 
money is one way to provide that security ( buying a home, food, clothing, 
medicine, etc . )  might be one ot the underlJing beliefs that the agent could 
use. As shall be seen, the life insurance agents 1n this study make this 
3'or further support of this point SM Oliver, Persuasive Speech, 
p. 264. 
belief a central part or their presentations. 
The persuad•e ' e  experiences, knowledge and belief's make up the core 
ot discoveries that the persuader auet ulce. One other el-ent ot the 
persuasive pair should be notAd, the necesaity !or a common premise. 
Within th• Yalue eyatem or speaker and listener there 11u•t be 
shared desires which both can contribute to th• communication 
transaction and floom whiob listeners ma:r aove 1n accordance 
with the intent of the speaker. Any or these values can provide 
what may be called a own premiee.4 (Original italics) 
The common pre.1ae becomes the etarting point tor change. In the 
111'e insurance sales prenntationa the ocmaon premise ie stated euly in 
th• "book talk" ; "Th• futUN belongs to those vho prepare tor 1t.n5 It is 
that initial basi• or &gl"Hllent between persuader and perauadee that allows 
tor perauaaion to tak9 plaoe. it all other raotors work tor th• persuader. 
Agent Training in Audience Adaptation 
The lite insurance training materials do not explicitly mention 
audience adaptation as part of the agent ' s  training program. Through 
specific points or advice to the agent. however, audience adaptation is 
suggested to be an important aspect or the sales procese. 
The most significant use of audience adaptation outlined by the 
training materials takes place during the sales process at the time that 
the agent focuses the client 's attention on his individual insurance need.a. 
Prior to that point in the presentation, the agent is advised to conoen-
trate on the insurance need• of "11ost men . "  This step is design4td to 
suggest to the olient that "other people ha.e the sa�• general problem 
( need tor insurance) and are doing soatething about it • • •  • "  With the 
client' •  aind conditioned to reoognise hie insurance needs, th• agent then 
4iioltzman, Speakers• A\Jdiences, P• 103 • 
.\-he Prudential, Th• Dollar Gu14e, p. 12. 
proceeds fl-om that general problem "to a discuasion ot it as it applies 
directly to him ( the client)."6 
The adaptation that takes place during this portion ot the sales 
presentation amounts to applying each of insurance needs of most men to 
the individual cue of the client. Th9 ag•nt ia told ahead of time, in 
.the training materi&ls, to be prepared to modify each of these needs to 
suit the individual cil"cumstances ot the client.? 
Another indication that the training niaterials urge the agent to 
adapt to the sales situation is that much of what the agent says during a 
sales interYiew is left up to him. It.  is true that the training materials 
spell out at some length the steps to be taken by the agent and the neces­
ai ty for following the eetabliahed pattel"n cloaely.8 And it is true that 
the training mat.riale provide a good many examples ot what the agent 111&y 
say during the sales process. But a significant point ie that the agent is 
free to use bis own devices as he proceeds through the presentation. In 
fact, the training materials suggest that as the agent gain• experience 
he will probably find his own best method, allowing hia to adapt th• 
persuasive presentation even more to his own needs and desirea.9 
The agent is also prompted by the training materials to be cognizant 
of non-verbal cues from the client ard to adapt to those cues. This is 
mentioned in relation to the necessity !or the agent to place himself so 
that he can see the client and his wife, if she 1a present. 
It allows you to intercept signals in the form of smiles or 
warning trowns, between Mr. and Mrs. Pro•pect. These signals 
6rbe Prudential, TM Sales Process, P• ;. 
7rhe Prudential, The Dollar Guide, p. 21. 
9The Prudential. The Sales Process, p. 4. 
8tb1d • •  p. 12. -
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are very important to you in determining yoU?" ales strategy.10 
It is evident that the sales training materials suggest that th• agent 
be prepared to adapt to the client ' s  specific i.nsll?"&noe needs during the 
sal•s presentation. The training materials also allow the agent enough 
freedom within th• structured aales prooese to promot. agent adaptation to 
the particular oirCUlll.Stanoee ot a particular sales presentation. And 
specific mention 11 raade or the importance ot non-Terbal cues to the agent's 
sales atrat.gy. Audience adaptation, then, does e•• to be included in th• 
life insurance training material• as an integral pa.rt or the agent'• prepa­
ration for sales work. 
Audi•nce adaptation is the process of the persuader ' s  discovering 
and utilizing the client' s  experiences. knowledge and beliefs in order to 
influence a change. Audience adaptation also necessitates the discovery 
ot a co11aon premise upon which the persuader can build his case using what 
he has learned or the perauadee. It seems at this point that one could say 
that persuadeas expect persuaders to relate whatever they have to say to 
th• auditor ' s  specific circurutanoes. · People want to know how a particular 
idea or proposal is going to affect them, not someone else. It �•em that 
this is most easily accomplished by adapting to the listener. 
The Audience 
Traditionally, research in speech-eonnunication has dealt with a 
speaker/persuader addressing a large group ot listeners. Indeed. the 
persuasion texts used in the identification or the eight persuasive !actors 
focused on persuasion before large groups. Boltz11&n ' a  t.xt also used the 
large group as the baaia tor diacuaaing audience adaptation. This study, 
however. deals not with a large group or listeners but vith one listener. 
10rhe Prudential, The Dollar Gui.de, p. 11.  
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Rather than a one-to-many persuasive situation, the sales presentations 
repreeent a one-to-one persuasive •ituation. At this point it ia necessary 
to draw some distinctions between the one-to-many and the one-to-one 
communication setting. 
Past research has indicated that listeners in a large group are 
affected not only by the speaker but also by the other listeners. This 
research has been adequately reported and sunau.rized in other aourcee and 
need not be repeated her•. 11 What is more germane to this study is the 
difference between the large audience and the audience of one. Untortu-
nately, little research baa been oonduoted to determine what those differ-
ences are. It is interesting to note that th• writers of tho persuasion 
texts did not make the distinction between persuasion in a mass audience 
and persuasion in a one-to-one situation. They frequently interspersed 
examples of public speakers with examples of oar sal&smen selling one man 
on the fine points of &n automobile to illustrate their persuasive prinoi­
ples.12 Indeed, it was !'owxl in Chapter II that the persuasive technique• 
and devices preaoribed for use in a public speaking ,situation were found in 
a presentation specifioally prepared for one or two listeners ( providing 
the client ' s  wife was present during the sales presentation) .  This may 
indicate that most people. whether in large groups or alone, are susceptible 
to the same persuasive influences. Certainly quali!ioations b&Te to be made 
in some inetanoes of audience adaptation that rely on th• pl"O'dmity of 
others or on the attitudes of the group to sway persuade•s but, generally, 
it baa been ••aumed that what works tor many 11&y very well work tor one. 
11see especially Hollingworth, The Psl!bology of the Audience and 
Arthur R .  Cohen, Attitude Change and Sociarnhuence (New York: Basic 
Books, Inc.,  1964). 
12see Oliver, Persua�ve SPfech, p. 8) and Brembeak am Howell, 
Persuasion. pp. 85, 105, a 169 or examples. 
Until further research explores more fully th9 diatinctiona between 
persuasion in large groups and persuaaion in a one-to-on• situation. the 
best that can be offered are some probable differences. Perhaps the best 
way to make these distinctions clear is to use the analogy or comparieon 
of mass conmunication with face-to-face oommunioation and then exte.nd that 
comparison to one-to-one communication . 
\vestley and MacLean make two distinctions bebreen mass coimunication 
and faoe-to-face communication. First, they not. that tace-to-tace 
communication involves more ffnse modalities. That ia, more of the commu-
nicator 1 s  sense operations ( bearing. •eeing. feeling, smelling, etc . )  
function in faoe-to-faoe communication than in mass oomnunication. Secondly, 
they point out th.ate because more sense modalities are used. more inlllediate 
feedback is possible. 13 
Now consider an application of the .. distinctions to one-to-many 
persuasive situations and the one-to-one situation. The persuader addressing 
a large audience has limited means by which to "read" hie audience . He can 
hear and see only large portions of the group at one ti111e or he can conoen-
trate on a few imividuals to provide feedb&ok. In th• fir•t case he gets 
a generalized view of his audience that may obliterate more specific factors, 
such as the man sleeping in the tenth row. In the .. cond case he gets only 
9P90ific cues from individual• which may not be indicative of the entire 
group '• reaction to him. When the speaker apiea the sleeping man he may 
raise his voice to awaken him but then the audience at large is distracted 
by this seend.ngly uncalled tor increaae 1n volume. In addition. in a one-
to-many situation the speaker is generally not &bl• to get �rbal feedback 
4) 
fr<*!. th• group unless a question and ansver period tollows bis preaentation 
and by that time it ia probably too late to adapt aore oaretull:r to the 
audience. 
Th• persuader comersing vi th only one auditor has a more 11111 ted 
target tor his attention and ia able to read •ore oantully the teedback 
pl"OY1ded hi• ••sage. He bas only one taoe to oonoentrate on and ueU&lly 
there is the provision tor verbal teedbaok at a117 ti.Jae during the presenta­
tiO!'l. The persuader ' s  een• aodaliti•• oan prorid• more intol"ll&tion aiaply 
becau" ot the proximity ot the persuader and perauadM. 
The •peaker before a large group can generally respond. that the group 
was r.oeptiTe or not receptive to bis ••a&g•. They wre either friendly 
or not friendly to hill. They applaud or they do not applaud. But the 
speaker in a private interpersonal intAraotion is bombarded with intoftJ&tion 
of a aore specific , retined ftl"iety. Indeed, reaearcbers haft found that 
an incredible amount ot data ia generated in ju8t a rw JIOll9nta ot canal 
conyeraation. Th• aaount ot connunication that takes place at the Terbal 
and non-verbal l.vela during a one-to-one ooaaunioation trannction is 
d1tt1oult to mea.ure �au• of all th• tactora inYOlwd. An example ot 
·th• complexity ot suob a situation is round in the book The First Five 
Minutes which analyses the verbal and non-verbal cue• in the opening 
moments or a conversation between a therapist and his patient. 14 It would 
se8!11 justifiable to suggest that the aa.e would be true in a sales situa­
tion with a lite insurance agent and one client. 
Essentially, th19 one-to-one persuasiye situation allova 110re COl'l!llllUni-
cation to take place as more sense aodalities or both persuader and 
14aobert E .  Pittinger, Charles F. Hockett and John J. Danehy, Th• 
Fir Fiye M nu •a: A Sam le or M1crosco ic Interviw Anal a1• (Ithaca, 
Nev York: Pa Mart.ineau, 1 • 
persuadee come in to play and, this in turn, provides more feedback to 
eaeh. In terra1 or audience adaptation the persuader has at his dieposal., 
beoau.e or illlprond teedback, more intorution about th• persu.dee to 
utilize during the perauasi�e situation. 
It ..... aa 11 then oonolua1ona about one-to-one C01111unioationa 
in no vay negate the uee ot any one persuaaiw teohnique or any one t'actor 
in the analysis or the persuader ' s  audience. Rather, it indicates that 
audience analysis in a one-to-one situation is JDOre crucial because of the 
nanowness ot the persua1in target. One aay get by vith generalising 
about a large audience 's age, calling them under thirty, but such a 
generalisation might be disastrous 1n a one-to-one oOB11Unication where 
age was a oruoial taotor. 
Until further re .. uch renal.a .ore accurate di•tinctions between 
one-to-taany and one-to-one COllJ!Unication situations, it .... s possible to 
support at least two. One-to-ol'le c01111Unication allows for the UM ot more 
sense modalities on the part of perauader arid persuadee and, therefore, 
inoreaMd feedback ia possible. This inareand .t'Md.baok facilitates and 
necessitates improved audience adaptation in 001'1parison with one-to-many 
ooJlllll'lunication situations. 
Modes of Auditor Analysis 
Thus tar it has been determined that audience analysis oonsists of 
the persuader 's determining the persuadee 's experiences. knowledge and 
beliefs. It was also deterained that the one-to-one communication situation 
allows tor improved communication in order to determine more precisely the 
persuadee•s oiroumstanoes. This section deals with the two modes of 
COllllllun1oat1on available to the persuader by which he can dete!"!lline the 
persu&dee 1 s experiences, knowledge and beliefs: verbal and non-verbal 
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communication.15 
Verbal communication is generally regarded as the use or language, 
words, to communicate information. In addition to the individual words, 
grammar and syntax play a significant role in verbal coMll!unieation. As was 
indicated above, thia type or communication is rostered in the one-to-one 
communication situation because the persu.adee is allowed to verbally 
communicate with the persuader. 
Non-verbal communication is a larger, if not more complex mode. 
Non-verbal cues are " supplied through YOO&l cbaraeteristioe-changes in 
TOlu.e, voice quality, infiectional patterns, rate or speech-as well ae 
through physical actiona-changea in muscular tonus. gait, gestures, (and) 
racial expressions • • • •  n16 Other non-verbal factors that facilitate 
communication between people are things like th• distance epeakwr and 
listener maintain between each other, the clothes they wear, and their 
physical poai tions relative to one another. While verbal codes are suited 
to the communication of information, "th• non-.erbal code appears better 
adapted tor conveying emotional stat.ea and for generating interperaonal 
rapport."17 
Just aa the one-to-one communication rosters increased verbal 
communication between persuader and persuadee, ao does it tend to ilaprove 
non-verbal communication. Because ot the oloee proxillity ot two people in 
conversation, they are more able to deteot non-verbal cues. 
The salient verbal and non-Terbal el ... nt• in the sal•• presentations 
will be mentioned during tbl analyaia or the J)r9eentationa in order to 
1.5For an extensive diecuasion ot ftrbal and non-verbal comrunication 
the editor 's introduction to the eection on ' NonTerb&l Interaction" in ... 
In 
York: 
r ona. C011J11unication: S and Studies ed. by Dean Barnlund (Nev 
Houghton Mifflin Company, 19 5 -.542 . 
1�. ,  P• _526. 
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pro"rlde a ole&r context for their application. The •Ute will be done in 
deeor1b1ng the .. tting for the eai..a presentation.. 
The Persuasive Situation 
'fhe context in which the sales presentations were made will be 
described beginning with the p}\ysioal. setting and then deecribing the 
client and t.he client' s  iapr'essione or each of the agents. 
Th• setting for both sal•• pre .. ntationa was tne client' s  apartment. 
On each occasion car• was taan to be certain that. identical fUl"nishinga 
vere in the l"OOl'l. The apartment vaa carpet«! and the vall• were paint-1 
in aoft shad.ea of green to blend with t.he floor. Th• furniture in t..lw 
J"Oom consisted of a aota and matching obair with a round table in close 
proximity. There was a bookshelf with a selection of reference worka and 
fiction. 
Care vas taken to elillinate any cbYioua odors from the apartment a1'Jd 
th• tAmperatmoe vas set at a coatortabl• "Te!!ty-two degrees. An ashtray 
and pipe were plainly visible on the table in front of the sofa indicating 
that the client smoked. 
The tape recorder was started before the agents arrived &t the 
apartment and the microphone and machine hidden trom rlew. 
Th• ettects or the rooa in which t.h• int•rrlewa took place are 
ditticult to measure but it the room could be considered to be pleasant 
then one might conclude, on th• basie of reaearcb conducted by Maslow and 
Mintz, that the salesmen vould peroeive the client to be in a state of 
"well-being.n18 
18Alwabam B .  Maalov and llorbert L .  Minta , "The Btteota or Eatbet1o 
Svround.inga" in 1Bf.!Dl!£enal Co�M-tiont Sy.rm a� Studies ed. by 
Dean Barnlund (Mev IOl"ks Houghton« iDcorapany, 19� pp. 543-550. 
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The sora and matching armchair served as a•ating tor the agents and 
the client for both sales presentations. Both agents eat on the so-ta and 
the elient sat diagonally from them on the armchair. The distance between 
the client and both agents was approximately three to five feet during the 
length of both interviews. According to obserTations reported by Hall, 
that dietance would �roMote oaaual conversation oonduoive to· talking about 
personal matters and conveying non-personal intormation. 19 The round table 
was used 1n t�th instances for the agent•' sales material . In this eeating 
arrangement the client and the agents could easily see each other and the 
sales material. On the basis of research conducted by Sol11!!er which deal� 
with the effect of seating arrangements on conversation and cooperation 
between two people. the seating arrangement during both interviews could 
be said to be conducive to both conversation and cooperation between olient 
and agent. 20 
This description of the physical setting for the sales presentations 
seems to indicate that it was conducive to interaction on the part of agents 
and the client and that it reflected the client's state-of-being . 
The Client 
Only the client ' s  personal appearance will be discussed aa other 
non-verbal tactors will be noted during the analyses or the sales presen-
tations in Chapter IV. 
Although the research in the area or personal appearance appears to 
be inconclusive. Aiken has suggested that "economy of dress" reveals a 
person to be "responsible. conscientious, alert, efficient, precise, and 
' 
l9Edward. T. Hall, ;h• Silent �  (Greenwich, Conn.: Fawcett 
Publications. Inc • •  1 959 • PP• 163- • 
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controlled.1121 Un!'ortunately this research dealt with apparel worn by 
WOJl'len and may not apply to rules. 38 that as it may. the client vae 
dressed in slacks. a white shirt, &nd sweater for both of the sales presen-
tations. His appearance would probably be bet.tar labelled "casual" than 
"economical." The client also wore glasses during both of the interviews. 
Thornton has presented some reH&roh nidenoe indicating that glaeees 
produce judgmonts or intelligence and industriousness on the part of 
research subjects viewing pel"Sons with spectaelee.22 
The Agents 
The client's  initial impression of the agents was favorable. Both 
men were dressed in dark business suits with white ahirts a.nd ties. They 
were neatly groomed and well-mannered, waiting for the client to ask them 
to be seated. Both salesmen arrived at precisely the appointed time and 
greeted the client in a friendly manner, introducing themselves by name. 
Audience adaptation has been defined as the persuader ' s  attempts 
to relate his persuasive message to the persuadee1 s  experience3, knowledge 
and beliefs. The need for a COl'IUllOn premise was also noted as essential to 
audience adaptation. 
Distinctions were drawn between comm.unication situations involving 
one speaker and a large audience and the one-to..one setting.. It was 
determined that the one-to..one setting allowed for the use of more sense 
modalities than did the one-to-many setting, thus providing improved 
21tewis R.  Aiken, "The Relationships of Dress to Selected Measures 
of Personality in Undergraduate Women." JourlJ!l. of Social Ps12hology, 1963, 
PP• 119-128. 
22George Thornton, "The Effect ot Wearing Glasses Upon Judgments of 
Personality Traits of Persons Seen Briefiy," Journal of Applied Ps12hologr, 
1944, pp. 203-207. 
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feedback. 
Two modes of audience analysis were briefiy defined. They were 
verbal and non-verbal. 
Finally, a brief description of the sales setting was presented 
ba.�ed on various non-verbal attributes. The bulk of this infomatlon was 
reserved. however, for inclusion in the analyses of the s'lles pr�sentation 
when it could be presented in the persuasive oontext. 
CHAP'JER IV 
ANALYSIS OF SALES PRESENTATIONS 
Introduction 
Each of the sales presentations will be analyzed to determine to 
what degree eaoh of the agents adapted particular persuasive factors to 
the client' s  experience, knowledge and beliefs. In order to do this, 
examples of each or the factors appearing in the presentation will be 
noted and an explanation offered as to how the agent adapted to the client. 
When deemed necessary, the exact language used by the agent will be 
noted. If the persuasive factor appeared during the presentation of the 
book talk, the language contained in the agent's visual aid will appear in 
upper case. This will make the distinction between the "book 's" language 
and the agent's more easily identifiable. 
As has been noted previously, the letter-number indices, ( i.e. , A-1, 
B-1) refer to index markers appearing in the margins of each of th• sales 
presentation transcripts. These transcripts are included in the Appendix 
1! the reader wishes to refer to them. 
Along with the transcripts. the original audio recordings of the 
sales presentations were used in this analysis. Although used primarily 
in the discussion ot each agent's delivery, their use is noted in the text 
when necese&rJ'. 
An&l.n\1 ot SaJ..e1 P:E'eHntation A 
Saleaman A began hi• presentation by establiehing oonaon-ground with 
th• client. The !actor ot identification vaa apparent in the agent-client 
diacus•ion ot (1 ) th• wather. (2)  the client' s  home town, and (') t.h• 
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client' •  school. It was determined that the agent vaa tudl.iar with the 
region of the country the client wa• from a.rd that both attended the • ._ 
college. (A-1) 
Further agent-olient identification took place when the client 
learned that the agent bad formerly been a achool teacher. th• same 
profession the client had been in tor a number ot years. (A-2 )  
With the end ot thia comersation, tbe agent began to lud th• client 
into the aalee presentation. The !actor or 811ggestion vaa e11ployed by the 
agent when he told the client he waa the top aalesaan in hia distriot the 
previous year. The prestige attached to that position indicated to the 
client that Salesman A vae a capable insurance agent. (A-3) Thi• preatige 
was enhanced vhen the agent explained that hi• philosophy was to keep the 
client' s  int.rest• and need.a toremo•t in hia work. In the agent' s  vord8, 
"I find out what a � really vant•, what hie needa are and then I try to 
I 
till his needs vith insurance to the beat ot his income. "  (A.J) Thia 
client-oenter.d approach aJ'P9&].ed to the client's belief that an ineurance 
agent should "rft aa a ooun•llor 1n ••t&bliahing an insurance prograa 
rather than aa a ealeaan whose only interest was ma.king a sale. 
Agent interest in the client vas tul"ther 4-onstrated vhen the agent 
ottered to file a form vith the Social SecUl"ity Adminiatration to assist 
the client in checking the aoc\ll"acy ot hi• account. (A-)) 
Then the agent prOOMd.ed to introduce a tape r.oording which he had 
on a small portable machine. He said, "It brings in some third party 
1n1'1.uence" which impressed the client because he was taailiar with the 
possible intluenc. ot prestige authorities in a persuasi-we situation. That 
the agent would use such a drrlce and call it by what the client thought 
was a aophistioated tera further enb&noed his prestige. 
The authority va1 introduced ae Earl Nightingale, a name unt .. iliar 
to tM client. The agent noted that he was an norator. • • .leotur.r, 
• • •  and a very good motivator." (A.)) Becau• the client was a speech 
teacher, the use ot these terms furthered agent-client identification. 
Then the Aleaan .tarted the tape NC order• Initially, th• quail ty 
ot tM recOl"ding was 'flWY poor and inocmprebeneible. Thia prompted the 
agent to try to HMC:ly the situation by adjusting the YOlu.e and tone. 
However, aa th• audio tape or t.M preaentation 1ndioates. that did not 
11Aterially a!tect the understandability of the tape. For the fifteen 
ainutea that the tape plaJWl, the client vas unable to underatarw:l enough 
ot it to be able to reoall atter th• preeentation vbat it vaa about, let 
al.one any specific 1deu preeentecl in it. The agent m&de no attempt to 
detArmine whether 01" not the client oould understand what Nightingale was 
saying. These two factors. the poor quality tape and the agent'• failure 
to consider the olient•a· oontusion, bad an ldwrn etteot on the client. 
(A-4) 
At th• conclusion ot the tape, the agent rude no attempt to relate 
what he had played to th• sales situation. Instead, be immediately began 
to till out the torm to be eent to the Social Seourity Administration tor 
the olient. In doing so th• apnt vu able to determine the client's age 
and th• age of hi• vite. At th• NJae time be asked the client if there 
were any children "yet." The client annered no. reoogn1&1ng the 1.aplioa­
tion that the agent had suggested that there would be children at sou 
future time. (A.5) 
Having completed the rorae tor the sooial aeclll"ity check, the agent 
began the aalea presentation. Fir•t, be did a "little bit of bl'agging. u  
(A-.5} He referred to the aise of the Prudential lMUrance Company and 
noted that be represented the largest company in the business. Th• client 
had been aware or the fact that th• Pl"Udential was a big coMpany but 
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unaware that 1 t was the largest. This seJ"Yed to agai.n enhance the agent 1 s 
prestige as a representative or a prestigious organization. 
Then the agent began what baa been termed the "book talk." This 
portion of the sales presentation conaiated of the agent reading trom the 
text or a presentation book. Along with the text were pictures vhioh 
illustrated the ideas. Essentially, the book talk is a general Oftniev of 
the insurance needs ot ffmost men." And the photographs serve to emphasize 
those needs. When the agent turns to the page outlining the need for a 
last expense fund the client' s  eye is directed toward a 1."ull-color photo­
graph of a woman paying bill• from a checkbook while her tvo children play 
around her. Conspicuoualy' absent, perhaps because ot the text which talks 
ot "personal sorrow" at the loss ot husband and father, is a male figure. 
The text that accompanies the photographs begins by suggesting the 
Prudential motto: itirBE FUTURE BELONGS TO THOSE WHO PREPARE FOR IT." This 
basic premise runs throughout the sales presentation and is central to the 
agent's selling.. The client agreed vith that statement and, tberetore, it 
became the common premiee upon which the agent and the client could rocus. 
It will be recalled that the establishment or a comnon prenaise was a key 
factor in Boltzman 1 s  expl.&nation ot audience adaptation. 
What might be termed a working premise. in contrast to the genel"al 
nature of the first pr•ise, was pointed out by the agent. H• suggested 
that "FOR MOST MEN .  DISURANCi DOLLARS · ARR TB! MOST SATISFACTORY DOLLARS 
AVAILABLE FOR THEIR FAMILms • WELFARE WHEN THEIR EARNING PGJER IS COT OFF 
BY DEATH, OLD AGE OR DISABILITY. "  (.A•5) He continued by stating the 
Prudential ' s  belief that eaoa individual ie & better judge of what his 
insurance needs are than anyone elae. (A ... 6 )  Although the oli•l'lt had 
reservations about insurance being the "moat" satisfactory way or pro­
rlding financial security. he agreed fully with the belief that be was 
more able to decide what his needs were than anyone else. Identification 
through common belief a is evidenced here. 
With the common premise established the agent proceeded to present 
the various insurance needs that 11most men" han. Th• first waa a last 
expense fund which was explained as a fund tor burial expenses nand such. "  
(A-6) The client reacted adversely to the language used by the agent 
because "&rd such" seemed to be a catch phrase used to cover a lack of 
more precise terma. 
The second fund was the guaranteed monthly inoome .  At this point 
the salesman left th• text or the book and alluded to the previous 
disou.sion bet¥een bimselt and the client about social security. H• noted, 
"Social security is not enough to get by on when a person is used to a 
certain standard of living. "  (.&-6) Thie repetition of the subject of 
social aeOUl"ity assisted the agent through the factor ot attention. 
!text be ouUined the need for an ... rgency tund. He suggested that 
the client would not likely h&'Y9 emergencies until children were added to 
his family. (A-6) I t  will be recalled that the agent bad previously 
established the fact that the olient had no children but expected th.s 1n 
the future . This appears to be adaptation to the olient 1 s knowledge al'Ki 
beliefs. 
The agent testified to the fact that ohildren are the subject ot 
moat family emergencies aa he had three ot bis own. (A-6) Because of 
his peraonal •�rienoe (.!actor of evidence) the client accepted his 
observation that oh1ldren and ... rgenciea go together. 
The mortgage or rent fund provided money tor houaing in the event 
the breadwinner of the family died. In explaining this fund , the agent 
adapted to the fact that th• client was living in an apartment by explain­
ing that this tund was calculated on the basis of the monthly rent figure 
paid by the client. (A-6) 
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The agent' s  explanation of the fourth fund, th• education fund, began 
with the statement from the pre•ent&tion book. "TODAY, A SOOND EDUCATION IS 
iSSEN1'1.AL TO SUCCESS. "  He i'ollowed that up by saying, "And I think you are 
very aware of this." (A-7) The agent adapt.a. to the client' s  po•ition aa 
a college graduate, t.ssuaing that the client believ.ci in the need for an 
education. 
Money !or retirement vaa the aubjeot of the next insurance need. The 
agent attempted to adapt hi• explanation or this fund to the client by 
noting, "You will have an inoonae • • •  fl"Oll, you know, group pensions or, 
if you're going to be working for a school, you'll haft a atatA pension• 
( sio) • •  •" (A-7) The adaptation is in line with the client' s  belief 
that the possibility of retil"ing as a teacher waa good. Th• persuasive 
factor used by the agent was suggeetion. 
The last fund discussed by the agent was a disability fund in case 
of prolonged sickness or injury that would disable the client tor an 
extended period of time. While the agent explained that this fund was o! 
primary importance to those who relied mainly on their physioal rather than 
111ental power, he said, " • • • this oould be important for you, if you • • •  
(were) laid up for six months • • •  without income." (A-7) Th• oli•nt• a  
previous experience with the lack or money and the knovled&e that aix 
months without an income would aake tor uncomfortable living were appealed 
to in the agent ' s  suggestion. 
By the end of the "book talk" the agent had made use of the factors 
or attention. identification, suggestion, and eYidence and hAd adapted 
eaoh of these to the client ' s  experienc.s, knowledge and beliefs. In 
addition, a common premise had been established from which the persuader 
could continue to build his case. 
As has been explained, the book talk attempts to establish in the 
cl1-nt1 a  mind the fact that many men are faced with insurance needa .  By 
the end of the book talk, the oliant •hould be prepared to diacusa his 
individual. inaura."lce needs with the agent. Thi• is the next step in th• 
sales presentation. The procedure followed by Salesman A was to review 
each or the insurance funds and to aeoure !or/from the client a tiaure 
indicative of his particular" needs. 
The agent a1.ked th9 client how much aoney would be ne9ded to cover 
his last expenses. The client made no reply beoauae th8 &gent continued 
by saying th.at unless there bad been a recent death in the family the client 
would be unaware of what funerals oost. Since thia v•• the client'•  ease 
the agent suggested a f'iguN ($2,.500) to coTer lut expenses. The agent 
supported that figure by noting that he had checked with a f'uneral home to 
detemi."le what funerals coat and, secondly, from his personal experience in 
twxll1ng a number of recent inSUl"anoe claias. {A..8) 
Here the a.gent adapted to the client' •  lack ot experience and 
lmowledge by directly suggesting a figure. He also aade u•e of th• faotor 
of evidence in supporting that auggeetion. 
Uuring this S&1118 discussion the agent made use of the f aotor or 
identification by referring to higher funeral coats in large citi•e 111'9 
Chicago and, "up arourrl Minnesota. the Twin C1Uea. "  (A-8) �ecause the 
client va• from Minnesota and near the Twin Cities ( as had been established 
in the opening convereation bet ... n the two) the agel\t made use of a 
t&lliliar large city. 
The agent adapted his discusaion of the emergency fund by noting 
that the client need not be concerned with this inaurance need until h• 
had children to support. (A-8) 
The agent emphasized preparation for the future (repetition of the 
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coaon premin) during his explanation ot the need tor an education tund . 
Other than that he made no attempt to relate this insurance directly to 
the client1e CirCU11lstance8. Thie 18 explainable bee&uee ot the tact that 
th• client had no children and the education tum is de•igned. tor children. 
(A-8) 
The agent and the client agreed on a tigure ot $2 . ooo per year for 
a college education, amounting to $8, 000 tor a tour year term. Thi• vaa 
in keeping with the cll•nt•s knowledge ot th• uount of money need  baeed 
on hia pereonal experience with tMo different oollegee. (A-9.10) 
A mortgage or rent tund wae t.he next item oO'ffred by the agent. He 
aasund that beoaUN the client was lirlng in an apartment he did not own 
a home and vae renting. Then he suggested that the oli•nt would probably 
b� a home once he got settled. Thie ooineided with the client' e belief 
that be would, at some future time. buy a haae. But for the time. the 
agent suggested that the client aiaply make allovancea tor rent. The 
client agi-eed to that suggestion . The agent arrived at a figure ot $2),000 
for this fund. The agent noted a look of surprise on the face of the client 
at the •nt�on ot that figure and Naponded with "Doean•t that atagger (you)?  
You don 1t realize �is until you atop and really think what you pay." 
(A-10) Thus the agent d•onatrated his ability to adapt to non-verbal oues 
tra:n the client. 
In addition, the figure tor rent vu arrived at by coaputing the 
client'• present housing oosts for a blent7-year period. The agent 
adapted to the client' s  ciroumatanoes to proTi.de atati•tios ( factor ot 
evidence) supporting the need toP & rent tund . 
At this point the agent alao made an -oUonal appeal by noting that 
it the client should die, $20,000 would proYide adequate security to hie 
wite and children by proriding th• with a house. (A-10) The client 
bel19'T8d this provision ot lite inSUJ"ance to be one or the major assets 
or owning a policy. 
The next tund consisted of the guaranteed monthly income tor the 
cl1ent1e wife. The agent aeked the client how aucb this aonthly figure 
should be but the client responded by s&.Ying he didn't know. The agent 
took the opportunity to suggest a figt1r9 of $250. The client felt that 
that would probably not be enough and the &gel'lt suggested $)00. The client 
agreed that figure would be better and the agent followed by saying, ''Well. 
this ia probably more realiatio. "  (A-1 1 )  There seems to be eOll9 evidence 
that the agent adapted to the client' s  beliefs regarding this monthly 
figure and complimented the client by noting it wae a realistic figure. 
The agent referred again to the client' s  not having any children as 
the reason tor not increasing this tund even aor.. But then he added "now. 
11' you got ( sic) one on th• way. or something, then I go &he.cl and program 
this in." (4-11) The client responded by aaying that he and hia wife 
expected to haw a child within the next ye&!" and that prompted the agent 
to double the guaranteed monthly inoome. 
Thi• brought to a close the second step ot the aal•• presentation. 
establishment or the client' s  individual innranoe needa. During this 
portion of the presentation the agent relied heavily on the !actor of 
suggestion in propoaing specific aaounta tor each of th• different inaurance 
funds. In each ca• th• client agreed vi.th th• suggestions of the agent. 
There is evidence that this vaa prOllpted by the agent' s  abllit7 t.o adapt 
these suggested suas or money to the client' s  ciroumstances. experience. 
and knowledge. The client's belief that he vaa the beat judge ot his 
in8Ul"anoe needs was •t in that the agent continually let the client aake 
the final decision •• to how 111Uoh money ahould be relegated to each tuz:id. 
Thus there aeemed to be an ettort on th• part or the agent to adapt to the 
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client during this phaee of the sales pre•entation. 
With the client ' s  insurance need• determined, the next step in the 
sales presentation was the determination ot the client's assets. This 
included information about preHnt lite insurance policies. social 
security and retil'eaent infol"llation, and aavinga. Thia intoraation vas 
8Upplied by the client. Haring determined both needs and aa•eta, the agent 
deterainecl that the client wmild need about $1)0, 000 worth of life insurance 
to cover all of the funds. (A-15) The agent then· outlined three a.lterna­
tiws that would provide that oo\'9rage1 peraanent insurance, term insurance, 
and a combination plan including a base poliey or permanent insurance with 
a term rider. He explained that pensanent insurance would "give you 100 
· per cent return on your money plus a big savings• • • . • · .you· would more 
than double your money between now and age sixty-five . "  ,.. (A-1.5) Tenn 
insurance was explained to be "moet costly overall" but it "guarantees 
your insurability." (A16) This last phrase means that as long aa the 
client had term insurance in force the company would guarantee him the 
right to convert the term into permanent insurance regardless of the 
client's physical condition. But. the program recommended by the agent 
to the olient, because ot his age, vas the combination penrianent and term 
insurance. 
Because of his age. th• client would realise a profit on th• invest­
ment in the perm.anent insurance at sixty-five and the term insurance would 
guarantee hiM the right to convert it to perm.anent insurance when the need 
arose . (A-16) This coincided vith the client ' s  belief th.at the most 
economical and practical way to buy insurance in his ca"• aeaning lillited 
money to apend on insurance, waa the combination approach. 
The agent corl"eetly aasmaed that the client' s  wife worked but added: 
• • • with children •he may not be able to work. • .. • You would 
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be the primary breadwinner and you would want to have your vite 
and children to lead a normal life, as well as they could with­
out you. (A-17) 
The agent's U88 or the factors or suggestion and emotion in this 
instance coincided vith the client'• belief' that he had an obligation to 
provide some assistance to his wife it h• should die. In addition, the 
client believed that his wife ehould not have to work as long u there 
were small children in th• house. 
Returning to the discussion of the combination insurance plan, the 
agent said, "! doubt that you could artord $1)0,000 or permanent insur­
ance." (A-17) This pl"Otlpted the client to ask how much the premium was 
tor that amount ot insurance. The agent computed the figures and aaid it 
would run around $1 ,900 per year. The client•• response wu that he under­
stood why the agent said that. (A-17) The ag•nt demon•trated th• ability 
to judge the financial condition ot the client. But the question might be 
asked, U' the agent could judge thia why did he bring it up? All he could 
hope to accomplish would be to find that the client could afford that much 
permanent insura.nce. But if he trusted hi• jlldgnent, all he could hope to 
do would be to show the olient something beyond his reach. financially. 
It may have been better had the a�t not brought th• matter up but 
rather used his judgment to ateer the client toward th• combination policy 
that he could afford. It aeeaa that that taotic would ban better 
dnonst.l"ated the agent' s  ability to adapt to the financial •ans ot the 
client. 
Perhaps the agent sensed that tb9 client was not pleased vith the 
way the insurance prograt had been started beoau• h• suggeated that the 
client consider a lower tigure tor insurance needs. In tact. the agent 
said, "to be truthtul," ao•t people did not buy insurance to COftr their 
total need•. (A-18) The client agreed that lowring the figure would be 
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a good idea. Therefore, the agent suggested that a more "balanced" 
figure tor the client would be $80,000 or $90, 000 worth or insurance . 
This move on the part of the agent increased the olient• s  confidence 1n 
that he demonstrated by being "truthful" about hov much people usually 
cover that his concern va1 for adapting an insurance program to the client 
rather than selling the largest policy he oould. In the last analysis, 
however, th• large•t policy is the one the client can afford and that may 
be the reason why most people do not cover all of the insurance needs. 
Nevertheless, the agent1s Jll()V& to reduce the amount of insurance 
(d1r90't suggestion) resulted in the client ' s  improved satisfaction with 
the way the agent wae p�ogr&lllll'ling his insurance need a. There seems to 
have been some adaptation on the part of the agent to the client ' s  
ability to afford a sOlleWhat lower premium on a lower eount or insurance. 
Thus far in the pr••ntation the agent's use or the !actor o! 
organization seemed to be leading the client to the desired conoluaion, 
the establishment of insurance needs and a policy to cover those needs. 
Modifications 1n both needs and in the insurance plan seemed to be made 
without losing sight ot that goal. At this point, however, the agent 
contused � client. Instead of using th9 agreed upon figure ot $80, 000, 
the agent explained that the client could get a $)0,000 permanent policy 
with a $100,000 term rider. (A-19) The client could not understand why 
the agent returned to that larger figure. To complicate the client ' s  
comfusion, the agent then turned !'7om that large figure to say that 
$80, 000 would be a better figure to uae. (A-20) 
The client had been under the impression that they had agrMd to uae 
the lower figure. The agent' s  failure to organice hie presentation around 
that agreement impressed the client negatively. Failing to adapt to that 
ll!Utual agreement caused the client to become contused and, in turn, think 
that the agent was contused also. 
Having decided to use the $80.000 figure, the agent then suggested 
to the client an insurance program consisting of a $,50, 000 permanent 
policy with a $)0, 000 teN rider. The agent's primary selling point for 
the large pel"manent policy wae that it aoownulated a oash value at a fast 
rate. This he attempted to illustrate by referring to the client's experi­
ence with a p�eviously purchased $10, 000 policy. The S11.aller policy had 
been in toroe for about t1w years. The agent explained that the large 
policy would provide about the same cash value at the end of one year as 
the small one had accU111ulated in r1w. (A-21) 
The factor of evidence. cons1eting or statistics and personal 
experience, w�s adapted to the client' s knowledge of his previous policy. 
This seems to be a good example of the process or proceeding frOM the 
persuadee 1 a fund of knowledge to present new information . A a was pointed 
out in the previous chapter, that is the essence of ·audience adaptation to 
listener knowledge. 
Additional support tor the policy was suggested by the agent in the 
form of statistics. At the client's present age, he would pay premill1'1s 
amounting to a.bout •30. 000 for the policy. At sixty-five the policy would 
pay the client about $�1 000. "In effect," the agent said, "you could 
double your money." (A-22) This appealed to the client ' s  belief that 
doubling one ' s  innstment was always appreciated . 
Then the �ent cited the cost or the $50, 000 as amounting to $?45 
per year. This prompted the client to say that, with his present insurance, 
he would be paying "all1'1ost a thousand dollars a year" for insurance. The 
client then told th• agent that his position paid a salary or $8,500 per 
year. He concluded by noting, "To me, that eems like a. lot of money to 
pay for life insurance." (A-22,23) 
6) 
Here is a clear indication to the agent that the client had reserva­
tions about spending that much money tor insurance. The agent countered 
this belier or the client' s  by noting three adnntages it the client would 
buy this policy at the present time. First, the client was young enough to 
enjoy lower premium rates. Secondly, the client was in good health ( strictly 
an asSUlllption on the part or the agent because the client's health had never 
been discussed-all the agent knew vas what h• could observe) and that 
guaranteed him inaUJ"ability. Th• implication was that the client might not 
be in good health later on. Thirdly, the agent suggest.9d that the client 
wouldn' t  be spending the p!"911l1Ull payments. Rather, he would be paying 
hillself. As th• agent stated it, "Because it's yours. WheneTer you die 
you 're going to benefit from it." (A-2)) 
The cli.ent agreed that these were advantages to buying the insurance 
but did not negate th• belier that one-eighth or bis salary was too much to 
spend tor tvo insurance policies. 
Then the agent suggested that because ot the fast rate of acewnula­
tion, the client could 'benefit troa the cash loan value eTen before the 
policy 11&tured . He explained that the client could borrow against th• cash 
loan value or the policy at 5 per cent interest. He compared this with the 
7 per cent interest rates at the banks. He then illustrated this advantage 
by telling the client ot a start manager for the Prudential who had euoh a 
policy and used it to finance a new oar every r-ev years. (.A-24) 
Again, the client agreed that this vas an adT&ntage to buying the 
policy but redirected the agent's attention to the problea of titting 
$1, 000 worth of insurance into his budget. 
During this portion of the sales presentation the agent made use of 
the factors of identification (agreement on advantages of buying the policy) , 
suggestion ( buying nov would be more economical because of lover premium 
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rates),  evidence ( statistics, personal experience, testimony fro• staff 
manager) ,  emotion (note third advantage) .  But in doing so he placed himself 
directly opposed to the client ' s  belief that the policy was too expensive. 
While the client agreed that the &gent's reasons were advantageous, the 
agent' s  arguments bad not led the client from his objection. 
Evidently the agent recognized the strength or the client'• belief 
about how much money he should spend on insurance because he asked the 
olient " .  • • about what would you want to put away? " The client responded 
with 5 to 10 per cent of his income. The client believed that that should 
cover the cost or lite insurance, health insurance, and automobile insur­
ance. The agent agreed with the client that 10 per cent was a good figure 
to use. But he disagreed with the client ' s  including automobile insurance 
in the same category with lite and health insurance. He said that he did 
not like the way the oar insurance 0011panie1 had gotten the state to pass 
a law requiring drivers to be insured. (A-25) 
When the agent voiced his disagreeMnt with the client's belief about 
what should be covered by his 10 per cent figure, the client felt that the 
agent might have a legitimate point ot view to consider. But when the 
agent apparently tried to explain his reason for not including auto 
insurance as the fact that the state required drivers to buy it, the 
client rejected his belief. The client could perceive no relationship 
between the requirement to bu_y auto in-surance and including it or not 
including it in his 10 per cent budget figure. In fact, it should be 
noted that the client disagreed with the agent about making automobile 
insurance a require!'lent. But he did not 1Mntion this to the agent. 
Instead, the client took the lead and brought the agent back to the 
discussion of the budget. 
Then the agent explained his reasons for not including auto11<>bile 
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insurance with life and health. First, be noted that auto insurance 
increased and decreased with the relative value of the oar. Secondly, h• 
suggested that autOl'llobile insurance varies in cost froa place to plaoe. 
The client agreed that this was so. (A-25) But the client still saw no 
connection between these reasons and the agent's belief that auto insurance 
should not be included in the budget with life and health insurance. 
To the client the agent had gotten off the track of the sales preeen­
ta tion and was talking about things that were not of crucial importance to 
the sales interview. The client felt that the agent had lost sight of the 
important question, th• client' •  budget. In addition, it should be noted 
that the agent made no attempt to relate his reasons to the client' s  
situation. In other words, the client had not been persuaded. 
· The agent then agreed that the client had a pretty "good rule of 
thumb" with the 10 per oent figure ae long as th• client excluded automo­
bile insurance. At this point, the client agreed with th• agent ' s  observa­
tions in order to proceed with planning the insurance . But the agent again 
proceeded to discuss automobiles and automobile insuarnce. At thu point 
the client was feeling upset that the agent refused to stick to the subject 
at band. The client felt that the agent was ignoring his willingness to 
11 see 1 t the agent' s way." 
Two observations need to be made at this point. It seems apparent 
th&t the client had a high regard for keeping the sales presentation toc�sed 
on what he cone1dered to be the oritioal !actor, bis budget. when the 
agent persisted. in talking about something the client did not agree with 
or when the client could ... no relationship between it and hi• budget, he 
ti.cue upset. Perhaps it is safe to say that at this point the agent ' s  
inability to keep the organizational pattern of his sales presentation 
fo�used on what the client felt to be illlportant was detrimental to his 
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selling. Adapting to the client ' •  belie! that autmoblle insurance should 
be included in the �yd,get for inSU?"&noe purpoees llight have been a better 
method tor the agent to employ. Thia is especially true when considering 
that the agent ' s  reasons for not including automobile insurance do not seem 
to be firmly based on reason but based on hi• dislike tor th• state and 
fluctuations in cost. Th• first has no bearing at all. The aecond could 
be said to be true tor health insuranoe and yet he was willing to include 
that. 
Once again the client brought the agent back to the problem of how 
much money the client should inwat in inaurance. Together, they arrived 
at the figure of $850 per year. The client was already spending $575 per 
year tor insurance so $275 was what was le!t for a new inauranc• plan. 
(A-27) 
'rhen the agent auggeated that th• olient OOn•ider a pel'llanent 
insurance policy of $20,000. He quot.ad th• client a premium ot $J14 per 
year. Immediately, the client wondered why the agent would suggest a 
pr•ium above the amount they bad juat agreed w.s th• most the client 
could af'f ord. There seemed to be a lack of adaptation or the taotor or 
suggestion to the client' •  belier. 
Then the agent lowered the aaount of the permanent policy to $14.ooo 
and suggested a $66,000 tel"ll rider. Together, these policies would haw 
oost the client $397 per year. The client again noted that the ageat had 
exceeded the linlit they had mutually agreed upon. (A-28) Again there 
seemed to be a lack of adaptation on the part or the agent. 
This aeries of unacceptable proposals prompted the client to ask the 
agent about the possible purchase or te!"ll insurance, without the peru.nent 
base policy. The agent responded by saying that that was probably the beat 
approach considering the client needs and budget. He added that term 
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insurance would give the client "coverage right now. That important thing, 
the ooverap . Right now. Because your income hasn 't caught up with what 
you' re worth." (A-29) 
At this point the agent seemed to recognize a critical factor in the 
client' s  situation. The olient had a large insurance need but not enough 
inoOll\e to prorlde complete coverage. This had been noted by him previously, 
b�t only now does it seem that he is willing to adapt to that conclusion. 
The agent proposed a tel"111 policy ot $80, 000 with a premium of $360 per 
' 
year. The client responded by saying, "That still sounds like a lot." 
(A-30) The agent suggested lovering the &Blount of insurance but pointed out 
that this would reduce the client' •  protection. The client responded by 
saying that his wife had a good education and would be capable of supporting 
herself . The agent agreed but qualified that by noting that with small 
children she would be hampered in being both mother and b:readwinner. (A-30) 
Notice should be taken here of the agent' s  use of what bas been 
traditionally described as the "Yes-But" technique . It allowed him to 
agree with the client' s  belief but in a lftOdified rorm. Coaparing this form 
of objection with the agent' s  disagreement about the autOlftobile insurance 
leads to the conclusion that this method takes into consideration the 
client' s  position first and then otters dieagr...aent. Th• foraer method 
used by the agent put th• persuader and persuadee in direct contl-ontation 
with one another. Chances are the "Yes-But" technique that adapts to the 
per�uadee more olo�ely, is more perauasive . t 
It should also be noted that the client agreed with the agent 's 
belief that children would hamper her role as breadwinner. Principally 
beoause the client beliewd his vif e should be in the home to care for 
1o11ver, Persuasive Speeoh, p. 182 and The Prudential, The Sales 
Process, P• 9. 
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any small children rather than out working. This identification o� c011Mon 
beliefs strengthened the agent ' s  argWl8nt. 
Finding that an $80,000 tera policy was too expensive the agent 
computed the cost of a $JO, OOO policy and found that the cost was $145 per 
year, well below the aax.1Dlum set by the client. Then the agent calculated 
the cost of a $50, 000 policy and arrived at the figure of $235, again below 
the aaximum. (A-31 ) A t  this point the agent seems to be carefully adapting 
his suggested polioy to the client ' s  budget figure. 
After learning that it was relatiyely simple to conTert term insur­
ance to permanent, the client said, ''Well, that sounds aore • • • reason­
able." The agent picked up the oue that the client was satisfied and 
immediately assumed the client ' s  consent to buy the policy by directly 
suggesting ''Why don ' t  we just fill that out for you thon. "  (A-J2) 
The client wished to talk th• matter over with his wife before making 
a commitment. The agent agreed to that and offered to prepare the relevent 
information in an understandable form so the client could explain the plan 
to his wife. Then the agent again attempted to get the client committed to 
the plan by having him sign what the agent called 11part one" of the appli­
cation torm in order to fulfill some requirement that was not explained to 
the client. Again the client deterred . The agent suggested that this 
would not commit the client to buying the policy. The client felt that the 
agent was too persistent in hi• urging and assumed that the client would 
buy tho insurance. 
The agent then offered to return to th• client ' s  home to talk with 
the client' s  wife about the plan. A time was arranged when the a.gent 
would call to determine whether or not the client had decided to buy the 
insurance. With that, the agent left. 
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SU!Ul&ry 
During the initial stages of the sales presentation the client was 
satisfied with the agent ' s performance. This satisfaction declined when 
the client felt that the agent was more oonoerned with selling the largest 
possible policy rather than a policy that would fit the client ' s budget. 
It is evident from this analysis that Saleman A !l!ade use of both 
verbal and non-verbal cues to determine the client ' s  experiences, knowledge ,  
and beliefs. It is also evident that the agent made use of this knowledge 
in adapting most of the eight persuasive factors to the client. 
The adaptation of the factors of attention. identification, suggestion , 
emotion , aro evidence were pointed out in the analysis. Special attention 
will be paid to the adaptation or the factors of language, delivery and 
organization here. 
A s  for the factor of language. it should be noted that the client 
was aware of the agent ' s failure. on a number of occasions, to use what 
the client felt was appropriate grammar. liere are some example• taken 
froro the transcript: 
I t ' s  mailed direct to you • • •  (A-4) 
And has went up considerably. (A-8) 
Each year it would keep decreasing down • • • (A-19) 
While certain non-fluencies might well be expected during any sales 
presentation because of the rapid flow at ideas, such apparent grammatical 
errors draw attention to themselves and detract from the persuadee ' s  image 
of the persuader. A t  least this was the case in this study. 
In Chapter II it was noted that the use of figures of speech was 
considered to be an effective persuasive technique. There is no indication 
that Salesman :\ made an attempt to adapt figures of speech to the client 
during this sales presentation. The connotative language he used was 
almost entirely confined to the initial portion of the sales presentation 
?O 
and there is no indication that he attempted to adapt this to the client. 
The delivery of the agent, as noted during the interview and as 
reoorded on the tape, could be reg&rded as oonversational in nature . Bia 
rate or epeeeh V&l"ied from time to ti•• providing contrast and interest. 
The give al'ld take between the client and the agent pro�pted the agent to 
use gestures to emphasize certain ideas .  Geiierally, there was nothing in 
the age�t • s delivery that distracted the client. Bis delivery was l ively 
and easily understood . 
The facto� of organi�ation played an important role during this 
sales presentation . Or, perhaps it would be �ore �ccurate to 5&Y that 
faulty orga�ization played an ilil�ortant role in this interview . A s  was 
noted in the ana1.ysis, the client felt that the agent lost sight ot the 
objeotive of the interview at yarious times. The agent had a tendency to 
go oft on tangents. When ta.litl..l'lg about the need for an education fund, 
for exa.mpld, the agent said: 
I •ve been quotlng peopl"' a.round .�2, 000 a year. Just rougnly, 
now so• could probably u•• aore. I got by on a lot less when 
I was going to school. But this would h4t--in the instance you 
ban a litUe girl who grows up and goes to college-now a 
girl can 't find a job quite llS easy, easily, as a boy can. At 
least in TJtY experience. I think the girls aight get a job as 
sales clerk, and maybe, secretary to the university, or some­
thing, but there' s  quit. a tw aore in OOll�tition. Where 
boya can get out and work at night� in filling stations and 
things 11.ke this it they want to. (A-9) 
The client felt that the comments about girls and boys working when 
they go to school, at leut a• explained by th• agent, had very little to 
do with why be reoolmlended an education tund of $2 , 000. Other instances 
ot such "digressions" can be round in th• transcript. 
It sMIHd to th• client that the agent vu !'lore convincing when be 
Nfltained t1"0ID long explanations ot certain items in the sales presentation 
and atteapted to toous more cloaely on the p�i.mary ideas he was presenting 
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about the client'• needs and the 1nsuranoe to till thon needs. 
It is apparent that th• 11101t eff'ectiTe uae or delivery and organi-
sat1on that a persuader oan u.e is to ... t th• expectations ot th• peraua-
dee. And this can probably beat be interpreted ae not distracting th• 
persuadee trOll the persua1iv• message b.Y unexpected weal or bodil;r 
aanipulationa and digP•••ione tr<>11 the object1Te ot the .. aaage. 
Analysis of Sales Presentation B 
Salesman B began his sales presentation by establishing common-
ground with the client. The two talked brieny of the weather and their 
impressions or the client's home state. 
The agent asked the client about the sohool he was attending and 
his class. Then he p?"Oceeded to prepare his materials for the present&-
tion or the book talk. 
Salesman E followed the same format as Salell?!\&n A .  The opening 
statements in the book talk were read to the client and his agreeaent with 
them was established. When th• agent reached the portion · ot the book talk 
that states the belief that each man knows his insurance needs and is the 
best judge or thent, the agent stopped and said: 
What they are saying here is what you want your own family to 
have. What ve are saying here 1• that you are the best judge 
or what your family should have, and it's kind ot ridiculous 
to say that they need $1,000 a month when you know they could 
get by on less but they don 't need more. (B-2) 
The factor ot attention thPough repetition and vital interest is 
employed here. This restatement of the book talk' s  belief by the agent 
also impressed the client with the tact that the agent was stating his 
personal belief that the client was the best one to judge his insurance 
needs. This correspondence o! beliefs between the client and the agent 
enhanced the prestige of the agent. 
Then the agent presented the remainder ot the book talk without 
additional elaboration or adaptation to the client. He covered the last 
expense fund, the guaranteed monthly income, the emergency fund where he 
did make a reference to the possibility of "sickness or leaky root," the 
mortgage or rent tund where he said it was bad it something happened to 
the rather and the family had to find a different holll9, th• eduoation fund, 
the retireaent fund, and the disability tund. ( B  .. )) 
Having completed th• book talk, the agent turned to a oonsiderat:lon 
or the client' s  indiTidual insurance needs. Be cited a survey conducted 
by Northwestern Un1'9'9reity vhioh oonoluded that most "people ' s  last 
expenses amount to about $2 , 500." Then he ••keel the client, "Now, in your 
case, would that be too web or not enough?" The client said he was unfa­
miliar with the costs ot tunerala and that there waa no Nason v� the 
figure should be higher. The �ent reoorded $2, .500 on his woruheet. 
(B-2,J) Here the agent l'llad.e un ot the factors. ot suggestion and evidence 
(authority) . 
The agent approached the need tor a guaranteed monthly inco• by 
aaki.ng the client it he had any children. The client nid no and the 
agent asked, 11 • • •  vbat will be the ain111ua amount that your wit• could 
survive on should something happen to you? " The client answered with $)00 
and the agent recorded that figure. He then added that the client would 
haft to renew that figure with th• addition or any ohUclren. (B-4) 
The emergency fund vas explained by the agent as being necessary to 
cover unexpected expenses like leaky root•• blowout. on the oar or other 
major auto repairs. An.ywbere trow one-halt to one year' s  income was 
oonaidered eufticient and be a•ked vhat the client'• incca• was. Th• 
client nid $10,000 and the agent •oved on to the mortgage or rent fund. 
(B-4) 
Although the client had neTer had a leaky root to repair, or a 
aajor auto expense that was not cowred by insurance. the agent assumed 
that the client needed this fund. There eMmed to be little adaptation 
to th• client's experienoes, knowledge or belief• to this point. 
The agent •••� that the client rent.d his apartment and did not 
own bis own home yet. H• then suggested that "a lot of young aen aet it 
up and call it their rent fund." The S'Clggeation here is that th• client, 
aa a young man, would do well to follow their lead. The agent assumed the 
olient'• oonMnt to that augge•tion and ottered a aua ot $30, 000 to cover 
the need. The client agre-1 and th• agent recorded th• figure. (B..4,5) 
The clearest. exa.pl• of the agent's adapting to the client occurred 
during the discussion ot the education tund. "It'a like youraelt. A 
sound education 11 essential to success." The suggestion vas that the 
client was a success and that he realised the importance of education in 
attaining that auocesa. Adaptation to client experiences, knowledge and 
beliefs seeaed apparent in the use or the taotor of suggestion. (B-5) 
Then the agent asked bow much or a fund th• client would like to 
establish and added that it was a difficult qu•stion tor the client because 
he did not know how many children he would ban in th• future. The agent 
suggested $4.000 to $10, 000 was neceasary tor a tour year ooll•ge oour99 
and the client oho" the lower figure. Th• agent recorded that figure and 
re.ind.eel th• oli•nt that he would have to have his insurance prograa 
reviewed with each nw child. ( B-5) 
Noting that both the client and hi.Jll .. lt were a long way from retire­
ment. the agent asked what kind ot an inetoll9 the client thought he would 
like to haw when be did r•tire. The cli•t ••id he would lik• to retire 
with what b9 was malcing at the t,.... Then he added that retirement 
wouldn't tan as auoh aoney aa before. Th• agent disagreed with th.at 
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belief• noti."lg that retir81'1l9nt was a time to do thing• one had always 
wanted to do. In addition, ewn retired people had to eat and pay tans. 
The client had not considered retir•ent from that point ot view and it 
seemed to make sense to him. The agent suggest.cl a tigure or $10, 000 tor 
retirement and said it could be adjust-1 in th• future to fit the client ' s  
plans. (B-5. 6) 
Here there seemed to be some adaptation to the uncertain future of 
the client, providing for change in the ineuranoe progre. But this 
adaptation is built in to the insurance C09lp&ny1 •  policy ot revieving 
insurance programs at regular interval•. Thia policy had bMn pointed 
out by the aalesraan before this point. 
The lut fund considered by the client and the a.gent waa the disabi-
11 ey fund. Again, the agent asked the client what he thought h• would 
need to "get by on" it he were unable to work. Th• client believed that 
expenses would rise it he WN disabled. The agent agreed with that belier. 
The client then eaid a tigUJ'e ot $1 , 000 per month would probably be neoe•­
aar:r to cover additional medical expenses in addition to regular living 
expenses. The agent recorded that figure. (B-6) 
Here there is evidence of th• agent' •  adapting to the ol1ent1s 
belief that dinbilities raise the cost of living for a family. Eridently, 
the thought that health and hospital inaura.noe would meet so.e of this 
increased cost did not occur to either the client or the agent. Or, if 
it did, neither made an attempt to suggest that a lower figure llight nll 
, 
meet the needa of the client 1n oa .. of disability. 
Before concluding the section on determining the client' s  insurance 
needs, the agent asked if th• clant • s  wife worked. The client aid yes 
and noted that it an emergency arose, hie wife could easily 1:1.nd work. 
The agent noted that this was true it there were no children. Then he 
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added, "when there are children it's important, I '• sure you realise, that 
they have the mother home." ( B-7) Thia corresponded with the beliefs or 
the client and the factor of identification. 
Then the agent began to review the figures that he and the client 
bad arrived at dUJ"ing the preceding period. He asked, "We set up $2,500 
for last expenses. Is there any way we oould possibly reduce that or 
eboul.d we add to it? " The client agreed that it should remain at that 
figlll"e. Then the agent asked about the $10, 000 emergency fund. The client 
thought that should probably be reduced if it was for leaky roofs and that 
"kind of thing." 1'he agent replied that he wanted what the client would 
consider a reasonable, "adequate picture" of his needs. The client thought 
half that figure would be better. Then they reviewed the education fund 
and decided that it would remain at $4,000 subjeot to revision in the 
tutUJOe. The guaranteed monthly income fund remained at $JOO and the 
mol"tgage and rent fund was set at $JO, OOO. (B ... 7,8) 
Then they reviewed the disability fund and the retirement tund and 
oonoluded that thoee figures should reuin the same. It is interesting to 
note that when it came to reviewing the disability fund, the agent did not 
ask the client it he thought it should be raised or lowered but said, 
" •  • •  we figured that you would need at least $1, 000 a month income and 
I think that that is a reasonable figure because it's like you say, there 
would be added doctor bills, etc... (B-8) Even if the client thought that 
that figure should have been reduced• the likelihood of auoh a change is 
doubtful after being told that it was reasonable. 
This review period is suggested by the training materials as a means 
of "proving" to the client that be 1! th• beet judge or his insurance 
neecla.2 
2The Prudential, The Dollar Guide, p. 21.  
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As has been noted previously, this portion of the sales presentation 
requires that the agent accept the client' s  view of what his insurance 
needs are. Therefore, it would not be appropriate to call this adaptation 
to the client. It is important to note that the review of the clisnt•s 
insurance needs would probably act to solidify those needs in his mind and 
provide the �gent with a reliable goal toward which to adapt an insurance 
program. 
Having arrived at the client ' s  insurance needs, the agent then asked 
if there would be any reason why the client couldn 't go ahead with an 
insurance plan that met those needs Lt it fit the client ' s  budget. The 
client responded by shaking his head no. The agent then asked the client 
if be could save $100 a month without putting a "strain on th• budget and 
without having to do without taking his wife to the show. 11 The client 
responded with "Oh, yes, I think so.11 (.B-8) 
The client felt that the agent was demonstrating his concern for the 
client ' s  welfare by asking how much money the client oould afford to spetxi 
on insurance. Doing this before deteniining the enct nature of the 
insurance progra."" gave the agent the necessary guidelines to totlow. In 
this way he could be sur• or suggesting a plan adapted to the client ' s  
knowledge of how mueh he could afford to spend. It should also be noted 
that by getting the client'• eonmdtaent to ( 1 )  �n insurance plan that 
would fit his budget and { 2 )  a set figure within the b'\Xl.get. the agent 
had a psychological advantage. The olient could not refuse without 
admitting that he had made an error in deciding how much he could &!'to.rd 
to spend. 
The agent then provided another opportunity tor the client to 
review his insurance needs by asking whioh of the funds would be most 
iluportant to cover if the whole package could not be included tor $100 
1? 
per month. The agent asked the client to list the funds in order of 
importance. Then the agent gave the client a folder dealing with social 
security benefits while be arrived at the insurance program. (£-9) 
Here there is evidence that the agent anticipated the possibility 
that the client' s  budget would not allow for full coverage of all the 
needs. This would allow the agent to more carefully adapt his insurance 
proposal to the client' s  moat preesing needs. 
Before the agent turned to his figures. he noted the client' s  assets. 
This included Wormation regarding life insurance. soeial security, 
pension or retirtment plans, and savings. He also asked about health and 
disability insurance the client might ban h.ad. (h-9,10,11 )  With that 
information he turned to his books and about five minutes later was ready 
with a proposed plan for the client. 
The agent reviewed the client 's insurance needs a..�d suggested that 
the client would need a permanent insurance policy to cover $11,500 and 
a term policy to cover about $84, 000. (b-10.11) Then the agent reviewed 
the client ' s  assets. He pointed out that social security could not te 
included in the client ' s  assets until he had children or until his wi.fe 
reached age sixty-two. He then noted the client' s  $10, 000 insurance policy 
and his savings account. (B-12) 
The agent suggested the client oonaider covering his insurance needs 
with a program of permanent and term insurance. Specifically, the agent 
euggested a permanent policy of $)0, 000 and a term rider for $,54,000. 
This would cost the client $63.66 per month. Then he added that though 
be agreed with tile client that a disability plan for $1,000 was reasonable• 
he could only insure 75 per cent of the client' s  income. That meant that 
he could provide a disability plan to pay the client $750 per month at a 
oost of $26 per month. The total premium for this insurance program 
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"would run $89.66. which is less than what you nid you might be a.bl• to 
save." (B-12 )  It was obvious that the client was pleased with the program. 
His response was, "Ninety dollars a month for ill �. huh?11 (E-12) 
The client then asked about the ineura.nce policies and the agent 
described the gain the client would make by age sixty-five. How the agent 
took the various elements Qf the olient•a background into consideration is 
evident from the following passage which deee�8 to be repeated here. 
So at age sixty-five your contract • • • would have a cash 
value of $51 , 792  which could provide you $362 . ,54  a month for 
lite at retirement time. This would net colfte up to your 
$10,000 that you want but T 'm sure that you'll. work �o�e­
where where you will have a retirement plan and also you'll 
have social security, something coming out of that. But 
there is no way of looking a.head to tell you exactly what 
it will be. because you worked halt and half in Minnesota 
for three years. That might not even qualify you to be 
pe?'l"lanently insured under social security. so at a later 
date when you are working under social security and are 
fully qualified then you can use part of that for your 
retirement. Also, a pension plan wherever you work. In 
today's market it's hard to go anywhere without finding a 
pension plan. It's almost a neoessit,y anymore to a.cquire 
good people. (B-13) 
This explanation of the insurance progrui seemed to the client to 
be an honest attempt on the part of the agent to point out the benefits 
and the limitations of the plan . In the olient• s  eyes, the agent was not 
attel'l'lpting to "put anything over" on an unsuspecting prospect. Instead, 
the client felt that the agent was making an attempt to realistically 
assess the client's preparation for the financial future. and this is 
interpreted as in keeping with the premise : "The future belongs to those 
who prepare for it." 
There is evidence in this passage that the agent was atte!'llpting to 
adapt to the client' s  belief that the retireMent program W&8 Of lowest 
priority on the list of funds. In addition, the agent tried to indice:te 
that there were other additional sources of income in the client' s  future 
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that would 11ore than offset the lack of a retirement fund at the present 
time. 
The client then asked the agent to explain how the disability plan 
worked. This he did. The oliemt then asked again how much the program 
would cost and the agent repeated the t'igur. of $89.66. 'l he agent took 
this as a cue that the client was interested in buying the insurance package 
a.nd suggested he fill out an application for the insurance. The client 
deferred taking this step until he had bad a chance to talk it over with 
h1s wife. 
The agent responded by noting that the client may have become disabled 
before the company had a chance to issue the policy if ha hesitated at this 
point. The agent then related an instance of just suoh an occurrence. Th• 
client, however, did not believe that he would become disabled before he had 
a chance to talk the proposal over with his wife. (B-1.5) 
The agent and the client then made arrangements to meet again and the 
client and the agont expressed their appreci4t1on to one another. In doing 
so the client mentioned that he felt buying life insurance was " just like 
buying car insurnnce . You may not us•-' it. hope that you don 1 t  but you 
need it." (B-15) 
This prompted the agent to respond by noting that buying car insurance 
does not guarantee a return for t.lie money invested. I! 011e n"3ver had an 
accident he would never collect on the insurance. Life insurance, he 
noted. provided an in1tant estate in the event of the death of the policy­
holder and a. good return on the inves'bnent if tho client lived to the 
policy' s  date of maturity. Then the agent desoribed the advantages 
between lite insuranc� and savings a�oounts and the client remarked that 
he agreed with the agent ' s  point or view. Then they discussed the relative 
merits or mutual funds and agreed that a lite insurance program should be a 
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pre-requisite to investing in the stock market. (E-16. 17) 
It seerced apparent that durL'l")g this ti:me the client and the agent 
found themselves in agreement on the issues surroundL�g the relative merits 
of life insurance, saTin&s accounts and stocks . This discussion provided 
further means of identification between agent and client. 
Fefore the agent left. he L�vited the client to consider a future in 
lite insurance sa1.�8 and left an application fol"!!\ with the client to look 
over. The agent confil"llled the meeting time they had agreed to and parted . 
Eut just before this he said s0n1ething that indicated his attitude toward 
life insurance sales. "It is a rewarding career if you like doing things 
for people . I ' ve always enjoyed it." (B-18) 
Suirouary 
The i.M.pression left with the client after the agent had departed 
was that Salesman B had approached the sales presentation 1.1") a very 
businesslike Manner. The a.gent seemed a.waro of tho fact that he had a job 
to do arx3 he stuck with it until he finished it. The fact that SaleS!!'an B 
did not get sidetracked to other issues seems to support that observation. 
Throughout the presentation the client felt that the agent was concerned 
with finding the "rip:ht" policy am, in contrast to Salesman A •  not 
attem-pting to find the largest policv. Beoause of this attitude, the 
client felt that if he were to purchase a policy, it would be purchased 
frO!n Salesman E: .  
At this point it is necessary to return to the purpose of the 
analysis and determine the adaptation of the eight persll&sive factors to 
the client. While the agent was able to fZ&in am maintain the client' s  
attention through the use of a number of specific techniques mentioned in 
Chapter II. there seemed to be little specific adaptation t� the client. 
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Attention was assisted by the ua• or the techniques of Yitality, proxi­
mity, and repetition. 
The etfeotive adaptation of S'Ugg•etion to the client 's experienoes 
and beliefs is aeen in the agent' s  presentation of th• reoo.unded 1n8U1"• 
ance program to the client. Recall that agent B bed detel'lllined what the 
client' s  insurance needs wre, determined the priority of tho" needa in 
the client' s  mind, and detel"ldned what the client knew he ••• willing to 
pay for inaurance. With that knowledge in mind, the agent proposed an 
insurance program adapted to the olient• a  desires. In faot, in the client's 
mind, thia ·waa the strongest aspect of the aal•• preMntation, the fact 
that the agent bad proposed a program that -t hie nMda and vu within 
his budget. 
A s  was noted in the analyais, agent B identified with the client's 
beliefs regarding lite inaurance. In addition, common interest. and 
experiences were found to play a part in the introduction to the sales 
preaentation but there vu lltU• in th• vq of erldence to suggest that 
the agent went back to that knowledge during th• aalee presentation 
1 U.lf. One instance was during the presentation ot the need tor an 
education fund llnd the agent emphuised the point that the client under­
stood the need for an education, probably referring to the client' •  
educational background as preparation tor th• tuture. 
The agent used the f aotor or .n.dence when he referred to the Surv97 
ot funeral costa reported by Ro:zothweatern Uni-nraity. a prestigioua achool 
in the eyes of the client. Aaide tram that instance, aost or the evidence 
in th• sales presentation rewlV9d around th• personal experience ot the 
client and the agent. During the disousaion of the uount of in8Ul"ance 
the client thought be should have the agent continually aaic.d tor the 
client's opinion. And in eaoh case, th• agent aooeptecl what th• client 
thought was th9 appropriate amount tor each ot th• funds. Ot couree. th• 
agent made suggestions aa to what the client might consider tor a rent fund 
but that au.ggestion tit the client' •  belief or what it should have been. 
Th• only tiM the agent diaagreed with th• olient about a specU'io figure 
va• the instance vben th• agent could not guarantee •ore than 7'5 per oent 
ot th• client' s  incOH for a disability pay plan. Other than that the apnt 
adapted to tae client's beliefs &8 to vbat kind of protection he needed. 
In the client's mind tbis technique was in keeping vith the statement 
aade during the book talk, that most men have a better idea ot vhat their 
needs are than doee the agent. The agent illuatrated for th• client that 
he believed that statement by his actions during the sales presentation. 
So the inductift reasoning that supported th• final insuranoe plan presented 
to the olient was supplied by th• client and not by th• agent. 
The !actor of emotion through appeal• to treed.Oil and security vaa 
adapted to the client. Recall that the agent sa.1.d that retirement vas a 
time to do things rather than eit at hoM and look out a window. The 
client belieftd this to be an accurate statement or how he felt retirement 
should be planned. But it is difficult to point out how the agent would 
have known this about th• client because there was not ••ntion or what th• 
client expected retireaent to be like. The technique or pre8Ullpt1on seems 
9Yident in this oaae. 
The appeal to security vae adapt.d to the client' •  situation when the 
agent noted that the client ' s  vU'e would not be able to vork it there were 
aall children in the bolle. To proTide the children with a mother required 
that the client inwet in life insuranoe. Th• security of a home and 
money required tor liTing expenses vaa also part ot th• insurance program. 
Tb• adaptation here ia to the client ' •  belief that one should aake arrange­
Mnta to pro-.ide th••• things in the ewnt ot death. In addition, tbe 
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client believed that hie wife should be in the home as long as there were 
sull children. 
A s  with Salesman A .  Salesman B made limited use of connotative 
language outside the book talk. There were rew tigures ot speech Ulled and 
none were found to be specially adapted t.o th• client. Th• agent• a  gl"um&r 
did draw attention to itself at ti .. a. For eu:aple, vb.en talking about the 
emergency fimd the agent said, "An eme?"genoy tund i• a fund that when things 
coMe up. for example, when you are a home owner and a leaky roof a or a blow­
out on your car • • •  " and the client noticed the error. Other than this 
the agent ' s  language seemed conventional and not adapted to the client in 
any special manner. 
An analysis of the audio recording of Salesman B ' s  presentation 
indicated that he was prone to using leas variety or pitch and rate than 
Salesman A .  But his delivery would probably be categorized as conversa­
tional indicating that he avoided monotonous vocal or gestural activity. 
It was noted above that the client felt that the strongest aspeot 
of the agent's presentation was his organization. Salesman B impressed 
the client with his carefully controlled presentation that did not involve 
the distracting side comments round in Sales11an A ' s  presentation . This 
agent kept on the subject of insurance and the client all through the 
presentation . In addition. it has already been noted that the client 
appreciated the agent ' s  going through the insurance needs a numb4tr ot 
times to reaffirm the client' s  judgments about each. And when the agent 
got to the period where a specific insurance program was to be presented, 
the agent had it outlined tor the client and it did not require modifica­
tion before it vas aeoept&ble. This is in contrast to Salesman A • s  
problem during the last stage of his sales presentation where he had to 
constantly revise and rework the insurance program to suit the client' s  
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needs and budget. Therefore, the factor of organization added more to the 
agent ' s  persuasive presentation in this last interview than it did in the 
tirst. 
It should be pointed out here that the training materials suggest 
the agent follow the procedure used by Salesman B .  Salesman A deviated 
from the procedure by ( 1 )  not reviewing the client 's n&eds and ( 2 )  not 
taking the time to work out the insurance progr8Jll while the client sat by. 
St111BUlry 
This chapter bas been concerned with an analya111 ot two sales 
presentations to deterain• the audience adaptation demonstrated by tvo 
suooesstul lite insurance sale811l8n. This was accomplished by utilising 
eight persuasive factors round in tour traditional persuasion texts, the 
lite insurance tr11.ining materials. and in the sales presentations them­
selves. An attnlpt was mad• to indicate hov each enmple or the persuasion 
!actors were nlated to a specific client ' s  experiences, knowledge. and 
belieta. The results and conclusions deri'Yed trom this analysis are 
pnaented in Chapter v. 
CHAPTER V 
SUMMARY, OONCLUSIONS, IMPLICATIONS 
Sum.riuLry 
The focus of this study was the hypothesis that successful .!!!! 
insurance salesmen demonstrate .! higher degree 2.!. adaptation .2£.. traditional 
persuaa1 ve techniques !2 .!:!!.! lietener al'd occasion � .!!.!! successful 
l!!:! inpurance salesmen. In order to teet the hypothesis, a field study or 
two Prudential life insurance agents was conducted. On the basis o! repre­
sentative criteria (i.e. ,  sales record, length of service, manager' s  
recommendation) one was tenAed more succesatul and the other less succese­
tul. 
Eight persuasive factors were determined to be significant in 
persuasive presentations. They were th• factoi-s of attention, suggestion, 
identification, evidence, emotion, language, organisation, and delivery. 
The term "audience adaptation" was defined and applied to these eight 
persuasive !actors as they appeared in the sales presentations of both life 
insurance agents . 
Conclu•ions 
This study indicated that the :moI"e successful salesman (Salesman A) 
did demonstrate a higher degr .  of adaptation to the client than did the 
less successful salesman (Salesman B ) .  Salesman A made JlON reference to 
the olient • s  experieno•s, knovledge. and beliefs than did Salesman B. But 
it should be noted that both salesmen did adapt to the client. And Sales­
man B was the agent the client felt he would buy insurance troa rather than 
Salesman A .  This was attributed to the fact that the less successful. 
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salemaan showed less terdency to go orr on tangent• and followed the 
suggested sales pattern of the training materials more closely. The less 
successful salesman aleo impressed the client as being More cooperative 
and less coercive than did the more successful salesman. 
A second conclusion arriwd at •• a result of this study is that the 
techniques advocated by the persuasion theorists are applicable , with sora.e 
modification. to persuasion in a one-to-one sales situation . While 
persuasion is generally studied by speeoh..oommunication aoholara in the 
context of large audiences. this study indicated that one-to-one persuasive 
situations offer a context in whioh the traditional persuasion factors may 
be analyzed. A valid study or the one-to-one situation should take into 
consideration significant distinctions between persuasion before large 
groups and one auditor. Different expectations concerning effective 
delivery. language, and organization in one-to-one situations is essential. 
Recognizing that the persuader a.oo the persuadee have more verbal and non­
verbal interaction 1n the one.to-one situation implies other distinctions 
to be made. But the fact re?11&1ns that the traditional persuasiw techniques 
advocated by the persuasion theorists for the public speaker worked well tor 
the persuader in this study concerned with one per1uadee . This conclusion 
is supported by the high correlation between the persuasive techniques 
advocated by the theorists and the persuasive techniques found in the sales 
presentations. 
These conclusions are lin'.ited by the scope of this study. Because 
of the limitations of studying two sales presentations presented to the 
same client. these conclusions are tentative and subject to further 
research betore they oan be generalized to the field of life inslll"ance 
sales or persuasion as a whole. But in the context or this study. these 
are the supportable conclusions: 
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1 .  More successful salesmen demonstrate a higher degree of audienoe 
adaptation than do less successful salesmen. 
2 .  Those saleSlllen who follow the reco11119nded sales pattern will be less 
prone to digress from the persuasive goal, aeeting the needs ot the 
general buyer. 
3. There is a high degree of correlation between the persuasive tactoi-s 
suggested by persuasion texts and the persuasive factors found in th• 
training materials or the Prudential Insurance Contp&ny and those 
employed by agenta ot the Prudential. 
Implications tor Future Research 
Because or the findings of this research, there is a need to determine 
more accurately the role ot audience adaptation in persuasion a?d the 
specific effects such adaptation has on the persuad.ee. As was noted. the 
client felt that if he were to buy insurance he would prefer to purchase a 
policy from the agent who spent less time digressing from the established 
sales pattern. This may indicate that audience adaptation in the sense of 
meeting a persuadee ' s  expectations or the persuader is just as important 
as audience adaptation in the sense of references to the perauadee ' s  
experiences. lmowledge. and beliefs. The relationship between these two 
elements or the persuasive situation need to be more carefully defined and 
isolated in laboratory experintents and tested in the field. 
More researoh is also needed in the area of the eight persuasive 
factors used in this stud.v. Much that is written about organization. 
delivery, and language is largely based on subjective recommendations of 
the theorists. More needs to be discovered about the effects of' different 
types or organization. on the per1uasi'M situation. .And this research needs 
to be extended beyond the question of whether strong arguMents should be 
placed tirst or last in a persuasive speech. Beighley argued that "It ia 
obvious that there is much unknown about the functioning of organization 
in both co111prehension and persuasion. Thi• area should be a most profitable 
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one for tuture research."1 This stateaent followed a report or :reaea.rch 
that indicated that there was no statistical difference in the ability to 
reoall information presented in organized and disorganized speeches. 
Research in the areas ot language and deli'f'9ry am their influence in 
persuasion has not yielded any gystem.at1o underataniing or how these ractors 
affect th• perauadee although some att9111pts in both areas have suggested 
new avenues of reaearch.2 Rach ot then i'actOPs need to be closely ana-
lyaed to justily the importance placed upon them by persuasion theorists. 
Secondly, mo� research needs to be undertaken by speeeh-o01111m1nieation 
acholara to determine the nature and importance of audience adaptation in 
persuasive cODBunication. The theories ot audience adaptation cited by the 
textbook writers need to be examined. in detail, in laboratory and field 
experiments, to provide more concrete evidence as to what &udienoe adapta-
tion is in practice and how it affects the euocesa of the persuader. Ground­
work has al.ready been started in this area but expanded ef'f orte are needed 
to determine a .tu.notional detinition of audience adaptation in practice. 
A third area tor future research rests in the area of non-verbal 
communication • •  Anderson and Cl9'f'9nger have suggested that "Such non-content 
stimuli as dress, voice. ard manner apparently atfect the attitude ot the 
audience toward the speaker, but these factors may not be related to 
persuasiveness on a given occasion."J Research ie needed to determine when 
such non•ftrb&l factors do influence per9U&a1on. More importantly, there 
lx. C.  Beighley, "An Experimental Study of the Effect of Three 
Speech Variables on Listener Comprehension, "  Sp!!Ch Monographs, XXI (June, 
19.54). 248. 
2John W. Bowers, "The Infiuenoe of Delivery on Attitudes Toward 
Concepts and Speakers. "  Speech Monographs, XXXII (June, 1965), 1.54-158. 
3xenneth Anderson and Theodore Clevenger, Jr., "A Summary of Experi­
mental Research in Ethoa," Speeoh Monographs, XXX (June, 1963).  78. 
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is a need to know harr such factors affect the outcome of a persuader ' s  
effort. 
Speech-communication scholars also need to study more closely the 
nature of the one-to-one communication/persuasion situation in order to 
draw more valid distinctions between large audiences and audiences or one. 
As was suggested in Chapter III, this is a complicated matter and will 
require careful analysis to provide fruitful results. However, there is 
now research to use as the basis for further studies. One approach that 
may prove to be of value would be a repetition of the type ot study 
conducted here. Field research with other salesmen would provide a ready 
source of subjects for the study of one-to-one . communication/persuasion 
situations. 
Last of all. there is a need for more field research to establish 
viable methodologies for use by speech-communication scholars. As was 
suggested by the 1969 SAA Swnmer Conference: " •  • •  intensive study should 
be initiated into the creation of methodological designs, both quantitative 
and nonquantitative, which are applicable to the task of handling data with­
in a framework of limited oontrols."4 
Studying various persuasion elements in th• field , teating the. 
further in the laboratory, and re-testing them in the field will provide 
that breadth of knowledge needed to arrive at cogent, practical solutions 
to the many problems still facing the persuader. 
'i>ace, "Workshop F," p. 37. 
APPENDIX · 
A-1 Agent: 
Client: 
Agent: 
Client: 
Agent: 
Client: 
Agent: 
APPENDIX A 
Salee Presentation A1 · 
Mr. Shoen.? (Agent's nute. )  
Greetings . Come on in. 
Nioe to meet you. 
Row are you? 
Fine, tine. 
Good, good. May I t&.ke your coat? 
I didn' t  know how cool it was going to be out today. It's 
supposed to get cooler but it's nice today. 
Client: Boy. I tell you. it's just beautiful outside. 
Agent: I like that. It's good to have fifty degree weather. 
Client: Darn right it is. Have a seat, have a seat. This is just 
great. I 'm not used to it being ao nioe. 
Agent: No • . 
Client: Because we're f"rom Minnesota and we're used to more mow · 
this time of" the year and this is just ditf erent f'rom any­
thing we've experienced before. But it's just great, juat 
great. 
Agent: I like it. I don ' t  mind snow. Getting a litUe tired or 
it now, ready tor good weather to start. I hope that we get 
our bad weather over with in winter and have another spring. 
Seems like the last few years we've had not a real good 
spring. It's been kind or cold and unfavorable. What part 
ot M1nnes9ta are you trOIS? 
Client: From the east-central part. North ot the Twin Cities, 
around St. Cloud, in that area. 
1The transcripts tor both SaleSl'llan A and Sal•sman B have not been 
edited, retaining as uny non-nuenoies as were recorded to approximate 
true speech patterns. The agents' names are not recorded here to maintain 
their anonymity. Words not understood by listening to the audio tape have 
been clearly noted in the text of the transcripts by this figure: < �> ·  
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Agent: I 've got acme relatives up around Tomahawk, Wisconsin. 
They are always talking about th• enov there, ot oourse. 
I 11ean, tra"9l in the wintertbte 1.s by snow-mobile, u•ually. 
Client: There are lots or places up there that rely on snow-mobiles 
and all kinds ot other gadgets. Cars v1th, those 't'9hiolea 
vith the big tires. You know, the balloon things, go Oftr 
anything. Sometimes, snow-mobiles and that sort of thing 
save lives. Doctors have used them. and everything else. So, 
you have to uke do when you haft problems like that. 
A-2 Agent: That ' s  right. I vas reading an article, it vas in a n .. a. 
paper, when that big sto!"lll bit out on the East Coaet, New 
York, out there, they were running, th• Civil Defen•e was 
running rescue missions on snow....moblles and sleds and things 
like that. They had even to bring soae in, transport '•• in, 
fiew 'em in by airplane so -they could use them. Sol!lething 
new that they had never used before . 
Client: Snow-mobiles haven ' t  be•n around too long. I know they 
started •anutacturing them in Minnesota about six or sewn 
years ago, well, maybe longer ago than that now, but, ah. 
it's just a boom. There are snow-mobile dealerships a.11 
over the countryside up there . 
Agent: We're beginning to get acme. We'w got about three of them 
in (Agent 's home' town) right now. 
Client: Is that right? 
Agent: Uh huh. Are you going to school here. are you, Diok? 
Client: Well, I 'm a graduate student and a faculty member. so I 'm 
caught right in the middle. I 'm completing work on J8Y 
masters degree in speech. 
Agent: I just bl•ought Jq vite next door. You knov Don S .  l 
Client: No, I don 't. 
Agent: He' s  on the faculty here, I don't know in what capacity. He 
used to teach at ( Agent ' •  home town) while I was teaching 
ther9. He vaa on the faculty, so wry wit•, I knew 1 t was 
pretty close in this v1cini ty, so I just brought here a.long 
to let her visit. It's her cousift't. that' s  why. 
Client: Oh, I aM. I hope to finish up this spring and h&.e already 
located a position for next year. That ' s  why I wanted to 
talk to you. I talked to Mr. Henneberry (district manager) 
and I said I 'd like to talk to a good saleaman. Be said okay. 
A-J Agent: Since I was nU111ber one in the district last year, in the 
Decatur district, h• called Jft4I and ... • ·:. . that you vantecl to 
9) 
talk to lll• and, 1 courae I didn' t  know what t.h• situation 
was or anytbing. But th• reason-I base my auooeaa on the 
reason-I do progrumdng. In other words, I program a 
person's inauranoe. I pride m,-.. 1r in not juat trying to 
sell a policy. I find out .what a guy really want.a, what 
hi• needs are and then I'll try to till his needa with 
insurance t'j the best ot bis inocne. And that' s  how I base 
my approach. I do a little bit in the way of service. Like 
if you've worked at a job where you paid in aocial security 
I always maka it a point to have a peraon check on their 
aaTinga aocount in Baltimore, ?-1a.ryland. Moat people aren' t  
aware ot it, and oocasicmally thv• i• a slip.up where th• 
llOney ia being credited to the wrong account nual»r. and 
something you sh�uld cheek up on period10&1.ly. Nov, being 
a tueher--vorking-you don' t  have this, as such. becauee, 
well nOlif, in sme states you do. •• I underatand. 
Client: I believe back in Minnesota ve did. 
Agent: Yes. 
Client: They took out-pa.rt of it went to social security and the 
other pa.rt went to t.lie state retirement syf"tem. 
Agent: Right. Now in Illinois. •• I understand it, you haw the, 
with the teaching-now I don't know about the college 
taculty--higb school faculty, they don ' t  pay into social 
aeourity. They pay atl'aight into the Illinois Teacher's 
Retirement. 
Client: I ' m  not sure how it works over· here. 
Agent: I 'm not either. 
Client: I don ' t  know. 
Agent: I ass1Jme that it's probably just like eftrywhere else. You 
go st?"aight th.rough the state. They have their own retire­
ment progN.m. But this is how I base my approach. 
I ' ve  got a recording on the taps recorder here. Sometimes 
I use it, aometimee I don't. It• s  more or an inspirational 
thing. It brings in sOllle third party infiuenoe. Earl 
Nightingale, I don ' t  know, maybe you 've heard him talk. H•'• 
an orator of sorts, a lecturer. And a very good 111otivator. 
Be 1 s  got a little atory about a money maohine that he talk• 
about. Which I use sauetimes. And this usually sets up 
what I-trying to do. It takes about fitteen minutes. 
Client: Okay. 
A-4 Agent: While it'arunning I ' ll get JJJY other things out. 
(At this point the agent started the tape recorder. The 
quality or the tape was extremely poor and be made a fw 
tone and volume adjustments at the outset. These adjustments 
did not improve the quality or the recording and the client 
vaa unable to understand more than mere bit.a and pieces ot 
it. During this tira• th• agent was oooupied with papers and 
books in hie briefcase. At the conclusion of the tape, he 
again turned his attention to the client. ) 
Agent: I use this fellow to sort of preview what I want to talk to 
the person about. The first thing I do is go back and work 
out this social security thing. I need-4tlhat we do is take 
your account number , your social seouri ty number, your date 
of birth, name, o.ddress, si� it, and then-oh, in about six 
weeks the social security bureau or division will send you 
back a letter and it will have your ear�ing3 listed each 
year up through-this is my own personal one-I've done this 
several times. Course, I was teaching for awhile and mine 
isn't as hieh as a lot or 'em are that I check on. But it 
comes direct to you. I don't have any way or checking it 
or· anything. It's mailed direct to you, so that's a 
personal thing. 
Client: Okciy. 
Agent: But, let's see. I need you date or birth and your account 
number. 
Client: The account number is 47)-48-6097. 
Agent: And your birth date? 
Client: Is October .5,  1944. 
Agent: And that ' s  Richard? 
Client: �h huh. 
Agent: You go b7 Riobard or Dick or both? 
Client: Anything. 
Agent: You ba'Y9 middle name? 
Cli&nt: Mostly Diok. 
Agent: You haft a middle initial? 
Client: L. 
A-5 Agent: I• that on your social aecurity card? It 1hould be put dOlfft 
here the way it is on your social security oard. 
Clientt Y••· 
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Agent: Riobard L. And that's s-
Client: B-0..E-R. 
Agent: And this 1• 1.S)4 Third Street. Do you know the zip oode? 
Client: 61920. 
Agent: Okay. Sign your name aa you usually vt"ite it. 
Client: Okay. 
Agent: And what 1• your wite • e  birth datA? And her nee? 
Client: Well, let'• ...  Ber birth datA is June 12, 1944. And her 
name 1• Norma. 
Agent: No children yet? 
Client: Not yet. 
Agent: Okay. Nw to-are you interested in th1• progrmingt 
Client: Y••• nr,y auoh so. 
Agent: Oka7. Let' s  ...  Get organized here a litUe bit. Mine 
always loob different than everybody else 1 11 .  Ewrybody 
alway• Depa their ' s  ao nice and tidy when mine-I use 
mine-it'• getting beat up and everything. But, first of 
all, I will do a litUe bit or bragging. Ah, working tor 
Prudential, I repreeent the nmber one company in lit• 
1nauranoe • This ia in 1966, thi• oaae out, and sinoe then 
we haft grown OOMiderab'-7 more. Nineteen.eixty.aix we had 
23 billion dollars worth ot ••••t., and that'• what they tax 
th• oma� en, b&ff the ocapany•a •is• on. Which we, ve•re 
pi-oud ot that beoau .. ve•w jmt paaaed Metropolitan. And 
ainoe thin we've arown. I haw t.o brag about that, first 
thing I alway• do. But, and that'• all you hear about: The 
company being great and all that. Prudential' s  motto is 
THE FUTURE IELONGS TO THOSE WHO PREPARE FOR IT. And FOR 
MOST MEN, INSURANCE DOLLARS ARE THE MOST SATISFACTCRY DOLLARS 
AVAILABLE FOR TBEm FAMILIES ' WELFARE WHEN THEIR �NING 
p(l\i'ER IS CUT OFF BY DEATH, OLD AGE OR DISABILITY. 
>.-6 THE PRUDENTIAL INSURANCE CCJWAHY BELIEVES THAT EACH INDIVI­
DUAL HIMSELF IS IN A BETTER POSITION THAN ANYONE E� TO 
JUDGE B<W MANI or THESE DSURANCE DOLLARS HIS FAMILY WILL 
NEED TO GUARAN1'EE THEM THE llECESSITIES OF LIFE. IF YOO SHARE 
THIS BELIEF, THE PRUDENTIAL DOLLAR GUIDE WILL BE M(m; THAN 
USEFUL. YOU WILL FDD THE NEXT FEW PAGES HELPFUL IN DETER-
2The portion ot th• tnnacript in uPPER CASE vaa reMl d1.nctl,y tr• 
the agent' s  pre1entat1on book. 
MINING HCW MANY INSURANCE DOLLARS YOUR FAMILY WILL NEED . 
ALTHOUGH THEIR INSURANCE OBJECTIVES DIP'FER, MOST MEN AGREE 
THAT THEIR FAMILIES ' SECURITY DEPENDS ON INCOME. A t-'.AN'S 
STANDARD OP LIVING DEPENDS ON HIS EARNING POtJER. HIS PLANS 
VOR THE FUTURE REQUIRE A W....ADY INC<Ji!E. IN SHORT, THE PRESENT 
AND FUTURE WELL-BEING OF HIS FAMILY DEPENDS ON INC<Jim DOLLARS. 
KOST MEN PROVmE THESE DIC<>tE DOLLARS AS LONG AS THEY CAN. 
BUT INCC>!E CAN BE STOPPED BY DEATH, OLD AGE OR DISABll..ITY. 
MONEY PROBLEMS SHOULD NOT BE ADDED TO A FAMILY 'S PERSONAL 
SORROi and eftl'10n• will have a LAST EXPENSE FUND. Burial 
expenses and suoh. 
ONE OF THE GREA'lEST GIFTS A FATHER CAN LEAVE HIS rAMILY IS 
AN INCCME THAT WILL TAKE CARE OF EVERYDAY LIVING EXPENSES. 
And this would be in the way of a GUARANTEED MONTHLY INC<ME . 
Social security ie not enough to get by on wheneftl" a person 
is used to a oel"tain etandard of lirlng. Usually it's a 
pretty big drop down to social •ecvity. 
EMERGENCY FUND. You von•t haft then fol" awhile, until you 
get ohildren. Once you get children you have ... rgenoiea. 
You might haw SOiie nov, bit they're not like w1-n you have 
children. I'w got three and I know. They're oerta1n to 
arise, tab -:f word for it. 
Client: All right. 
Agent: MORTGAGE OR RENT. A FAMILY AUNAYS NEEDS A PLACE THEY CAN 
CALL HOME. Nov, in this, I've go along with, a lot or people 
I talk to are still renting, and I just say well, let's take 
the rent you would pay over the next twenty yura and Mt 
that aside •• a lump sum. Beoause that could, in ettect, 
b117 a house tor a widow o!" something like this. And this 
1• th• vay I uaually progrut thi•• Wlw�r you live in an 
apartment or a hCM, there bu to be a -pl&o. that they oan 
call home. And this I always progra trom this angle. 
Client: Uh huh. 
A-7 Agent: An EDUCATION FUND. TOOAY, A SOUND EDUCATION IS ESSENTDL 
TO SUCCESS . Am I think you &N Y91'7 aware or tbie. S.ing 
one or the tw in the Decatur distriot that haft been to 
oollege, and I vorDd m;r way through Eaatern· here, I went · 
into teaching and I vas juat not aatistied with the 110ney I 
had inftetec:l in an eduoation to be a teacher. Nov• I 
enjoy9d teaobing, I really enjoyed it. But, monetarily wise 
I vu jut: toroed out ot it. I bad to hunt aomet.bing that 
vaa better tor ... And that'• why I wound up with Pruden­
tial. But this education fund, and it'• going to be •ore 
and more each YMl"e I just read th• cost ot enrolling at 
the Uniwraity ot Illinois went up $400 a year or aomething 
like this. 
Client: Yea. 
Agent: RETIRE,.1ENT FUND . THE KEY TO A HAPPY RETffiEMRNT IS AN INCGJE 
YOU CANNOT OUTLIVE. You will have an income calling �om, 
you know, group pension or if you're going to be working for 
a school. you'll have a state pension, usually. Uaually, 
people lik• to add to this because thi• usually isn ' t  enough. 
And, through life insurance is a good way to do it. 
DISABILITY. A PROLONGED SICKNESS OR INJURY CAN CUT OFF YOUR 
INCG"1!:. With an 9duoation that isn ' t  quite as m"itioal. A 
lot of job• a college graduate will hold will haft a year 
where they will l•t you vork parti&lly, you know, eftn it 
you' re tlat on you:r baok you can still do a little bit of 
work. 
Client: Uh huh. 
Agent: Mainly tor peopl• who de}*ld upon their physical power 
rather than their IMntal power•. Thia is aor. important 
tor them. HOWeftr, this could be important tor yau. it you, 
you know, be laid up tor six months or M'Nn months without 
income, your income vould be cut ott. With those in mind, 
I ' ve got this sheet here and I 'll juat go right down the 
sheet a.rd tind out ju•t what your objective• AN• 
And what is your age new, Riobard? 
Client: Twenty-five. 
Agent: A� your wite• a  age is? 
Client: Twenty-three. 
A-8 Agent: Okay. Now, for la•t expentl&a. What do you think it would 
coat you in the way or last expenses ror--I usually conduct 
this intel"View with the huaband and wit• and t aek the vi!e, 
"What would it talra to put your husband away?" Usually, 
unl.•a• they'" bad & recent death in the t..U,. or •ome rela­
tive or acme tl"iend, tbq•r. not too avu-. ot vhat tbia costs. 
And has vent up oonaid•rably. So, being a N&li•t, I vent to 
a tuner&l hc.e and I vae Oftl' there and I bid '• bill me out 
a death oert1t1oate. Ah, tuneral expense and everything like 
this. And this OM 1• out of dat• by about two year•• And 
it was around $1,2)2. Now that's just tor th• funeral home, 
the casket and the vault. That's not counting cemetary, 
monument and any last &XJ>MlHS that 111ir;�t be incurred. And 
I usually talk 1n terms or $2 , 500 to $),OOO. If' you're in 
a large urban area, it vill ooat you aore, courM, like a 
metropolitan area like Chicago, up around Minn•sota, the 
Tvin Citi•a up there, it would ooat you aore probably', than 
it vould 1n a rural u-.a. I don't know exaotl.T what the7 run 
out or at.ate. I know what they run in state. But it will be 
somewhere uound-betlreen tvo and t.hr.. thoueand dollar•• I 
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know that myaelt. They charge you, let' s  .... you get 
$26 tax put on 70u tor dying. 
Client: You can ' t  get away f!'Clll that, can you? 
Agent: Can't get away from that regardless or what you do. But I 
usually estimate around $2, 500. 
Client: Okay. I ' ll baye to take yotir word for that. 
Agent: Well. I've handled aewral claims in th• past three months 
now ud moat ot them run right around $2 ,  000. Some run 
mont. some run lees. The average is right around $2 , 000 on 
the laet e1x olable r•n eeen. So, this would allow a little 
extra for the fllture. Things continue to rlae. Mow. on the 
emergency fund, which I showed you. ah, you don ' t  have 
ohildHn, you will be expecting this at eome time. Ah, I 
usually don ' t  even touoh on it unless the pereon wants to 
because on this type ot basis I like to get back at least 
every other yHl" and go over your program with you. And, now 
I won 't if you mow out of state but a Prudential agent 
should call on you and go over your program. Ah, we have 
new children, ah, change jobs, something like this. And just 
bring it up to date beoauae it can change, you, ah, your 
insuranoe is very fiexible . I have people who save in 
different ways . You might want to take sOMe f'rom, uybe, one 
of the funds and set for a different fund. you know. 
Client: Uh huh. 
A-9 Agent: It can be worked around, I usually, then, don ' t  put too much 
down for emergen07 fund, but what they usually agree to is 
about half' a year's salary. You know. if you, costs you a 
lot. Mow, this would be a fund, something did happen to you, 
this would be set in a lump sum. Your wife would have this 
to draw out of any time she needed it. Any time any emer­
genoy, say, an emergency could by anything. Maybe a big car 
repair bill or something like this. Course you Med a car. 
This would be an emergency. Rather than cut down on her 
expenses through liTing or borrowing money to pay for it, 
sh� oan just draw this out and then it atV-l" th• children 
weH raised, ah, through eohool, she oan take this lump sum 
and take a guaranteed monthly income right along. For th• 
future, in other words• save tor the t11ture on an education 
fund. 
Client: Yea. 
Agent: And, I ' ve  been quoting people around $2, 000 a year. Just 
roughly, now some could probably use more. I got by on a 
lot less when I was going to school. But this would be, ah, 
in th• instance you have a little girl who gl"Olf8 up and goes 
to college-now a girl oan• t  find a job quite •• eas,-, easily, 
as a boy oan. At least in my experience. I think the girls 
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might get a job as sal•a clerk and Maybe, secretary to the 
university, or something, but there 's quite a tw more in 
competition. Where the boys oan get out and work at nights 
in filling stations and thing• like this if they vant to. 
Various things. So, I usually put down about $2, 000 a year, 
and figure four years. Arxl, then, I guess; from all indica­
tions, haw to g6 five yeara now. 
Client: It' a getting to that point. 
Agent:· Yes. And they're talking a junior college for two years and 
three years. I think it 111.ay be good. This junior college, 
I was a little opposed to at first but I think it would be 
good because I think 1t would bring the training up, sort ot 
a. go-between between the high aobool and university. 
Client: Uh huh. 
Agent: Because, I know a lot o f  college treshlllen tail simply be­
cause they can • t  make that tranaition trom high school where 
you're forced to study to studying on your own. And I think 
that a junior college, juat a year I think, helps a lot. 
Client: Right. I agree with that. 
A-10 Agent: But, um, I usually then figure around $8, ooo. I just figure 
on the one child. That you would have any time in the future. 
start saving for it nov. 
Client: Okay. 
Agent: S o ,  then that would give you a fixed needs ot around 
$10, 500. $2, 500 for last expense, and $8,00 tor education. 
Now this would change. Now we'll go to the mortgage-balance 
or rent. Now, living in ·an apartment I assUMe that you're 
renting. 
Client: Uh huh. 
Agent: Ah, one or th••• day• you ' ll probably buy when you get 
settled, vhen you tinieh •chool. But. tor the present we 
juet take-I just put twenty years down and what you 're 
paying monthly in rent. 
Client: Well, we're paying-now does that include utilities and all 
that kind or stutr, too? 
Agent: Ah, no, I just usually take the rent beoauae. 
Client: The rent? . 
• 
• 
Agent: Yes, beoau .. , now sae people do include some ot the 
utilitib� but I just usually, unless you wanted to , I just 
put the rent, that'• all. 
10(; 
Client: Okay. Well, our rent is $1)0 a aonth. 
Agent: Uh huh. Okay. That would run you around $2), 000. $125 tor 
twenty years would be $22,680, add another tive and that 
would be roughly around $2J, OOO. What you would pay. 
Doesn 't that atagger. You don't realize thi• until you stop 
and reall.7 think what you pay. And, if something would 
happen to you, and then, of course, your wi!e would haft 
enough money, she could buy a houae tor the children for 
around $20, 000, 
Client: Uh huh. 
Agent: Where ehe oan put cash on the line abe can get quite a bit 
better house than smeone haying to go through a loan. Hov, 
a montbl.7 income. What vou.ld 70Ul" vife haft to h&..._nov 
1be's twenty-three now so she vould haft to go until she's 
a1xty. For the nezt thirty-seven year•, what could your 
wife live on per month? Now she doesn't haw to pay rent, 
the house is olear. This is juat personal, utilities, 
things like that ah• would need. Nothing in th• luxury 
line, just bare nec•s•itiea. 
A-11 Client: Oh, I don't know. I suppose she'd vant • . • • 
Agent: $250 a month? 
Client: Oh, I suppoM she could but with car expenses, just taking 
into oonaideration vhat it takes now, and we're just kind or 
living--not the bare neceasities--but, I would say at least 
$250 a month or, perhaps. more. 
Agent: $JOO? 
Client: Probably, I vould aay closer to $'.300 a month. 
Agents Okay. Well, thie i• probably more realistic. It depends 
a lot on how well she oan manage money. Ah, and, if ahe' a 
like m.y vite, •he'll drive ten miles to Aft three cent.a on 
groo•rl••. Make about fOUJ" ditterent at.ops at tour differ­
ent grocery stores. Ro, I abOut elblb th• wall. For 
thil't.7--•n ,..ar•. $81 , 061 .  Now don't be trighteMd by 
th••• tiguree. Now, ainoe you don't have any children. we 
sort or leave this next one blank becauae this vould be an 
additional critical period income time. Du• to the tact that 
this vould be the time when you have children. And, the 
tirat twent7 J'9&rS t.My f'1gure twenty yeare, U. !irat twenty 
years ot a child'• lite, tbie 18 a critical. period tor you. 
If aOl'llething happens to you then sh• has anotMr mouth to · · 
teed. And •h• ha• ne job, then you haw to provide tor that 
income. You do receive SOlftething from social seouri ty and 
your tAaoher• a  retirelllent, whatever it would be .  Ah, they 
do haft sC1111• &ddi tional, it' a usually not enough. But I 
usually don't put anything down tor that due to the taot 
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that not until you ban children-now it you got one on the 
way, or something, th•n I go ahead and program thi• 1n. 
Client: Yea. We're going to have a child next year. 
Agent: 
Client: 
Agents 
Client: 
A-12 Agent: 
Client: 
Okay. Well, I ' ll just go ahead and program one in tor 
twenty years then. 
All right. 
Now, I usually, in talking about this, your wife would have 
to have an additional amount over that $)00 tor th• tint 
twenty years. In other words. with the baby there ' s  all 
types of expensea, you can't believe. Ah. but baby clothes 
is a big expense. And, aa they grow children' s  cloth•• are 
really as expensive or more expenei"9 than my clothes are . 
You Just oan•t find a sale on children ' s  olotbea like you 
can on adult's clothes. 
Uh huh. 
I usually tl'.Y to either double or pretty olo,,. to double 
the inc-. tor that twenty ,.ar period, 
Double what .-y income 1• now? 
Agent: No. Double thia $300. 
Client: Oh, okay. 
Agent: Okay, $600 a :f9ar. So that would be $300 a aonth ·additional. 
She'll receive $600 a MOnth tor the first twenty years. 
Then it would drop down to $)00. This would be, ah, now 
that's the amount or total fixed and decreasing needs that 
you would need to do this tor them. That's $69,027. 
Clients um. Th&t1a a lot or money. 
Agent: That sure is. You don't realize it but this is over a 
period ot yeara. Now ve•ve got your liabilities, and take 
into account your aseets. And at present, assets we don't 
consider, automobiles and things like that as an asset 
because it is a decreasing value thing. 
Client: Uh huh. 
Agent: We have to talce things that ve can guarantee figures on. 
so. we'll start otr with your pre .. nt life insurance, 
Client: Okay, I have a $10, 000 policy with Prudential. 
Agent: $10, 000 with Pl"Udential. 
Client: Yup. And, ah, that's it. Now we also have a policy on 
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Noma. I believe it1 s  a $5. 000 policy. 
Agent: Well, you'd only be able to figure on yours. 
Client: Okay. 
Agent: So, now, do you have any insurance with the school? 
Client: No. 
Agent: Now, your social security equivalent. ah, this is going to 
be low on you becal18e 11" you haven't worked and paid in, 
you know, a lot ot income, this would be very low. It'd be 
hard to calculate anything on this until you get this back. 
Client: Uh huh. 
A-13 Agent: Ah. I could show you what they usually-they vant an (_) 
on a child. Here 1 s  where, sometimes the people who work tor 
the goverrment or tor, like a teacher, they're at a dieadvan­
tage becauae, th• longer--it they're with the teaching 
profession or with th• goftrnaent ten years or more, then 
their benefit in case they die is more to the widow than 
social security. But any ti.me under ten yeare it• s not as 
good as social aecurity, It's that ten year period that we 
have to allow for. But, tor example, ah, your wife would 
be under twenty-nine and it you 'd paid in the ma:rlmUDt to 
social security, then the widow and the youngest child would 
receive $51 , �  over monthly, in other word.a that would be 
at.retched out over a blen\y year period. Plus, there would 
be an additional $6,936 for an education benefit. 
Client: Uh huh. 
Agent: It they qualified . 
Client: Now that' s  if • • •  
Agent: It you'd been working and making $600 a month, paying that 
into social security• and then • • • 
Client: Paying $600 a aontb? 
Agent: 
Client: 
. Agent: 
No• paying on $600 a month 
Oh, I see. 
• • • 
That you earn. In other words. paying the eocial security 
on that $600. Which would uount to. oh, aaybe, about $)0 
a month. 
Client: Ob, I see . I sM. And I would haft t.o do that tor ten 
year1? 
10) 
Agent: Well, no. Thi• would, ah, this would just be from social 
security, ah, you see you start working on social seourit.y 
arxi you did th!.• tor tour year•, and that would be suffi­
cient to giw you the n:arlmUlll-you could declare the iurl­
mum or your widow could declare the maximum. 
Client: Uh, um. 
A-14 Agent: But, ah, right now I don ' t  know, you know, how long you've 
worked j�be with social security. 
Client: Well, it was only three yea.rs while I was teaching high 
school. 
Agents 
Client: 
Agents 
Client: 
Agent: 
Client: 
Agent: 
Client: 
Agent: 
Client: 
Agent: 
Client: 
Agent: 
Mm, hmm. 
And then, ah, . 
• 
• 
• 
Well, I really would suggest part or that would just out 
that down and on it a straight, oh, just roughly, around 
$20, 000, You baftn 't• since you quit teaching high echool, 
you haven't been p&}'ing into sooial security? 
1 don' t  beliew eo. I don ' t  believe they take out any 
social secUl"ity over here. 
No, I don • t  belieft they do. 
No. .And, ah, I know that I was not, let• s  see, I would 
have to be making $7,200 a year 
• • •  
Right. 
See, and I haven' t-even after the third year-I wasn 't 
making $7,200. 
Uh huh. 
so. I didn't �·t to that maximum. In fact. it was more like-­
I started at $5, 000 am then it went to· $.5. 700 and then it 
nnt to $6,700. 
Well, let's see here. We !'tight make 11 couple of ( ) 
-
based on the top pay. 
Uh huh, 
I'm alway• finding that my book is baaed on the top. It's 
b&eed on $6,50, &ftr&g• aonthly N.rnings. Well, vb7 don't 
we just go ahead and since you have been working Oftr heN 
I know they take out some fcrr your Ntir911lent. Ve '11 
oalculate this at, ah, about half of what they do on here. 
And it'll COM pretty close. 
A-15 
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Client: All right. 
Agent: Uh, not exactly, but it will have come pretty close. I'll 
juat calculate on half. Ah, do you have any veterans' 
pension or anything. 
Client: No • . 
Agent: lt ny other assets? StookaT Bonds? 
Client: Savings account. 
Agent: Ah, over a t.housand dollars? 
Client: Yea. 
Agent: Okay, we'll put it in then. 
Client: $2, 500. 
Agent: Okay. That's good. Most people can't save that much. 
Ever;r time I get mine up like that, I get mine up and my 
wite sees something she wants. There was a new washing 
maohine • • •  
Roughly, then, this is what you need in the way of 
insurance. right now. SincM you are. at this time now, 
you know, so to speak • • • 
Client: Uh huh. 
Agent: You '-•ally haven't got your teeth into a full-time job, 
you 're still going to school. So the picture looks a little 
more bleak tor you, ot course. due to the raot that. ah. 
this figure here could be larger, could be • little bit 
more. 
Client: Uh huh. 
Agent: Of course, eome of these up here could be larger, too, aa 
you go along. 
Client: Yea. 
Agenti Now, you--it would require $130, 000 worth of life insurance 
to cover that. There' s  no use in saying that would put you 
back a lot or money. So, what I do-there a.re d1f'f'erent ways 
I could ahov you this. And that would be to shov you-I 
would round this orr to 1J1, 000, W&ll, I would round it ott 
to 1JO,OOO. Show you beN. Now there would be three ways 
you could oower th1e. You oould buy 1t--$1JO,OOO ot 
pe:rmanent insurance, one policy, as suoh. It would give 
you 100 pe:r oent return on your money plua a big savinga . 
In other words, you would more than double your aoney betwen 
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now and age sixty-tive. 
Client: Uh huh. 
A-16 Agent: The economy factor whioh, this would be the minimUlll &MOunt 
of ee.eh put out, would be just tAtrm insurance. A decreas­
ing term policy for that amount. And this would be the least 
in premium but it �ould be the most costly �rall becau .. 
you wait until you convert it. You would have conversion 
privilegP later on, make this permanent. When your income 
gets better. And this guarantees your insurability. In 
effect, this is what thi8 is good for. 
Client: Uh huh. 
Agent: But, ab, it does coet you in the long runp It' s like car 
insurance, when it gets down here at the end or the term 
period it's gone. And that's it. You've had cowrage and 
protection but there ' s  no savings. No.ir there ia a slight 
savinge with Prudential, due to the fact that our term 
policies are participating, also. In other words, you get 
dividends back off a thoee. 
And then we haft the canbination, whil!h at your age, you 
would have a 100 per oent-.you would have a 100 per cent 
plus, ah, wbat ·you put into it in premiums. In other words, 
yon•d more than get back what you pa1d in prem1Ulls at age 
sixty-tive. But what it is, it's a base policy with a term 
rider, tn cover the term period. In other words, like your 
mortgage here and this monthly i.neome here tor the children, 
this eoul� be with a twenty.five year term rider or a twenty 
year tel"m rider. You do baYe to have the base policy to 
take care or this. 
Client: Uh huh. 
A gent: Now, ah, this a.leo gives you, ah, a base policy and a chance 
to convert some ot this term in8Ul"&nce at a later date when 
your income ' s  better and you want to �et up an endowment or 
an annuity. If you get into the right type of work, you 
might be able to, ah, qualify for one of these tax sheltered 
annuiti•e which is good if you're going to be connected vith 
a school. 
Client: Uh nub. ·, 
A gent: It's real good for a, ah, retirement plan, ah, after they've 
got the children raised. I don't reoommend before the 
children are raised because they need the proteotion. After 
th• children are grown. ot course, you 've got this aet income 
that you•.,. been spending on children . Thie is the till• 
b8eause you get taX9d •ore, · t.nd you oan take it right otr 
the top ot yoUJ" 1040. In other words, say you're making. ah, 
$20,000, yo\l can put $2 , 000 in a tax sheltered annuity, and 
Client: 
A-17 Agent: 
Cli�nt: 
Agent: 
Client: 
A gent: 
Client: 
Agent: 
Client: 
A gent: 
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only pay taxes on $18, 000 which can scnetimee put down an 
incam• tax bracket. That savings helps pay that $2.ooo a 
year. This I reconnnend after the children are grown. 
through school. • • 
Oh huh. 
Because right now 70ur major need ie protection, some type 
for you . I assume your wile is working, too? 
Yes. 
&a 1iiltb children she may not be able to work. And, ah, you 
would be the prbury breadwinner and you would want to 
have your wife and children to lead a nonr.al lite, as well 
as they could without you . I, not painting a real black 
picture for you, but one never knows. Life is an uncer­
tainty, that' s  the best we can hope for. You know you 
never know when you walk out that door you might--something 
1'11.ght fall on you-you never know. 
Yea , 
This combination would be in terms ot'--1t would be around 
$22 ,000 of pel"lllanent insurance with the r8ma1nder, would 
be 108, 000 in a term contract. Now, I 'm just guessing, I 
don ' t  know what your income is or a�ything, but I doubt 
thAt yo11 could aft'ord �1)0, 000 of permanent insurance . 
Row much would it be? 
Well. let ' •  see, you're twenty-five'? At ag� twenty-tive­
now I would show you, I 'll ehow you a better pr•ium rate 
back here on this one. You would be better ot't qualified 
for one like this. It b1lilds up cash value a lot faster. 
It's called Professional Fifty, th• minimum contract is 
$50. 000. It's a, it's a real good contract we just came 
out with. You want this annually? 
Uh huh. 
Okay. And, it would be-It would be right around $1,900. 
Client: That would be the annual premium? 
Agent: Uh huh. That's right. 
Client: I see what you mean by not being able to aft'ord that. 
A-18 Agent: $1 .900. Now, the te?'ll premittnt would be less. Ah. I was 
looking here. ,50, 000 ot thie would run fourteen • . • •  that 
would be more like nineteen thousand. That' s  not right 
either, th..\t can ' t  be right beca.uee it's 14.71 per thousand. 
50. 000. That• s  about right because 50. 000 runs ?US and 1900 
would be right, would be-. Look at this other premium 
here-. For an entire year-. This is the best premium 
we have on this. Now this one here-. Let me figure this 
130, 000. I ' ll show you the figures on this 130, 000 term 
here . I do write quite 11 bit ot term insurance tor people. 
In fact, I write, well. I write � lot of straight term 
insuranoe. In other words. ten years. Tel"ll insurance tor 
ten years. In other words, what it does. I ' ll Wl"ite, like 
on this $1)0, 000 ot ten year term insure.nee the premium 
would be lower tht.n the whole life. It ends in ten years. 
But 1 t does give you the option , of after you get O\lt ot 
school and start working, you can convert any portion or 
this you want to permanent insurance at that time. And 
it' s  worthwhile to do. 
Client: Ob huh. 
Agent: See, what it does , it do4's give you the whole program. Now, 
you Might not be wanting to oover the whole program, as 
suob. Most people, to be truthf'ltl, do not cover the whole 
prog:r.am . Now yours is higher due to the r ... ot that your 
soeial security is down so much. And this will change in 
a fw years ,  you knov. And it vill be more in balance 
where this figure. rather than being 130. 000. gonna be down 
around B0, 000, 80 to 90. 000. 
Client: ·�h hu,h. 
Age�t: And this is why this piotUI"e is so large . at 1)0, 000. Now, 
I would call this is what you could get by for around 
80,000. With what you have. Now, you can do this on a 
permanent and t&rm basis, which is the way I usually, ah, 
show a person. Ab, let' s  see, that'd only run '•89.70 tor a 
130. 000 • • •  
Client: $489 a year? 
Agent: Uh huh. For a thirty year decreasing term. In other words, 
the first year you 'd have 130, 000 worth of coverage . The 
next yea.r 1 t wol1ld drop down some. 
Client: Uh huh. 
A-19 Agent: Each year it would kftep decreasing down so at the end or 
thirty years it is gone. 
Client: Uh huh .  
Agent: �ow the only savings you 'd have a.re what the dividends are . 
Now, the one thing that would rlo it, let yl'."u have the 
coverage a.nd guarantee you conversion privileges. 
• • 
Client: Uh huh. 
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Agenti And let you conwrt anytime during that thirty yeare. 
Client: Uh huh. 
Agent: Ah, the remaining amount, they guarantee 80 per cent ot the 
remaining amaunt. The first f'ive yaars, they'll guarantee 
a 100 per oent or, in other words, you can convert the tull 
amount. Any amount you want. And then the one I usually 
talk to people to, and-this would be this one down here. 
Now, just trying to round this ott, ah, would he, we have 
a set 'Mlle. We oan only vri te •o J1uch term rider over a 
permanent polioy, .And figuring even f'1gures ,  a round of'f 
like this, it'• still u.neTen figures oauae they come in 
round tens--so, what I would probably suggest would be a 
$)0,000 permanent here with a 100,000 term rider. For 
twenty years, •• such, out h•re--thi• would carry on out 
here to giw you ftlues at age aixty-tive-tbi• would end 
1n twenty yeara-woh. 
Client: Uh huh. 
Agent: And I oan show you figui-.s that will be between this price 
and thia price. This one will tall. This one will give you 
a good retirement benefit because or the permanent insurance. 
Client: Is that in addition to what I already have? 
Agent: Yes. See,- on this plan here you need 160,000-169, 000. 
Client: Uh huh. 
• 
• 
Agent: Your •• .. ta• vhich includ•• your present insurance, and we 
have that social security benefit, right now it's about 
the only way you could do it. And then your savings 
aooount which gave you a total or 38.171 . , • 
Client: Uh huh. 
Agent: Subtract your liabili ti••· Look• like a balance •hMt. 
And this 1• the Nll&ind.er and I rounded ott to 1)0, 000. 
And I, I mentioned before, you could get by for less than 
this 1,0, 000 beoau"• once you start working, this is 
gonna change within a year when you're working full-time. 
Client: Uh huh. 
A-20 Agent: Cause that first y.ar-�u start figuring that up and that 
figure here would probably jump up to 50,000. 
Client: Uh huh. 
· Agents Which would ohang• it around to vb.ere you'd only need 
about ao. ooo. 
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Client: Well, maybe it would be better to figure on that then. 
On the eighty rather than. • 
• 
Agent: Okay. 
Client: The 1JO. 
Agent: Well this-now would, ah, we'" got thi• new contraot, 
this $50,000 contract that I vaa •hawing you. And that 
runa, well I figured here, runa you $745 a year. That'• 
a $.50,000 perMMnt contract. It builds oaah value th• 
first year. Right •tJ.y. 
ClieDt: Uh huh,. 
Agent: And, it accumulated th• dividends, since you are putting 
quite a bit of premium away, it acoumul&te• the dividends 
pNtty taet. It would do you aa much good oftr, you know, 
a thNe period beoause it'• going to accUJ1ulate ao taat • 
.Aa the COllplete pioture, howeftr, the complete picture 
-.,ould be to write $80,000 wol"th of insurance on you. 
Client: Uh hub. 
Agent: However, you nnt the larp permanent contl"act to start with, 
with a term rider to finish out the amount, which, ah, this 
for eX&l'llple, ah, you'd, ah, I would, ah, show you a picture 
like this. For blenty years here, this would cover it. And 
then your, ah, base policy, which would be this new contract 
with Prudential. just came out in with, as of January, in tact, 
and then we'll figure thi• on $80,000 then you can break it 
dawn ditterenUy, it you want it. 
A-21 ! '111 looking-it '• aore ot a eavinga like tbia and you aaid 
,.Ou •ve got money in a sa'Yings. This could be just like a 
MTings. It will accumulate at about tour and eight-tenths 
per cent, is what Prudential ia paying now on nw diyidenda 
which ia pNtty olo .. to bank rates, eapecially on these 
large cont.raota. And thi• one accumulates muoh taeter than 
th• ten thousand contract you han now .  
Client: Yea, it'• tabn a long time tor that. _ • •  
Agent: Yu. 
Client: Ten thousarJd dollar contract to come to anything. 
Agent: Yes. it will. 
Client: Nov it' •  scxaething like $JOO. 
Agent: Well, thi• one will be worth pret\T clo" to $200 the first 
year. It ocaee right back in cash nlu• the first year on 
this. 
Client: 
Agent: 
1 1 0  
Oh huh. 
But, ah, this here I figured out once was 745. the base 
policy would run 745 and the term rider would run $7.5. 
Client: That' s  per y.ar? 
Agent: 
Client: 
Agent : 
Client: 
Agent: 
Client: 
A-22 Agent: 
Client: 
Agent: 
Client: 
Agent: 
Client: 
Agent: 
Client: 
Yea, uh huh. That would be $820 per year. And that would 
give you $80. 000 worth or insurance. It would give you 
50, 000 permanent, 30, 000 birenty year decreasing tenn rider 
to take care or the mortgage. Later on you could convert 
that term rider, it you wanted. 
Now thi• ia, thia one like, I pay on that, I pay $74.S a 
yur until I'• sixty-five. Right? 
Right. Ah, it's, ah, what it is, I ' ll show you this. This 
is what we call our Professional Fifty and it 's tor profes­
sional people. In other vorda, ve can't go out and write 
it on acmeone vho wOl'ke at a b&&ardous job. In other words, 
it's atriotly tor protessional people. 
Uh huh. 
People like yourself, myself, doctors, lawyers, things like 
this. 
Uh huh. 
And it appeals to •em. The company fMls that they're a 
real good risk, as auoh. Now you would pay into this, ah, 
about $.)0,000 bet.een now and age sixty-tive. Roughly, I'm 
just rounding figures oft. It's 651 .10 times fifty. so 
it'd be right close to $.30,000, just a little over. And at 
that time 70U1d get a return ot 1 . 395. Around $65,000 at 
age sixty .. fi.,. .  
At age sixty.five• the thing would be worth how much? 
Around $6,5, 000. 
So it's worth more than $50. 000 at age sixty-five. 
Right. That ia, it you cash it in at sixty-five you could 
get $65, coo. By letting th• dividends accumulate. 
Uh huh. 
That way you oould double your money. 
Now, what would be the advantage ot buying ao111&thing like 
this now rather than-. You see what I 'm thinking about 
is $820 and I don't know what the premiums are on my 
prea•nt policy, they're about, oh, $17.5-80 a year. It's 
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forty-eight aomething a quarter. I 'm paying that one on 
a qU&Pterly basis. 
Agent: You took it out a couple of years ago? 
Client: Well, it's more than that now. It• s about five Ye&rs old. 
Agent: Five years old? 
Client: Yea • 
.Agent: Ah. you should. ah, approximately $170. 
Client: Yea. So, that Hans that then it'• almost a thousand 
dollars a year. 
Agent: Um, IMJD!. 
Client: And, ah,. fO? example, next )'9&r I'm signing, or haw acoepted 
a position which will pay .. $8�500. That seeu like a lot 
ot money, a large percentage of MY salary, going to ineuranoe .  
Life insurance. That would be ,  that' s  like, what. about 
one-eighth• 
A-2J Agent: One-eighth. 
Client: To rrie, that seems like. • • 
Agent: A lot. 
Client: A lot of money to pay tor lite insurance. 
Agont: Uh huh. Right. Ah, well the thing that I point out to 
people is, one advantage or doi."lg it now is th.at you' re 
only twenty-five. Each year you wait, costs more. The 
second advantage, and possibly the aost important is, that 
you•re 1n pretty good health right now which would 11&ke you 
. insurable. And the third advantage, is that, for a--on a 
contract like this, really, you say, well, I'm spending it. 
Really you're paying yourself. Because it's yours. When­
ever you di•, you're going to beMf'it from it. Or your 
family will it yc:Ml die. But it you outlive it. • ; 
Client: Uh huh .. 
Agent: You will benefit. And starting at age twenty.five, a 
periodic 8lllll over th• years will giv. you thia large 
( ____ ) at age sixty-five--a nice nest egg you could do 
whatever you wanted at that time. In tact, you could get 
it betore that. 
Client: Could get what before that? 
Agent: Ah. th• money trom the oontraot before that. You oan 
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borrow against it at any time. Just like--a.nything about 
borrowing, I don•t know it you 're familiar with this but 
it builds up cash value, this is cash loan value. 
Client: Yea, 
Agant: You can borrow against your lit'e insurance policy. For 
5 per cent simple interer;t. 
Client: That' s  better than you can dQ at the banks. 
Agent: A lot better because you're paying it right, well, they say 
7 per "cent, but it's compounded interest, which amounts to, 
over a three year period, you're paying over 20 per cent. 
Client: Uh huh. 
A-24 Agent.s Tllat•• -... �h, my staff manager, he ' s  got a life insurance 
policy he took out. and this is his car policy, he called it. 
Every time he wants a new car, h� borrows enough against it 
to buy a new car tor cash and he pays h19 loa.. off against 
hia lite insurance policy at 5 per cent simple interest on 
the unpaid balance. And he just makes monthly payments 
back into his insurance policy. Ta.k8s care or that oar tor 
him. And, he doesn 't ewn have to do it if he doesn ' t  want 
to. All he has to do is pay interest on th• loan. 
Client: Uh huh. 
Agent: That' s, ah, it makes it real nice. It's, ah, like you •ay, 
it is a lot of money to put out. first thing. 
Client: Uh huh. 
Agent: Now • . • • 
Client: I can see it someone was making, you know, $20,000 a year • . • •  
I 
A gent: Right. 
Client: To spend one-W.nti•th or your salary, 5 per cent or your 
1.ncQl1le, your gross income, on lite 1nsur&noe. But, one­
eighth 18, it just ..... like • lot or . .. .  
Agent: Right. 
Client: A big chunk or your salary to be sticking away. 
Agent: Now, let' s  look at it from a ditferent--about what would 
you want to put away? We '11 talk on an $80, 000 b&•i1, as 
an amount that you would probably need. 
Client: Well, I kind of think, I don 't know, maybe I t.m unrealistic 
about this but I ' ve  always thought sOllewhere between .S and 10 
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per oent of your inoane. • • 
Agent: Uh huh. 
Client: Which would go to lite insurance. 
Agent: Oh huh. 
A-25 Client: Now, I've usually used the 10 per cent figure in terms of 
budgeting tor life insurance, car insurance, health insurance, 
that kind of thing. 
Agent: Uh huh. 
Client: Just as kind 9f a budget thing. Now maybe that •• unrealis­
tic, I don't know. 
Agent: That would be roughly $8.50. 
Client: Yea, all together. 
Agent: Okay. 
Client: That' s  figuring $150 tor car 1ns�ranoe, about $200 a year 
for health inSUl'ance. so that leaves $350 a year tor life 
insurance. And I 'm already p&ying $17.5 a year. So that 
leaves what? About another $175. 
· 
Agent: Okay. Well, I think p0ssibl.y where you should have a 
little more than 10 per cent due to the fact that you are 
using your ear insurance. I agre<t that the health inauranoe 
am life insurance, the ear insurance which you carry-and 
I am very bittftr against the auto insurance companies 
because they've got the state making you oarry insuranoe. 
In other words, it'• a state law. You•ve gotta carry 
insurance. You carry insurance on somebody you don • t  even 
know. you don't even care for, you have no insurable inter­
est whatsoever. 
Client: Yea 
•
. 
Agent: But yet you have to oa?"rY f'ul.l eoverage to prot•ot that 
clown who aay be a drunken driwr or anything else. 
Client: Yea, that' •  right. 
Agent: And. ah, the state has got this �o that you have to do it. 
Ah. 
Client: Now, yo11 ·would not oonaider that part or fffY inaurance 
program? 
Agent: Well, not auto insurance, as such, I don't. Due to the 
fact that this changes very rapidly, due to age of the car, 
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type or oar. 
Client: Yea, well, that' s  true. 
A-26 Agent: The area you live 1n. In other words, the rural areas, you 
get a. cheaper rate than the urban areas. And this is such 
a changeable thing that I usually don ' t  put car insurance 
in. Now, a lot of people do. Like yourself. And, I think 
you have a pretty good rule of thumb. I think that maybe 
you ought to rai3e it just a little bit more. 
Client: Well , what would, what would you say is the average 
percentage that a person--if' you were budgeting, ah, some­
body' a budget. 
A �ent: Uh huh. 
Client: My budget. How much, wha.t percentage of my income would 
you advise setting a.side for insura.nce. T_.ife insurance, 
not car insurance. 
Agent: 
Client: 
Agent: 
Client: 
Agent: 
Client: 
Agenti 
Client: 
Agent: 
Cli.ent: 
Uh huh. I would say roughly 10 per cent. For just health 
insura.!"lee and life insuranM . As suoh. And t.Mn your oar 
11"suranoe. Like I said• this, . thie would be over and above 
that 10 per ee�t. Bt1t it would be a nuctuating type thing. 
Yea. 
Due. it dapenda upon the coverage on your car. It you got 
a ntnr oar, of course, you're gonna ca:!""ry full cover•ge. 
Yea. 
Ah, after three years you just as well drop the full 
coverage and just carry PL a.nd PE on the other guy. 
Because you'll neve!' pt out ot it what it' s  costing you 
to put into it. 
Uh huh. 
And that's ray way or figuring. I usually take full 
coverage oilt on a oar f9r a. yea.r and by then, •course, 
last two cara I bought wren' t new care. I bate to take 
that thou9and dollar beat.in• ,  you know, just by .. tting 
in 1t uxl dr1T1ng it otr the lot, it' e a thousand dollar• 
lees right there. 
Yea. 
And I let somebody else take that beatin ' and I buy one a 
/ 
year old. 
UM, 1"11'1 . 
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A-2.? Agent: And I carry tull coverap on it tor th• year, until I get 
it paid tor, fairly well paid for. And then I drop it down 
to just coverage on the other person. I feel I oan save 
111.YSelf money in the long run, if I wreok it on my own, I ' m  
just out, so I ' m  out. 
Client: Okay. So if we're considering 10 per cent then and I ' m  
going on • • •  
Agent: Uh huh. 
Client: Nov • • • 
Agent: SM, that would be your, your, your hospital ineuranoe then 
would be • • •  
Client: It' s  about $200 a month, a • • •  
Agent: A year? 
Client: A year. 
Agent: Okay. Now this may increase also. It depends upon where 
you work, the type or group plan that you might get into. 
Some .. ployers pay the bigpet majority of it. This again, 
to, - ·  Every tiM you ohang• jobs and ewrytbing, you 
need to sit down and r.-budpt and re-naluat. eyerything 
•cauee this is something to be taken into ooneideration. 
Client: Uh huh. 
Agenti So, right now, vhich ve • re talking about, right now, 1a $200, 
and you're paying $175. Ab, yeu1re aleo paying, ah, what tor 
your wife ' eT 
Client: Well, let's ••• · Her • a  ia only about $100. A ,.ar. 
Apnt: That 1 a $575. And ve 'r• talking about 850. Ah, that lea•ea 
about $275. Let ' s  see what ve can do. Let ' •  see • • •  
Client: Would 1 t be 
• • • 
Agents Let ae do a litUe figuring tirst. I think with the Mod 
Three, ve ' -n come prettj close to the first. CUle pretty 
olose here, to the tiret one. Age tw.nty-tive • • • Let ' s  
see, 10, 000 would be 152. Ten, twenty thousand would 
be • • • It would be )14.20 ju.t tor twenty tbOUHnd or 
penunent ineurana.. That' •  tor the first three years .  They 
give you a discount, atter three years it would go up. To, 
ab, 350. $350 after the first three years, you would figur. 
a 10 per oent discount. Nov this particular contract-which 
1• probably the one you haft right now, I think,-
Client: Uh buh. I believe it is. 
/ 
A-28 A1enti It' s aodified preaim tor the first tbrM :r-ars, and then it 
will incr•ase. 
Client: Yea. 
Agent: It's reall:r our be•t oontNct tor a aaall policy. I'• not 
talking about a small policy, anything under 50,000, whioh, 
in on• policy • • • 
Client: Uh huh. 
Agent: tlow. That would run you '.)14.20. That would just take oare 
ot the twenty thoueand pel'llanent. Ah, the reason I vent 
twenty thousand pel"ll&Mnt, I ' w  gotta have a number that 
will divid• into • • • It has to be 14, 000 and, ah, ah, 
14 times 15.21 ( The agent is figuring the premium) 212.94. 
Now we have term insurance. $25 per ten thouaand on term 
insurance. Then you would have to have sixty-six times 
twenty-tiv.·. That'd be anoth•r 165. What would you think 
or 397.94? That would giw you a $14, 000 baa• policy and 
$66,000 in twenty year deoreaaing tel'll rid•r, would give 
you the $80, 000 we're talking in terma or. 
Client: Uh huh. 
Agent: That•a, ah, that' s  th• lowest I can break 1t down with th• 
term and permanent. or course. you know, savings through 
years, it would go up about tw.nty dollars. 
Client: Yea, uh huh. 
Agent: On the pel'll&nent plan, I �. of course, by then you'll be 
making more than 8500. YoUJ" other expense can build right 
along with it. 
Client: Yea. 
Agent: You neyer know. But it would be 397.94. 
Client: 
Agent: 
Client: 
A-2.9 Agent: 
Client: 
Agent: 
That would make it, let•a .... $400 • • •  that'd be • • •  
still almost a $ 1 , 000. 
Right. You add 400 on to that. B• 975. 
Gosh, that still s .. ma like a lot ot money. 
I Ot course, see I. with that also then you're paying your 
wife ' s  insurance on that too. 
Yea. 
Which, a lot of people, they don't con•ider that. I think 
you 1hould becau .. it'• tor in•urance out of your pocket­
book, •• such. 
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Client: - Ard it, especially it she isn ' t  working, which she won ' t  be 
next year . 
Agent: 
Client: 
Agent: 
Client: 
Agent: 
Client: 
Agent: 
Uh, nm1. 
Ah, with both ot us working it aalaa  a lot ot ditterenoe. 
Yes it does. Makes a big difference. 
Beoause our c011b1ned salaries ver. so much aore than they 
will be next year with one of ua working. 
This ia vbat happened to ae. I vu going to �ehool and 
working, and my wire was working and I started teaching 
and ah• quit. 
Uh huh. 
And I really fell flat on my race. 
Client: What are the possibilitiea of just a tenft policy? 
Agent: Okay. 
Client: With the conversion privilege? 
A gent: Right. 
Client: Att.9r a year or so, ao I can do better. 
Agent: Ah, what I vould recOUtend in that case is that you, you 
wou1d oonsider this ten year term policy that I was talking 
about. 
Client: Yea. 
Agent: In other words, it gives you ten years with which to convert 
some to permanent. But it does give you th• coverage right 
nov. That important thing, tM cOTe:rage. Right nov. 
Becau" your income hasn • t  caught up with what you•re worth. 
Client: Oh huh. 
A-JO A gent: It'll take a few years to do this. And, then, you can start 
converting this. And probably, maybe, you know, after next 
-year you 11light be able to oonvsrt juat, maybe, ten thousand 
of it to a permanent plan. But at least • • • 
Client: Yea. 
Agent: You'd bav• the coverage. Ard the company guarantee that you 
can bu;y thia, regardless ot your health. All you have to do 
is till out a torm and sign your n.... s.25, 4.50 tor the 
first three years and ;.46 after that. They also give you 
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a three year discount. A round 10 per cent. 
Client: Uh huh. 
Agent: Ah, that would be times eighty. That would still run you 
$J60. $80,000 term policy. That would be for the first 
three ·years. 
Client: That still aounds like a lot. 
Agent: So, would you like to out that 80, 000 down sorae more? It 
would leave More of a probl91f\, you 'd just compensate, if 
you cut it down. More in one of these areas. 
Client: or course, one faotor that, perhaps, is that my wife is 
always capable of finding a job. 
Agents Right. 
Client: S.Cau� of her education. 
Agent: Right, now thia, this is so ard we didn •t take that into--
I ,  well-after the first tw years here you do have a probl• 
because sh• will have th• aull child, as auoh • • • 
Client: Uh huh. 
Agents Make 1t a little harder. Of courae, it can be done. But 
still, I think, the mother-child relationship auttere 
because or it. 
Client: Uh huh. 
Agent: As auch, ah, after this, if she ia healthy, she could uke 
that muob, yeu knov, eaq. 
Client: Yea. 
A-)1 Agents And that'd be all • • • And this amount could be cut down 
by. you know, • • •  you oan out that down to $30, 000 
probably. 
Client: Hew 11.uob would a $)0,000 term policy with that oonveraion 
thing coat me. 
Agent: Okay. ( tet•s see 
• • •  
12 • • •  about t135. 
Clienti Per year? 
Agent: $14.S per :r-u. 
Client: $145 per yeu. And that gives me the opportunity to 
convert. • • • 
Agent: 
Client: 
Agent: 
Client: 
Agent: 
' 
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Up to JO.OOO. 
Up to J0,000, into what? 
Permanent insurance. 
That I would pay on until I vas sixty-five . 
Or, an endowment retirement plan. Ah, I was going to ... 
what. see what • • •  how muoh problem did ve ha.- at 8 per 
cent? $275 was it? 
Client: Uh huh. 
Agent: 
Client: 
Agent: 
Client: 
See what fifty would show you here. That's $235. 
That' s  about, year, that would be closer to, to that tigure 
that we • • • 
We got 275 and counting this will go up 1n three years, it 
will go up to, ah, get the right figure-it'd go up to $273. 
In three 19ars. That vould be just about what you • • •  
Now• when can you oonvert this? Is there a speoitied tirM 
that you have to do that, like every, on the anniversary, 
or 
• 
• • 
Agent: No. S••• whenever you can af'tord it. In other words, I ' ve 
got one that I wrote last, in D•c-ber, I wrote it in 
December, and I•a goin• in in February to oonftrt it. I 
wrote Don 60 or 70, 000 on term like this, and he ' s  thirty­
tiw years old. And I 'm goin' in in February because he 
gets &, ah, a bonus in February. Arrl he's goin1 to pay an 
annual premium, take a chunk or that bonua and pay an annual 
prem1UM on it, a permanent policy. He will have one or the" 
·b onuses ev•ry year in February and, ah, he 1 e  goin1 to convert, 
ah, 10. 000 or it and reduce th• term insurance by 10. 000. 
Client: Now, can you do that? 
A-32 Agent: Yes, uh huh. In other vords, ea.y I write you this 50, 000 
next year, you say, "Well, I can save anothel" $170." You 
convert ten thousand or that. That would Nduce your term 
insurance to forty thousard am you'll have, oountin' the 
ten thousand you have now, you'd have twenty thoueand or 
permanent. 
Client: And that would reduoe the preaiU111 on the wra i.nsuranoe? 
\ 
Agent: Uh huh. By $45. So you'd be back the $45 here. You 'd 
take that $45 to put on a permanent plan whioh you sub­
tracted to, it's only going to cost yo'l about $120. 
Client: Uh huh. Well, that sounds l"llOre • • • 
A-JJ 
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Agent: Okay. 
Client: More reasonable. 
Agent: Why don•t, ve just till that out tor you then. 
Client: Well, let me t&l1'. to rc.y 111if'e. 
Agent: Okay. 
Client: Let me, let me, ab, talk thi1 over with her. Leave all this, 
leaft the figures, and all this here. 
Agent: Okay. 
Client: And then, ab, can I call you tomorrow? 
Agent: Yea. Ab, now you vill haft to take a physical on thi•. The 
company requires you to take a pb7a1cal. 
Client: Okay. 
Agent: And, I don•t, I'm not fua.Uiar with tlw doctors here in town 
that are eligible with Prudential, tor the pb;yaical. How­
ever, ah, I can ti?Xi out and I 'll leave you my card, phone 
number and it you think you're pretty well interested, what 
I could do, I could f'ill out an application and just till 
out part one on you and hold it, get you to sign it, and 
hold it and then it you are 1ntere1ted you could oall ... 
if that'• what you want. Or if you want me to come • • •  
Client: Let ae talk to my wit• first. 
Agent: Okay. 
Client: Then, I 'll, I promise you I 'll call you tomorrow. 
Agent: Okay. 
Client: Arn, then we can, because I think, that sounds like a, the 
kind or thine I would be aore interested in • 
• 
• 
.Agent: Okay • 
Client a At this point. 
Acentz Fine. Ah, let .. ehow you thi•. I 'll show you this. I'll 
just show a base policy here ot $50, 000 and this is ten year 
term which would, gives you, �a/7ou, protection, and such. 
Client: Uh huh. 
Agents Am I quoted 7ou a prciua of two hundred and, $235. 
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Client: All right. real tine. 
Agent: Now this, I guess you �an decipher that all out. 
Client: Yea. And, I think I can remember enough or that to, ah, 
explain it to Norma. 
Agent: I was going to say, I 'll make ya a oopy here that you can 
understand. Well, I'll leaw thi• copy here shoving you 
this on. I'll just write down what it ie. It's a $50, 000 
ten year term. ah, (long period or silence here as agent 
writes down the essentials of the program) .  Okay, ah, now 
th• reason I mentioned that if you want to, it you think 
you are pretty interested in it, I'll just get th• informa­
tion on ·part on• because I have to have your signature on 
it. There ' s  no obligation to you. If you decide against 
1 t, just call .. and tell me, and I '  11 ju.at throw 1 t away. 
And 1t you are interested, then ! 1 11, I will already have 
gotten it filled out. I can go &Mad and aul::mit it to the 
office, tincl out about the doctor down bere whioh you can 
go to, ah, it would just .. .,. a little aore delay. That 
way, if that would be all right with you. 
Client: Well, like I said, I think that I'd just as soon wait 
until • • •  
Agent: Okay. 
Client: With all or that until I have a chance to talk this over 
with Norma. 
A-34 Agent: Okay. Fine. 
Client: If you'll give ae your card and telephone number. 
Agent: Yea. 
Client: I'll be sure to call you tomorrow. Am if you'll give me 
a time, that, _ah, I can c•ll you, why • • • 
Agents Let's see. Tomorrow is Thu!"aday? I will be in Mattoon 
tcmorrow. I have to go to, I ' ve  got to take an NASD exam in 
Mattoon, at the PNdential ottioe in Mat.toon t.morrow. 
Client: Uh huh. 
"gent.: And, ah. I could atop by here tomorrow, and, • • • 
I 
Client: What? 'Well, let1s .... I have class tomorrov evening. 
Agent: You.111 have a ola••• 
Clients From six-thirty to ten. 
A-35 
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Agent: From aix-thirty to ten. Well. thia would be betore aix­
thil"ty. 
Clients And I have a class that goes until six, from four to six. 
From four to six and from six.-thirty to ten tomorrow. 
Agent: Well. I will be home. I'm going to be in Arcola tomorrow 
aorning, ve•re going to .do aou studying together. Ah, why 
don 1 t I juat call you. Ah, will you be here around noon? 
Client: Well, uh huh. 
Agent: I'll call you around noon. 
Client: All right. 
Agent: And tind out then. I '11 just call trom Arcola. And I 'll 
call you. And then it' you're interested I can just come on 
down here. I 'll come on across and fill thu out. That 
way I can tind out-.I haft to be there around one o'clock. 
So, I'll probably call you ao.e till• a!t•r ten o1olock. 
Client: 
Agent: 
Client: 
Agent: 
Client: 
Agents 
Client: 
Agent: 
Client: 
Agent: 
Okay. Do you have rtry otfioe phone? 
Yes. 
So, wmn, I think the best bet would be to call me at my 
office 
• • • 
Okay. 
TCD!orrow because I have to be there all morning tomorrow 
morning. 
Okay. Fine. 
Okay. 
And, I'll give you one of wrr cards. 
Okay. Very fine. That' s  a rather unique oard. 
Well, those are. They give those to you qualify tor the 
conference. And since I 1m qualified for oonterence e-nry 
year, the company • • • 
Client: Very good. 
Agent: I give those out rather than the ones' that the company 
tumisbee. I, 11' I call on ea.eon• and they're not at 
home I ·usuall.y leave one or the oth9r cards. 
Client: Uh hub. 
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Agent: The ones I hand out to clients, peraonally, are usually 
those. 
Client: Uh huh. 
Agent: Prestige taotor, I guese. 
Client: Ahhh, you can always use a little of that. 
Agent: Yee, that alvaya ie, ah, good in this business. But I 'll 
take care or this tor you 
• • • 
Client: All right. 
Agent: It'll probably be aix veeka betor• you get anything back 
on that. (Reterenoe to social security cheok). 
Client: Okay. 
A-J6 Agent: So• ot them came th!"ough pretty t'ast and other• do not. It 
just depends what, the time they reach the office and how 
taat, how busy, you know. 
Client: Yea. 
Agent: But I know that they've probably would like to know my- name 
because I send a lot or these in. I know in one week I 
must have sent twenty.five or thirty in. They like to do 
this or not, I don't know, but it1 s  a service that's for 
the people and it's legal . 
Client· It's our money 
A gent: Right, right. 
• 
• 
• 
Client: And w ha ye the right to know. 
Agent: That1s right. 
Clic�t: Let 1te get your coat. 
Agent: Okay. Probably don•t need it unless it's getting cooler 
outside. You never know. 
Client: It still looks like that spring weather. 
Agent: I'm ready f<:Fr it though. Well. Dick, it's been nice talking 
to you and, ah, • • • 
Client: Same here_ 
Agent: I 'll call you tomorrow and if you haw any questions or i.t' 
you and your "'11'• want to sit down together and hash it out, 
and you want me down here to answer any questions, I'd be 
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glad to Conte back down and talk it over with both of you. 
Client: All right. Are you going to be ho• this enning, by any 
chance? 
A gent: Ah, let's see, this is • • •  Yes. I'll be, I will be home 
this evening • • •  
Client: If I were to call your wife and you veren ' t  there, leav. 
& �essage to call me back. 
Agent: Yes, she will be home. 
Ab, I 've got one appointment and, ah, I should be there 
between five and six this evening. 
Client: All right. 
A-37 Agents Well, I 'll be there. I ' ll be there this &tternoon because 
I '11 be doing some studying, working on my account. And 
I ' ll be there froa tive to six and I 'll probably be back in 
around nine-thirty, ten o 'clock. So, but I'm up until 
midnight, so feel tree to oall at anyt.ilie. 
Client: I just may give you a call then. 
Agent: Okay. 
Client: This afternoon or tonight. 
Agent: Okay, Dick. 
Client: Thanks so much for ccming down here, I really appreciate it • 
.Agent: Well, I do 9njoy talking to people, I like to be ot ffrvice 
to people, help them in any way I oan. 
Client: Good. 
Agent: Bye. 
Client: I ' ll be in touch. 
B-1 Client: 
Agent: 
Client: 
Agent: 
Client: 
Agent: 
Client: 
Agent: 
Client: 
Agent: 
Client: 
Agent: 
Sales Presentation B 
Good morning. Come on in. 
(Agent's name) frOll  Prudential. 
Glad to meet you. 
Thank you. 
It still looks kind ot nasty out there, doesn't it? 
It's a little slick frOM Mattoon. 
Can I take your coat? They tell me this is the sleet belt 
down here and I guess that it's kind or bad at times. 
This is one of the worst winters we have had tor some time. 
Is that right? Why don ' t  you have a seat right here. 
where were you originally from, Dick? 
St. Cloud , Minnesota. 
I have a friend, Dick c • •  who lives at St. Paul. He 
works for, I'm . not au.re ot the name or the company but 
it's a refrigeration company. 
Clientz I think Minnesota is a beautiful state but it does eet a 
little colder and it does get a lot more snow t.han down 
here. We were back hOTH at Christmas · time and the amount 
or snow back there is just amasing tor no more than four 
hundred or five hundred miles difference. 
Agent: I know 1n Minnesota in the summertime it's quite pretty 
there. 
Client: Uh huh. 
Agent: The drive that I remeaber wae COiling into Duluth fran the 
vest at night and you could aee all the lights and its 
pretty eights. I think we took route 2 and from there 
across th• top ot Michigan and vent through Iron Sides 
through the forests and trees. It was beautiful. 
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Client: It sure is. One ot the best things is that we were about 
forty miles or so trom Brainerd which is all woods, lakes, 
and trees. It' s  all beautitul country and you are close 
enough to the Twin Cities, Minneapolis and St. Paul, so 
that you can go down and have all the entertainment and 
social activities that you could want. We have really 
enjoyed living there. We -lived in a small town • • •  
B-2 Agent: They've got a real good football team up there. 
Client: The Vikings did all right for themselves. 
Agent: Are you a senior this year? 
Client: I am a graduate student. I am in the process ot 
completing my master' s  degree in speech and will be done 
in May and will be leaving then for a teaching job next 
year. That' s  one or the reasons I wanted to talk to 
sorueone to make sure my insurance was ln order. Then 
Mr. Henneberry said he would send someone over to talk 
to me, so here we are. 
Agent: Is your wife here? 
Client: No, she' isn't. She's  working. 
Agent: Could we use your kitchen table? 
Client: We could uee this if this would be all right. 
Agent: This would be fine. 
Client: I will ISO._ it a little closer tor you. 
Agent: Jerry's (Mr. Hennet>.rry) a realnniee fellow. He took over 
our district as District Manager just a year ago. 
Client: Uh huh. 
Agent: So tar he has been tops. Can ' t  ask for any better 
management than what we have. 
Clier.t: That's good. 
Agent: Our approach to life insurance is probab]J a little differ­
ent than most. Actually, we believe that Prudential 
believes THE FUTURE BELONGS TO THOSE WHO PREPARE FOR IT. 
Can you see th.at �.11 right? FOR MCST MEN, INSURAt1CE 
DOLLARS ARE THE HOST SATISFACTORY DOLLARS AVAILABIEFFOR 
THEIR FAMil.IES 1 'WELFARE WHEN THEIR EARNING PCMER IS CUT 
OFF BY DEATH, OLD AGE OR DISABILITY. l.nd if any one of 
those thin&• happened to ua, I 'm sure you would agree, 
our earning power would be cut ott. THE PRUDENTIAL 
INSURANCE COMPANY BELIEVES THAT EACH INDIVIDUAL HIMSELF 
B-3 
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IS IN A BETTER POSITION THAN ANYONE ELSE TO JUDGE Ha.I 
MANY OF THESE INSURANCE DOLLARS HIS FAMILY wn.L NEED TO 
GUARANTEE THEM THE NECESSrI'IES OF LIFE . W-hlk't "'\bey are 
saying here is what you want your own family to have. 
What we are saying here is that you are th• best judge 
or what your family should have, and it's kind or 
ridiculous to say that they need $1 , 000 a month when 
you know they could get by on less but they don ' t  need 
more. 
IF YOU SHARE THIS BELIEF, TEE PRUDENTIAL DOLLAR GUIDE 
WILL IE MORE THAN USEFUL. YOU WILL FIND THE NEXT FEW 
PAGES HELPFUL IN Dl!:TERMINING HCW MANY INSURANCE DOLLARS 
YOUR FAMILY Wil.L NEED . ALTHOUGH THEIR INSURANCE OBJEC­
TIVES DIFFER, MO�T MEN AGREE THAT THEIR FAMILIES' 
SECURITY DEPENDS ON INCCl-$. 
1'HE STANDARD OF LIVING DEPENDS ON EARNING Po.filR . HIS 
PLM1S FOR THE FUTURE REQUIRE A STEADY !NCOME . IN SHORT, 
THE PRESENT AND FUTORE WELL-BEING OF HIS FAMILY DEPENDS 
ON INC� DOLLARS . And �OST MEN PROVIDE THESE INCQ!E 
DOLLARS AS LONG AS THEY CAN. BUT INCOME CAN BE STOPPED 
BY DEA TH, OLD P.GE , OR DISABILITY. 
Mo5t men want to provide a LAST EXPENSE FUND . MONEY 
PROBLEI-�S SHOULD NOT BE ADDED TO A FAMILY ' S  PERSONAL 
SORROW when a father dies. And moat men like to provide 
their family with a GUARANTF.ED �iONTHL! INCOME . ONE OF 
THE GREATEST GIFTS A FATHER CAN IEAVE BL<) FAMILY IS AN 
INCOOE THAT WILL TAKE CARE OF F.W�RYDAY LIVING EXPENSES . 
And llloet •en like to provide an EMERGENCY FUND. And 
WHEN INCOME !S STOPPED BY DEATH, old age, diaability. 
or what have you• EMERGENCIES ARE CERTAIN TO ARISE. 
There' s always times of sickness or leaky roof or some­
thing of th.i:it nature. 
And most m�n like to provide a ¥.ORTGAGE OR RENT fund. 
A rAMil.Y ALWAYS NEEDS A PI.AC'-: that THEY CAN CALL HOME, 
especially when there iR small ehildr&n and something 
happens to the father. It's bad .nougb, but if they have 
to tind a different home than th• one that they want. wb.Y, 
it is �. 
Then moat men like to provide an EDUCATION FUND and I am 
sure you would agree that TODAY, ,� soorm EDUCATION IS 
ESSENTIAL TO SUCCESS regardless of vhat field you go in to. 
And most men like to provide a RETTI&"'MENT FUND. THE KEY 
TO fl HAPPY RETIREMENT IS AN INC<l-1E YOU CANNOT OUTLIVE . 
And most men like to provide a DISABILITY fupd. A 
PROLONGED SICKNESS OR INJURY CAN CUT OFF YOUR INCCME. 
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As we have been going through discussing the need or 
most men, we normally think maybe what your own neede 
raigbt be. And this gives you an opportunity to determine 
what those llight be. The first need that moat people have 
is a last expense fund. And the laat expense fund is 
money to pay up all the odd bills you have: funeral bills, 
doctor bills. According to a survey run by Northwestern 
University, ve have found that most people ' s  last expenses 
amount to about $2,500. Now in your caae, would that be 
too much or not enough? 
Client: I don' t  know. I don't know hov much expenses run, what 
funerals coat or anything like that. 
B-4 Agent: Would there be any reason, here, in thia area, general 
area - - We find that it usually amounts to $1,500 or 
$2, 000, and then plus any last expenses, refri�rator 
bills such as you might want to have paid ort. Is there 
an:r reason why yours would be higher than $2, 500? 
Client: lo, I don 't think so. 
Agent: Okq. Then we come to the guaranteed. •onthly incoae. Do 
you baye any cahildl"en? 
Client: Ro, we don ' t. 
Agent: You are planning for the future 10 vhat will be the 
ainiawa aaount that your wife could survin on should 
something happen to you? 
Client: I would imagine she would have to hav. about $)00 a month. 
which would be about the ainiawa I think that ehe could 
get by on. 
Agent: The minimum nov if children oaae along. Now one thing to 
keep in •ind about the dollar guide is that is is a pic­
ture only of what your assets and needs are today. When 
you do haw children, then you need to have another dollar 
guide because you'll need more money to raise your 
children on than your w1te ne.ds to get by by herself. So 
$)00 thft ve would set that r1gure as the •inimua. Then 
an emergenoy fund. I don ' t  knov whether you own your own 
home yet or not. An emergency fund is a fund that when 
thing• come up. For •Dlllple, when you are a home owner 
and a leaky roots or a blowout on your car or something 
goes wrong with the oar and theN is not enough money out 
ot current li'Ying expenses to pull it out and fix th••• 
things. '.So it'• a fund that the t&!dly can fall back on. 
And we 've tound that anywhere from on• half to one year 's 
income is a sufficient tor an emergency fund .  In your 
case, what would that be? 
Client: W'ell, a.y yearly income would be about $10,000 a year. 
B-5 
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Agent: The!'l we oorue to the i11ortgage or rent .f'und. Of course, 
by not being a home-owner yet, y0u would !'lot have need for 
a :>Jorteag.t turd, but a lot or young 11en sot it up and call 
�t thsi'l'" r..,nt fl1nd.. Th�.,, shonld som�thing ha!)pen to you, 
th8re ia money there to ?'ftnt a hOl!le. Or, if she wishes, 
�he can have it all in one tumµ sum to buy a home without 
hav:tne to pay rent. It would he free and clear. In 
today's market, any home that you buy is going to run 
between $201000 and tJO,OOO. Also, homes that you r.nt 
from $150 to $250, depending on the location. Would you 
want to set up sane kind or mortg�ge or rent tundl 
Client: That �akea sense. 
Do you think in your mi.'1d-would $20, 000 to �30, 000 be 
suftioiEmt7 
Client: Oh, 1 should think so, yes. 
Agent: Then of course. toda.�'• with educational fund when children 
��1e R.lcmg. It's like yourself. A sound education ia 
essential to auocess. Too 11&1"f ot ws wait until it's too 
late to sot up a fund for a child. Education today, 
without scholarships, run anywhere from six to ten 
thr>Usand dollllrs fol"" a four �r4'ar course, and more. A.nd 
to try to pay that out or current income when they are 
growing. We usuall.'r 1'�.nd tM.t we have sM&l.ler membe:rs ot 
the family which take about all the educational funds that 
we can provich�. It' a the s&!Jle doll�rs that �rou set aside 
for t11ortg.age fund, can be helpful in aending the children 
to college. How much ot th• educational fund would you 
like to s&t aside? I know that this will be a hard ques­
tion bec&use you don ' t  know how many children you are 
going to ha:n. This is why ! say, as you have children, 
Y'=''t nuod to have y�rnr Dollar r iiide revi�1er! becausG yo11r 
nktl'1r� wou.ld �h&n�(I! ae time goea C-!1. 
Client: now mu.eh I would think a uereon would need? At lea.st 
#1, 000 a year for a child. I suppose $4,000 would be 
c.. ttt�.rt. 
Agent: Okay. $4, 000. Then, of cottrSft, t.r:.I'-' r�t:\ r�ment �und. 
P>0th you and I are a long way from retiring . 
Client: I hope so. 
Agent: Thia' iasOPJething that neither on� of us can prediot the 
�xa.ct dollar amount WI') n°oo for retirement, because of 
the i."lfiation, but the same dollars that you are u sing 
for your l&st expense fund, tll'l&rgency fund , &nd family 
income if your pr(){_!rar:J 18 rirht, oan bo going toward 
building retirem9nt fund for you. I don ' t  know it you've 
thought anything about it but what kind of' an income would 
you like to have when you retire? 
B-6 
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Client: H�l.1, I 31l!>P03e abou t wha.t ·;: would be ma.king. That 
would be niee. I supposa a pers�n doesrl ' t  hav� ne�ly 
as many e"Cpen�es aft.er JOU retire . 
A gent: Your e:>:penses after yon retire a.re very little bit less 
thar\ what they l-mre d·J.ring your working years even though 
yo1<r home i:.s paid for normally by that tirne. We think of 
retirement as & time for doing. If you are going to travel 
or do anything after you retire. it will cost you more than 
what it would. So tor retirement, ve should have at least 
as much inoome &3 we're making when we retire bec&u•e you 
will still need clot.hes, tood. depending on the state you 
ar9 in, whether you have a homestead exemption or not, tor 
your hoae. So I think that about-being a picture of right 
·.1ow , what it would be i.� y-:>u wanted to :retire on the same 
income, I think it would be reasonable to set it at $10, 000. 
As the years go by, you raise it or lower 1t according to 
hem your plans are working out. 
Client: All right. 
Agent: Then if sickness or accident should strike, bow much or 
a monthly inoona would you yourself need to get by on? 
It you were disabled. 
Client: Well, it would probably take more than what it would 
normally have for doctor bills and that kind of sturr. 
Agent: Yes, e:xy>e�ses uo:tl.d be .;reater while you 1re laid up than 
they were while you were working because or doctor bills, 
drugs ,  ane!Sthetics are things you have to have. 
Client: .so, it would still be about �1 , 000 a. �onth that a person 
would have to have . 
Agent: You i.nd:ioatM ths.t :"'Our wife would have to have $)00 a 
month. How long would you want that' to run for her? Her 
entir� litf't'-9, until t.he children are rll.ised. '.lrtil what 
age? 
Client: I 8Upp0ff tor abo1.:t twent.v years or se. 
Agent : How old if; your wife: 
Client: Tr ... ·S1�ty-three. 
Agent: I s  she going to teach •lso? 
Client: 'Jo, she is at present wo!'kine at th& library. �h.,.. has a 
pretty uood education �o she could always �i�d a job or 
so:nething to help out the siti.ia.tion a little bit. 
B-7 Agent: Thi� is true as long as there are no children. When there 
are children, it•s important, I 'm sure as you realize, that 
Client: 
Agent: 
Client: 
Agent& 
Clients 
Agent: 
Client: 
Agent: 
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they have th• mother home. And then too, the aaae accident 
that might tan you out ot the picture might render her 
unable to work. So you have to provide a base. Everybody 
says that we, I don't like th• tera, but they say "back the 
hearse up to the door." But this is a part ot life, and it 
you are going to plan a financi•l future, you have to look 
at all aides ot it. It ..,. don't plan she have a guaranteed 
1nccn•• then we're falling down in that &Na. Naw, as I 
e&id, thia is a piotun of 70ur today•• actual need• and 
what you ue 101.ng to have to have and want your taally to 
have. We .. t up $2 , 500 tor la•t npenH•. Ia there any 
way we could poaaibl.7 reduce that or should ,,. add to itt 
Well, again, it that's what it cost.a, you know more about 
that than I do. 
I think that would prob&bl.7 be ain1mU111. That•• th• ayerage 
tor this area so I think prob&bl.7 you 're right about that. 
Then on the ... rgenc,. fund, we've eaid $10.000. Here again, 
thi1 is an estimate but do 70u think v• should leaft that 
th• •••• or should that be reduced? 
I don't know. It ....  like a lot of money just fflf' 
_.rgenoie•, you, tor leaky roofs and that kind or thing. 
We want a reasonable picture and we want it to be in your 
judgment an adequate picture of th• way you want i·c.. What 
would you think would be a aore reaaonabl• tigure tor ue? 
I would aay about halt ot that, it it's just tor emergencies. 
Then on education tor today--a sound education 1• ••s•ntial 
to success. Would there be-w• set &aide $4,000 there. 
Would you want to lower that any? -
No. It anything it should probably be aore than that. 
Thi•• ot oour••• i• an area, I 'm sure, it you bad children 
right now, this is an area you probably would raise. I 
think you are vis• in setting up....moat f'amllies have 
children-so it you set it up nov and you have a little 
one, and aomethina happen• at leaat tbe:re•• something there 
and 7ou don't get a obanoe to take care ot it. I think you 
-it would be via• to kHp that that way, 
On a guaranteed month income, you want your wife to have 
about $JOO a month tor a pel"iocl ot twenty yea.re. Do you 
think that that i• an adequate aaount -or should it be 
lover or higher? 
I think that would be an adequate amount. Aa long as sh• 
has earning power, that would be enough. 
Bow tmu1ortgage Ol" rent fund. You said $20, 000 to $)0,000. 
. ' 
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It vould probably be closer to $)0, 000. And do you f'eel 
that that tigure ia too much? 
Client: No, not at all. Not tor the ooet or buying a house 
nowadays. 
Agent: Well, this is true buying in Charleston, You get a heme 
a family oan grow in, it's going to cost at least that 
amount. Retirement tee. A happy reUrement is an incOJl9 
that you oannot ouUift. A s  ve already d1acuased, you vant 
to set home and look out the window, you can get by on lees, 
it you don't we figured that you vould need to have about 
the same inoane. Would you vant to leave that u 1st 
Client: I think so. 
Agent: And on disability, we figured that you would need at least 
$1, 000 a month income and I think that that ia a reasonable 
figure because it's like you say, there would be added 
doctor bills, etc. It you eould provide all of these things 
tor your family within th• budget would there be any reason 
wb.Y that you couldn' t  go ahead with it? Set up a plan tor 
this type of security. Now if we oan do it at a price th.at 
would f'it into your budget. • • 
Client: No. 
Agent: To set up something like this, could you save $100 a month? 
Client: A $100 a month? 
Agent: Now, I'm talking. • • 
Client: Yee. 
Agent: I •m talking about ·a figul"e that month in and month out you 
can save without putting a strain on the budget and without 
having to do without taking the wife to the show. 
Client: Oh, yes, I think so. 
B-9 Agent: Nov, it the $100 a month won•t prov1de this, of all these, 
which do you r .. 1 would be th• mat important to your 
family it you couldn' t  provide any of the others at all? 
Which vould be moat important? 
Client: Well, I sould think the last expense f'und would be first. 
Agent: 
And then the mortgage or rent fund would be th• next most 
illportant. And then I auppoee the income would be consi­
dered a third most itnportant, and then they all come at a 
about the same place. Those three I would sa.y are the most 
important. 
Then the first three you need to consider, I vould think 
1JJ 
probably rather than the three here maybe disability !or 
yourself might come in fourth or even possibly first 
depending on what kind of a guarantee or disability pay 
you have where you work. An eaergenoy fund would be five 
and education six and retirement fund we would make that 
last. 
Client: Uh huh. 
Agent: Now, let•s figure it. It will take me just a minut. here 
to ftgure this and eee what might be done on it. I don ' t  
know it you have enr worked under social security or not, . 
but if you have these are some ideas and such that they 
have on social security and if you want to look that over, 
why, it will ta.ke just a raw minutes here to figure this. 
First ot all tor now I need a little more contidential 
information and what you give me would remain confidential. 
What is your tull name? 
Client: Richard L. Shoen. S..B..O..E.N. 
Agent: What is your date of birth? 
Client: 10..,5-44. 
Agent: And your phone number? 
Client: Is 34.5-6379. 
Agent: And right now, .you don ' t  have· a business addreas? 
Client: Well, if you want to call the school over there my 
business address, well, it's just Coleman Hall, Speech 
Department. 
B-10 Agent: And you have a phone over there? 
Client: Yes. 581-.5226. 
Agent: And what is your actual position? 
Client: I'm what they eall--let me think now--an assistaftt 
instructor. 
Agent: And your wife ' s  first name? 
Client: Is Norma. 
Agent: And her date of birth? 
Client: Is-.let me see--June 12, 1946. 
Agent: And the present lil'e insurance that she has? 
I •  
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Client: I believe there i• a $.5. 000 policy that her parents set 
up for her. 
A gent: And have you worked under social security? 
Client: I have tor th• last three 19ars but only half. Back in 
Minnesota they have a retirement plan in the school system 
set up where you pay half to social security and half to 
the state retire1119nt fund so you have a balanced kind of 
thing in each one. 
A gent: And are you a veteran of military service? 
Client: No. 
A gent: Do you have any typ4t or retirement or pension plan now? 
Client: No. exoept we have a life insurance policy. 
Agent: Do you have any lcind ot sa'rings or life insurance, savings 
bonds, or large bank aocount? 
Client: Savings account. 
A gent: Would it be large enough to help offset some .o r the needs 
that you have? 
Client: $2. 500. 
Agent: 
Client: 
Agent: 
Client: 
Agent: 
Client: 
Agent: 
Client: 
Agent: 
Client: 
A gent: 
Okay, tine. And right now you ban a disability pay plan 
to provide it you are oft work from sickness or injury? 
No. 
And do you h&Te any hospital or physical plant 
Right, through the school . 
That's through Eastern? 
Right. 
They ban a good one there. 'Nov on your lite insurance. 
Who do you have your lite insurance with? 
I have a $10, 000 policy with Prudential. 
Do you know what type of plan that isl 
It• a  one I pay on until I 'm sixty.five. 
Paid up at aixty-tive. It is permanent lite inaurance? 
Client: What does that mean? 
R-12 
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It means there a.re no terms involved . It's actual and 
it stays at $10, 000. 
Client: Right. 
Agent: And is your wi.fe beneficiary U, that? 
Client: Yes. 
Agent: 
Client: 
Agent: 
Client: 
Agent: 
(At this point the agent turns to his figures and about 
five mim.ites is consumed while he arrives at a plan or 
insurance. )  
Now I ' d  like to show you a litUe bit how we arrived at 
this. For your last expenses, nW1!ber one, is $2, 500. 
Emergency fund was for $5, 000 and your education :f"und would 
be tor $4,000. .llow these are what we call fixed needs or 
they don' t  decrease any, they stay the samft over the years . 
So, your total of' permanent insurance that you would ne9d, 
the minim\ll'l would be $11 , SOO. 
Uh huh. 
Then for setting up a mortgage or rent fund, ah, $30, 000. 
Then to provide your wife $)00 a month for twen� years, it 
would take $54,446. So your total ot fixed and deor.a•ing 
needs ie $95,946. And at this time it's a pretty staggering 
amount. But you are worth a litUe bit, too. 
So your total would be $95, 000, depending on the time of 
things and your work a little bit, too. Your lite insurance, 
right now you have a $10,000 policy and we actually couldn ' t  
use eocial· security now to prov1d• any income because until 
you haft children, your wit• won ' t  get any until 1h• is age 
sixty-two. Once there' s  children, then they are ent1Ued to 
th• inccne and that's why tbia needs to be revamped each 
t11H you have a child. 
Uh huh. 
Your saving• account of $2,500 giwa total ass•ta or 
tt2, 500. So deducting your ••••ta from your liabilitiee, 
you n.ed $83,446 to p!'OVide th• �ini.Mum that your family 
would need. 
Client: That' s  insuranee? $R'), OOO worth ot insurance? 
Agent: That' s  the amount that would be needed because you haw 
no social •eeur1ty, an.y other assets. And what I would 
recammend would be to go partial tem and part peru.nent 
which you could buy a ba•• policy ot $)0,000 with a 
$,54,000 decreasing tent J"ider, which would run $6).66 
monthly. The disability pay plan, now I can't, even though 
I agree with you that $1 , 000 is the minil'llum that you need, 
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seventy-five perc•nt or your income is the most that we 
insure. 
Client: Uh huh. 
Agent: And we can provide you with $750 a month for $26 a month 
and this would be a twenty year family security plan . It 
you beoame disabled right now. we would pay you $750 a 
month tor twenty years. Thie would be in effect until the 
end or the twentieth y.ar. Then it drops down to where it 
is a bto year plan fr°"' then on and gets you through the 
critical period of raising the family. The total premium 
to supply you with all of those needs would run $89.66, 
which is less than what you said you might be able to 
S&Vflt . 
Client: $90 a 1"0nth tor all that, huh? N ow  what kind of insurance 
is this? 
Agent: Thie is $)0, 000 of life, paid up at •_ixty-fiw. It'e 
penu.nent insurance. 
Client: That is like what I have now? 
B-13 Agent: Yes. It will b&come paid at age sixty-five and will also 
provide you with some retirement. At retirement age on 
your life insurance you can figure at your age, you will 
get back about forty percent more or what you paid into 
it as a retirernent tund. 
Client: So what would it be worth then, when I was aixty-five? 
Agent: Let me show you. We always suggest that you leave your 
dividends accumulate . ,\ t your age, twenty-five, you 
would pay in $?35 per thousand and you would g•t back 
$ 1 , 595 �r thousand vhioh would give you $860 per 
thousand more than what you paid in. So the $1, 59.5--it 
would be worth $47, a.so at age sixty-five . -Your term 
rider would also pay you back 90l'llft eash, but you would 
�1ot break even on that, so it isn't a monej-m&king thing 
on your te?m rider, but it would provide you with a 
little additional cash. The dividerds on this, on term, 
are not guaranteed. We h&'ft always paid them. Any 
dividends are . not guaranteed. We've always paid them. 
I'm just giving you an exmple ot what they aight be it 
things go currently the way they think that they will, 
There could be another $J,942 in dividends off ot your 
term rider. So at age sixty.five, your contract aa such 
would have a cash value of $,51,792 which could provide 
you �)62.,54 a month for lite at retirement time. Thia 
would not come up to your $�0, 000 that you want1 but I ' m  sure that you'll work soaeili!\4tr• where you will b&ve a 
r•tir ... nt plan, and al•o you'll haw social ••curity. 
so�thing coming out of that. But there is no way of 
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looking ahead to tell you euctly what it will be because 
you worked half and Qalt in Minnesota tor three years. 
TM.t might not even quality you to be perummtly insured 
under social security, so at a later date when you are 
working under social security and are fully qualified, then 
you can use part ot that tor your retire•nt. Also, a 
pension plan where.er you work. In today·• s market, it's 
almost a necessity any11ore to acquire good people. In 
order to set this up • • • 
Client: Nov, what' s  this? 
B-14 Agent: This ie your disability pay. This is the heart that would 
pay you a aontbly income tor ao long as you were disabled. 
It you became sick and can ' t  work, then we would pay you an 
income or $?50 a aonth tor one year, troa your policy date. 
If twenty years is the no?'Ral growing period of your children, 
normally that!s the time that they'l'• home, so we could be 
providing $?50 a month tor tMenty year period. An then at 
age torty-three, then thereafter, your plan becomes a two 
year plan. It you beo&M disabled after that we would pay 
you $750 a aonth tor two years. 
Client: And that costs ae how much? Co•plete 1 the whole works. 
Agent: Forty-six dollars per 11onth. What we would have to do is 
till out an application and we would have to han you 
examined by one or our company doctors. And it it vas 
acceptable it would be in torce, U' not. they vocld give 
you your asoney b&ck. They don't charge you anything unless 
they issue a contract. 
Client: Well, I tell you what. Can I wait and talk this over with 
lllY wife and have you COiie back? 
.Agent: Yea. Th• only one danger in waiting is it you should become 
disabled we might not be able to get it tor you. 
Client: You think I '  11 become disabled in one day? 
Agent: I haw no idea. It has happened. A young girl-I talked 
to her one night about nine o 'clock. She wanted to buy a 
small pol107 fl-om ...  just $�, 000. Her aothel" didn' t  
want her to haft it. She told her ·mother abe could pay 
for it herself, eo her aoth.er let her buy it. The next 
morning at 6a)O, her mother called •• and told .. not to 
.. nd the application in becau .. her daughter bad been 
killed the night before in a car accident. I vent ahead 
and sent it in becau" •he ••• oovered from the tiae the 
applioa Uon wu written. You would be covered at any tille. 
The aaae aa you would be oonr.d frca th• tiae you went in 
to get your •:ua 'til ( ) .  
1J8 
Client: Then this girl ' s  mother got the $2,000T 
Agent: Yes. That'• th• only time that ha• happened and it can 
happen. Bad I not talked her mother into buying it eh• 
would have been without any money. That waa th• only 
insurance she had. 
Client: Well. I think I do· want to talk this over with ..,. vife 
before I do anything elae. and vhat I will do 1• talk 
this over with her at noon it you juet leave this with ... 
B-15 Agent: Yes. You can call or it you like, I will be glad to take 
this and draw a little more ot a graph tor you ao that 
you can tell exaotly what it looks like and get a pioture 
and figure out the exact retirement benefits that you have 
and such and bring it back and go over it with both ot you 
and your vite so if ab• baa any questions I 'll be able to 
answer them· tor her. Would that be all right with you? 
Client: That will be tine. That will be tremendous. 
Agent: When would be a good ti• to talk with you? 
Client: She has a shover thing tonight so tonight wouldn ' t  be 
a good time. 
Agent: Is she normally busy during the daytimet 
Client: She works !'rOtlS 8:00 to 5: 00. 
Agent: Would Wedneeday night at 7s 00 be all right or would 
Thursday night be better. 
Client: Thursday night's out. I have a claaa. Wednesday night 
would be all right. 
Agent: Okay. I ' ll drop back Wedneaday night and if ah• has any 
questions, I will talk to her then. 
Client: All right, real good. Real tine. 
Agent: I appreciate your giving me the opportunity to go ov.r 
it with you. 
Client: I appr.ciate your coming oftr. Thie 1• something that is 
always just a little betuddled me but I think I understand 
the neoeeeity tor it, you know, and it's 1011ething that 
bas to be done. It'• just like bu;ring oar insurance. You 
may not u" it. hope that you don 't• but you need it. 
B-16 Agent: The big difference between buying life insurance and car 
insurance 1• you pay three or tour hundred dollars a year 
tor oar iru!lurance and really don ' t  complain about it that 
much. W• have to have it so there' •  no point in complaining 
B-17 
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about it. Dut if you take car in surance your entire 
lifetirne--nothing ever happens, if you have no accidents 
you won ' t  get a penny of that back. And your life 
insurance, if you make one payment and something happen• 
to you, you create an estate, you immediately create an 
$84, 000 estate. If you live to age sixty-five, which the 
ohancss are you will, you 'll get all your money baok plus 
a nice profit. Now, granted, you can take $80 a month and 
put it in the bank somewhere and at sixty-five you would 
come out a little better than the interest rates and such 
th.at they have. But it you put one penny of it into th• 
bank a.:1d something happens, they'll gin your wife the 
$SO instead of th• $84, 000, which has happened before. 
That's th• difference between insurance and the savings 
bank. You need both to balance it. 
Client: Th&t 1 s  how I 've always felt about it. Again, I know so 
little about this but it always seemed to me it was smart 
to h&v. a certain aroount in savings and then to have a cer­
tain about in lit• insurance. And then, perhaps, and this 
we haven' t  done yet, but it seems to me perhaps some small 
investments or mutual funds, or samething like that where 
you could speculate a little bit perhaps so hope tor a 
taster or larger return in teras ot cash value. That baa 
always se•ed to me to aake lots of sense to kind or spread 
out everything to do a little better somswbere else. 
Agent: I am also a licensed representative tor mutual f'unds . 
Prudential has their own, including variable annuities, 
which we have. But on� of the first things that I 
recommend is a fella have a good life insurance program 
and then go into the mutual funds. Mutual funds are good, 
I have some of them myself. But the only problem with 
mutual tunds are it you've been following the stock M&rket 
lately or reading the newspapers, they're all on a downward 
trend . And if something happens and you are depending on 
those tor your family' s  needs, it something happens to you 
at a time when they were down, there' s  no money there for 
them to live on whereas insurance is guaranteed. And over 
a period of forty years, you'll nake money on stocks and 
bonds, that' s  been their history 1n the past. They go 
down but then they go back up. So I think any good stock 
market broker would tell you to have a good base life 
insurance program first and then invest in the stock market. 
I sell both but I recOlll!llend--it makes no ditterence to me, 
commission vise, which way you go. We go on premium dollars 
so I always rec<>MJTtend the life insurance first. I had it 
!irst and then I bought my mutual funds. So I ean •t very 
well recommend that somebody else go the other way. 
Client: Do you have a card, Bob, that I could have in case I want 
to call you between now and Wednesday evening? 
Agent: Yea, I have one here. In fact I 'm going to leave this with 
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you. Maybe you are a little bit unsettled on what type of 
work you want to do. I don ' t  know if it might interest you 
or not but Prudential is always looking for men in a field 
where there are good opportunities. You quoted your income 
at $10, 000 a year-it isn't un11su4.l for a first year man to 
make more money than that. If you think that you might 
like to get into a field suoh as Prudential. I ' d  be glad to 
tell you what we have to of.fer, what we expect of you and 
what you oan expect from 'ls. 
Client: 1'!r. Henneberry has mentioned this to me and I don' t  know, 
I'm just very undecided about what I want to do. I 
already have a job for next year. I like teaching school 
& great deal. I like working with young people and helping 
them learn . things. But, I don ' t  know what I want to do yet, 
I really don ' t .  
Agent: I 'll put my name and phone number on here. This is an 
application am if you want to till it out fine, any 
information you put on her� is confidential. Leave this 
application with ws and it is put on file. A year from 
now, it you should ceoide that you would like a job. you 
would have your applioation in for a year. When th�y should 
call you. you tell th�m I'm just not interested at this time 
and they will re-file your application . People are hired on 
the basis of qualifications and application. But, here, 
look it over and �ee wh&t typt' of questions are on it. 
Client: All right, I will do that. 
Agent: If some tirrt� you feel you might like to try it. I ' d  be 
happy to have you over at the office. 
· Client: Okay, fine. I 'll get your ha.t and coat here. 
Agent: Okay. 
.B-18 Client: I don ' t  want to keep you. I inagine you 're busy. 
A gent: I enjoy this. It is a rewar�Une career if you like doing 
things for people. I ' ve  always enjoyed it. I think, 
probably, if you like what you •re doing, it ' s  mighty nice 
to eo to work. 
Client: Oh, absolutely. You have to enjoy what you're doing, 
otherwise you 're lost. 
Agent: I'll be back Wednesday at seven o'clock. 
Client: Thanks so much �or 8topping by. 
Aeent: It' s been real nioe talking to you. Bye. 
Client: L ye .  
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